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PR EF ACE.

It is with no little satisfaction that this, the fifteenth annual

edition of the proceedings of the Engineering Society of the School

of Practical Science, is presented to the members. The high stand-

ard set in previous editions is quite_ equalled by the quality of the

papers here published. It is an evidence of the esprit de corps char-

acteristic of " School " men that the graduates of our college have

the will to find the time and energy necessary for the preparation

of essays for the infonnation and inspiration of our members.

Special attention might be dra'mi to the papers of Messrs. Haultain

and Mitchell dealing with the relation of the young graduate to his

profession. The discussion by Mr. MacMurchy defining a special

relation of the engineer to his employers is also noteworthy. Two

very practical papers are those of Messrs. Thomson and Francis,

the one describing an up-to-date method of solving a "ticklish"

problem; the other giving information upon an interesting and

unique part of the construction of one of our newest highways of

commerce.

Let the motto of the Society, as well as of the School, be ever:

Scite et Strenue.

This edition consists of 1,500 copies.

W. G. CHACE.
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OBITUARY NOTICE.

During the present tenn the gi'im reaper, Death, has

removed one of our undergraduate members, William Ed-

ward Costin, who died January 16th, 1902. For several

months he suffered from a sarcomatous growth which finally

baflBied the best medical skill that could be procured.

He was the only son of W. I. Costin, M.D., and was a

native of Oxford county. After attaining senior leaving

standing at Woodstock Collegiate Institute, he taught for

about three years, and then entered S. P. S. in a course of

Civil Engineering with the present graduating class, obtain-

ing honor standing in his first and second years.

On account of his many winning qualities he made many

warm friends among the students, who feel that they have

lost a true and noble-hearted schoolfellow.

We regret to have to record the death of another of our

undergraduate members, John A. Nelson, a student in the

Mechanical and Electrical Department of the first year. He

was the youngest son of Mr. J. C. Nelson of St. Catharines,

and was a general favorite among those who made his ac-

quaintance during his short term here.

He was taken ill on Wednesda}', January 1st, 1902, with

appendicitis, and, after a week of intense suffering, died at

the home of his parents.
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PRESIDENT'S ADDRESS.

Gentlemen : As this is the first occasion on which it has been

my jDleasure to meet the Engineering Society since you did me the

honour of electing me President of this honourable body, I welcome

the opportunity of thanking you for the confidence you have placed

in me. The Engineering Society has been presided over by men

who have achieved the highest success in the engineering world.

Our Society represents a School of Engineering which is second to

none in Canada. These things impress upon me the weight of

responsibility I have assumed in accepting this office. But I am
reassured when I consider the strong, energetic committee with

which you have surrounded me; and with your hearty co-operation,

we shall endeavour to continue that progress which has so markedly

characterized the history of our Society.

I would call your attention to the great interest taken in the

department of engineering, as evidenced by the increasing number

of students entering each year. To the gentlemen of the first

year who are about to become members of our Society, I would

extend a hearty welcome. Enter at once into the life of the Society.

Do not wait till your second or third year, to feel that you are a

part of its workings. It is unnecessary for me to go into a discus-

sion of the objects of the Society, or the advantages to be gained

by contributing papers. These have been very thoroughly laid

before you in the addresses of a number of our former Presidents.

It will pay you to read them up. Suffice it to say. that the Society

needs your help and you need the Society's help. To these ends

1 would ask you to take an interest in everything pertaining to the

S.P.3. 1
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Society, contribute a paper if you can, ask questions and be ready

for a discussion after every paper that is read.

The Engineering Society being representative, as it is, of tii«^

whole student body of the School of l^ractical Science, I wish to

refer to a few things of general interest.

During the past year there occurred an event which will

remain a landmark in the history of our institution. I refer to the

banquet tendered by the graduates and undergraduates of the School

to our honoured Principal, on the twenty-first anniversary of the

birthday of the School of Practical Science. The gathering was a

most representative and enthusiastic one, indicating the high esteem

in which our Principal is held.

At the conclusion of his address on that occasion, Prinei])al lial-

braith made an important announcement. To use his own words : "A

week ago the Senate of the University passed a statute which provides

that the School of Practical Science, the teaching staff, examiners and

students, together with examiners for the degrees in applied science

and engineering, shall ex-officio constitute the Faculty of Applied

Science of the University of Toronto. By this statute the powers

of the Senate with reference to the degrees, and those of the School

with reference to the curriculum and work of instruction, as also

the statute respecting affiliation, remain unaltered. The result is

that the University gains without expense a fully equipped Faculty

of Applied Science, and in this respect puts itself on an equality with

the other great Universities of the continent; while on the other

hand, the School gains public recognition of the fact that its work

is of equal rank and dignity with that of the ancient faculties of

Arts, Medicine, and Law. This action of the Senate forms a fitting

close to the history of the School in the nineteenth century."

In view of the fact that we are now a full fiedged faculty, on

equal standing with the faculties of Arts, Medicine, and Law, it

behooves us that we enter more fully into the student life of our

great University.

In respect to athletics no fault can be found. " School-Cups'.'*

has been the war-cry Avhich has cheered on to victory our athletic

champions on many a hard fought field. There are, however, other

phases of University life into which we do not enter with such zeal.

We might mention the Varsity paper, an excellent i)ublication, in
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which we should manifest a greater interest. The Dining Hall and

the Students' Union are new departures, and should be powerful

agents in cementing the union of the different faculties. In loyalty

to the School our men have been true to the core. Let us now

extend our sympathies, and without lessening in the least our love

for old S.P.S., let us join with a. fervor characteristic of school men,

in sounding the fame of this great University of which we form no

unimportant part.

The upper years of the School will remember that last spring

an enthusiastic delegation from this institution crossed over to the

Parliament Buildings and made representations to the Government

setting forth the urgent needs of the School. They will also

remember that later the Legislature decided to devote $200,000

to Science, $50,000 of which was to be immediately available.

During the summer Professors Galbraith and Wright visited many

of the American L'niversities, inspecting the Applied Science

Departments with a view to the best methods of constructing and

equipping the new buildings. Also J. W. Bain, B.A.Sc, who has

been in Europe the past summer, visited the chemical departments

of a number of the universities on the continent, with the same end

in view. They have submitted their report to the Government.

The Provincial architect is busy preparing plans to be submitted to

the Council for their approval; and it is probable that the contract

for the construction of the new building will be let this Fall. The

site of the new building will be somewhere in the vacant plot owned

by the University on College Street. It is to be hoped that every

effort will be put forth by the Government in order that the new

building will be constructed as soon as possible. "We all know that

already, owing to the insufficient accommodation, small teaching

staff and poor experimental equipment, that the needs of the students

are far from being supplied..

As a result of the energetic efforts of Capt. Lang and Lieu-

tenant Burnside, the Toronto Engineer Corps is now a reality; and

a striking reality it proved itself to be during the recent visit of the

Poyal Party. In the Royal Review on Friday, the Duke remarked

on the smart a]ipearance of the company, and during the afternoon

of the same day while fonning a " Guard of Honor " for the Royal

Party on their visit to the L'niversity, it again came in for con-
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gratulatory remarks. The company at present musters fifty-eight

men, and nearly all are men of tile School of Practical Science.

We shall hope that before long their numbers may be doubled.

When the men have all qualified in drill, the chief work which is

the specialty of an Engineer Company will then be proceeded with.

This work consists of field work, earthing, use of spar, bridging,

etc. Good advancement may be expected, considering .the speed

with which the preliminary drill was mastered. A full supply of

engineering stores has been provided, including outfits for signalling

and telegraphing.

There has been some discussion, perhaps some dissatisfaction,

in regard to the Library of the School. The following may prove

some enlightenment on the subject. The chief officer is the

Librarian appointed by the Council, who is made responsible for

the management of the Library over which he has control. The

students elect by ballot at their general elections two representatives

—first and second assistants—who do the actual work in connection

with the Library. A catalogue has been printed and is accessible to

all members of the Society. In this catalogue, opposite the names of

the volumes, are letters indicating the libraries of the Professors in

which the volumes may be found. Where no letter occurs opposite

the volume, it will be- found in the General Library of the School.

The volumes in the respective libraries of the Professors are

permanently located there. These books may be procured subject

to the ordinary regulations, by applying to the Professor. Each

Professor in this way acts as an assistant librarian.

We are all glad to know that the health of our Lecturer in

Applied Mechanics, Mr. Duff, has so far improved that he is able

to resume his duties in the School. We all join in welcoming him

among us, and trust that we may have his gonial presence at our

meetings in the coming year.

I might call your atteiiiion to tlie appointment of ]\Ir. ]\Ionds

to the position of Demonstrator in Mechanical Engineering, to that

of Mr. Chace to the Fellowship in Electricity, to that of Mr. Craig

to tho Fellowship in ]\Icchanical Engineering, and to that of Mr.

Ardagh to the Fellowship in Chemistry.

In preparing this paper on " Engineering as a Profession,"' I

cannot claim entire originality. My experience so far has been
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limited, and if you find some of my ideas too far advanced for a

Fourth-Year man, I can plead with Kipling

—

When 'Omer banged his bloomin' lyre,

E'd 'card men sing by land and sea;

And what ^e thought 'e might require,

^E went and took the same as we.

EXGIXEERIXG AS A PROFESSION.

The profession of engineering is an honoured and honourable

one, but its place in the public estimation is not j^et where its merits

and services Avould place it. In Europe the standing and remuner-

ation of the engineer are second to those of no other professional

man. England recognizes the services of her engineers by honours

and emoluments. The Engineers of the Forth Bridge were knighted

in recognition of their services. Public measures and acts of par-

liament are largely influenced by their advice and direction. Manu-

facturing and industrial operations are largely managed by engineers

instead of so-called practical men.

"When John Smeaton, a little more than a century ago, became

the first man to write Civil Engineer after his name, the title gave

no prestige to the possessor. The early engineers. Watt, Stephen-

son, Smeaton and Fulton, had to fight their way through poverty

and discouragements to a recognition of their services.

Canada and the United States are very slow in the recognition

oi the valuable services of their engineers. Either country owes

more to the engineer than to any other class of equal numbers.

Think of the immense development in any of the different branches.

To follow out any one of the numerous lines of work in which he

has been engaged, to trace the development of the first crude

mechanism, up to the splendid triumphs of the present day in

almost any department of industrj', would be no idle task.

Engineering is a profession in which a man can be honourable.

It is fascinating from the fact tliat one sees the realization of his

mathematical and scientific theories and deductions. Its objects

are useful in the highest degree. It is healthful and ennobling in

its practice. In fact it is a profession which may well challenge

the attention of the young man of earnest endeavour, who is seeking

not only material iirosperity, but an honoured place among those

who have well served their day and generation.
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Mr. Charles T. Harvey, an eminent engineer, in a paper read

before onr Society, said:
—"Engineers of the highest degree are

born not made. Technical education is helpful, but not deter-

minative of the quality or strength of the will power which you

need to best succeed in your profession. You have chosen a profes-

sion which calls for intense exercise of trained will power, as its

functions are to re-arrange the material features of the earth to

serve human purposes to a higher degree. The embankment of a

railway, the prism of a canal, and the mechanism of a steam or elec-

trical engine, are triumphs of educated will power over matter."

One great factor very necessary in the make up of a successful

engineer is the power of observation. The observation of a simple

fact, and the train of thought induced therein', have led continually

to important results. The ability to map localities in the mind,

the faculty of noting the workings of a piece of mechanism, the

observation of leading features of ])laees and things; all of these

are of the utmost value to the engineer. This power, combined

with a sound knowledge of natural and mechanical laws, together

with a sufficient amount of nerve to put the thing into execution,

are the great requisites of an engineer.

The engineer should love his profession. The most simple

operations should possess an attraction to him. The application of

his theoretical knowledge, both in mathematics and science, should

be beautiful to him. The man who sees only the theoretical truth

of the fundamental formulae, and has no love for their application,

should not adopt engineering as a profession. Obstacles that spring

up along the line should not dampen his ardour to obtain a true

result.

The engineer should honour his profession. After becoming as

proficient as possible in the department which he has chosen, honour

and honesty should characterize his policy. Wlien the engineer

accepts bribes from the contractor for passing work which does not

fulfil the specifications; when he charges his employer a fee for

first-class work when he knows it is inferior: when he adopts the

practice of "making days" when the "per diem" prescribed by

law is too small, he had better blot the name of his profession from

his card and devote himself to a trade in which honourable dealing

is not expected.
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The final success of an engineer probablj^ depends upon more

qualities than are absolutely required in most of the other profes-

sions. His knowledge must be thoroughly technical, while his

methods must be perfectly practical. The clergyman or law7er is

tolerably sure of success, if he is eloquent and respectable. The

physician who has an engaging manner, need not be a great prac-

titioner in order to secure a good income. But the engineer, in

order that he may attain to success, must possess qualities which

would have won much more fame and fortune if they had been

applied to some other calling.

A prominent engineer of the day has put it thus : "The demand

to-day is for men who can accomplish specific results ; not the ancient

history of the steam engine, but the ability to construct the most

modern and complete form; not the story of how Franklin dis-

covered the relations of lightning to the electric fluid, but the

iibility to design and construct a dynamo that will run the greatest

number of lights at the least expense; not how the subject of

alchemy has developed into modern chemistr)-, but how to conduct

industrial manufactories with the least possible waste."

The demands of engineering upon the man are greater than in

most of the professions. He must first submit himself to a thorough

technical training, in order that he may be able to read and observe.

Having secured his diploma, he must seek employment that he may

obtain experience, for the glimpse of the real thing which he has

got in his college course is far from fitting him for the responsi-

'bilities of the work. During the earlier part of his career he will

probably find that his work is something more than trying.

The worst feature of the engineer's life is its uncertainty.

Especially is this true of the mining and civil branches. One mast

at all times l)e in readiness, at a moment's notice, to go to any part

of the country where his work may call him. Often he is exposed

to great luirdships in the way of extremes of heat and cold, rain

and drouth, and sometimes scanty fare.

What does the Faculty of Applied Science offer to a prospec-

tive engineer? It offers that technical training which is so neces-

sary nowadays in the make up of a successful engineer. " Know-

ledge is power " is an old adage, a back-number. Power is rather

the ability to apply knowledge. Technical schools not only furnish

knowledge, but train their students in the application of it. Just
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here I would take the opportunity of referring the men of the First

Year to Principal Galbraith's address at the Banquet last Christ-

mas. The subject was, " The Function of the School of Applied

Science in the Education of the Engineer.'^ The subject is very

thoroughly dealt with, and is especially adapted to us as students.

We in our technical training should aim at laying a broad

foundation, rather than at specializing along some chosen line-

Circumstances in most cases determine our specialization in after

life. In fact, it is said by men of authority that a young man thor-

oughly grounded in fundamental principles and well trained how

to apply them, has almost an equal chance for success in all branches

of engineering. As a proof of the fact we only need look up the

records of our own graduates.

What does the Engineering Society offer to the prospective

engineer? I shall not enlarge very much on this, but refer you

again to the addresses of our former presidents. With regard to

papers, I would say, do not wait to be asked, but set to work and

prepare one to be read before the Society during the coming year.

The mere act of preparing a paper is a valuable discipline to the

writer. Nothing serves so well in systematizing one's ideas,

clearing up doubts and exposing deficiencies on a subject^

as the compiling of a paper. The benefits which you receive

from the Society, will probably depend on the amount of energy

you invest in it. If you are 'simply looking to your own interests,

Avithout regard to the interests of others, probably neither will

profit much by your presence. Let each member, without thought

of year distinctions, feel that his part is necessary in order to make

up the finished whole.

In conclusion, what are our professional prospects? In looking

about Canada to-day one would say that the prospects never were

brighter. Of course times are good, and one cannot tell how long

they will continue. Engineering probably is the first profession to

feel a depression, as great works are not usually undertaken when

the country is suffering from hard times.

However, the immense developments in ever}' kind of industry

have created a great demand for competent and trained engineers.

Capitalists are beginning to see the necessity of entrusting their

great works in the hands of trained men. Let us all strive to come

up to the standards required, and thereby render ourselves indis-

pensable as well as honouring to our profession.



OUR TIMBER SUPPLY.

J. A. DeCew, '96.

The coi>t of material is generally the factor of prime import-

ance in engineering construction, and the relative amount of each

material used depends to a large extent upon its value, as well as

upon its suitability for the purpose in hand. A structure which now

contains certain proportions of wood, steel and concrete, might have

contained these materials in quite different proportions had their

respective values been differently related at the time. Therefore,

if the cost of our timbers for construction and other purposes keeps

steadily on the increase in the future as it has in the past, and if

the price of iron, steel and concrete should remain comparatively

constant, then the tendency of the future will be to abandon the

use of wood as a constructive material, in proportion as its increased

cost stimulates the employment of substitutes. What the ultimate

result will be is hard to predict, as there are many variable influences

to be considered. One thing, however, is quite certain, and that is,

if we continue our present rate of consumption, the price of our

timber must go on steadily increasing until its stumpage value

becomes equivalent to the cost of reproduction.

If a species of timber should become exhausted before the

equilibrium between consumption and reproduction is established,

or if the demand for it should exceed the capacity of reproduction,

then it is certain to become quite expensive and will only be employed

for those purposes to which it is peculiarly adapted.

Tlie cost of our timbers in the market may be expressed directly

in terms of the cost of labour, supplies, stumpage and the distance

between the market and stump. Therefore as we are rapidly

consuming the present stand, which we might call our capital stock,

the steady increase of the last two factors is sufficiently evident,

and with these factors the price to the consumer must also advance.
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As an example of a timber which will be commercially exhausted

long before any adequate reproduction can take place, we miglit

select the white pine. This is without question our most important

and highly prized timber product, on account of its combination of

qualities, which adapt it to an almost unlimited number of uses. The
white pine is at home in commercial quantities, over an area of about

400,000 square miles, over which the original stand is estimated to

have been about 700,000,000,000 feet, board measure. All that re-

miins to us of this inheritance is about 110 billion feet, of which the

Lake States (Michigan, Wisconsin and Minnesota) possess 6-1 bil-

lion and Canada about -10 billion. The annual cut in the Lake

States is about 6 billion feet, and in Canada from 1^ to 2 billion feet,

so that our total annual consumption is about 7^ to 8 billion feet.

If this rate continues it is quite evident that all of our present stand

of pine will be consumed in about 15 years. It is interesting to note

in this connection that while the pine manufacturers of Canada

have still from 20 to 25 years of stock in sight, the American mills

can manufacture all of their remaining white pine in less than 10

years. Nearly all of the white pine is so located that the present

rate of exploitation can be and probably will be continued until 75

per cent, of the present supply is cut, when, of course, the lack of

logs will lead to a reduction in output. This curtailed output will

begin on the American side in a very few years, and then the white

pine will gradually cease to be the great staple of our lumber

markets. This result is unavoidable, for if recuperative measures

were immediately adopted, it would take 100 years to grow a pine

tree, with an average diameter inside the bark of 15 inches, and to

reproduce forests like those we are now consuming would take about

200 years. i

It is erroneous to suppose that other conifers or hard wooils

may be substituted for or easily adapted to the uses of white pine,

which is shown by a comparison with its most natural substitute, the

southern pine. A ship)iing case, made of white pine, requires but

half tlie effort to manufacture, and .5 to .()5 the effort to handle or

transport, as one made from hard pine, and as for lath, the white

pine nails easier and shrinks less. For sash and doors the only sat-

isfactory substitutes are cypress and white cedar, and these are not

any too abundant themselves. Althouah from the scarcitv of good
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l)inG shingles, we are already using red cedar shingles from the

Pacific coast, yet prices must reach a high mark before we can afford

to freight lumber such a distance.

It is not only the white pine of which we might say, speaking

relatively, that the end is in sight, for the same is true of the wal-

nut, yellow poplar, ash and elm. As the elm and ash are particularly

well adapted for the making of barrels, on account of their strength

and toughness, the question of paramount importance to all those

interested in cooperage stock is, what satisfactory substitute can be

found for these fast disappearing woods ?

In spite of the fact that there has been a great increase of late

years in engineering construction, there has been no increase what-

ever in our annual consumption of timber. Xevertheless since the

supply is decreasing faster than thedemand, we shall be forced in

the near future to pay still higher prices for those wooden materials

that we actually require. It is just this class of timber which we

cannot well do without, that we shall find in future very hard to

obtain. For although it does not take very long to grow railway ties

or fence posts, we shall find it a very different matter to reproduce

trees similar to those from which we obtain the wide clear lumber of

our markets to-day.

Hemlock may make a fairly good substitute for pine in rough

construction, 1)ut not for interior work.

Perhaps when the Isthmian Canal is completed, we shall be able

to obtain our finest grades of lumber and shingles from the Pacific

coast, but even that rich source of supply may in time become ex-

hausted. The annual consumption of timbers, ties, fence rails,

cordwood, etc., in the T'nited States amounts to about 25 billion

cubic feet. Their total forest area amounts to about 500 million

acres, and on each acre it is possible to grow, according to German

estimates, 55 cubic feet per annum, but of this growth only about

35 cubic feet is available to the American lumborman. Therefore,

if all their forest area were well planted and managed, the annual

harvest would not equal the annual consumption. But this possible

state of reju-nductive efficiency is as yet but a dream of the future,

and as our present stand is fast disappearing, it is the duty of every-

one to conserve as much as possible the present supply. This can
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be accomplished only by scientific lumbering, efficient fire protec-

tion, a more extended use of wood preservatives and an increased

economy, along with the gradual substitution of other materials in

construction.

Our wood consumption per capita, outside of fire-wood, is 8 to

10 times that of Germany, and 18 to 20 times that of Great Britain,

for we rely more upon wooden structures than they do and are more

wasteful in construction.

These facts go to show that we have yet plenty of opportunity

to restrict the demand in proportion as the supply decreases, and in

this way avoid future scarcity and excessive prices. However, not

the engineer alone, but the community as a whole, has a direct

interest in the perpetuity and conservative use of our forest re-

sources, as well as in the preservation of favourable forest condi-

tions, both in behalf of the agricultural interests of the country

and on account of the resiiltino- beneficial climatic effects.



FORESTRY AND ENGINEERING.

Thos. Southworth.

My pleasure at being allowed again to read a paper before your

Society is somewhat alloyed by the difficulty in presenting matter

that will be new or interesting to the critical scientific minds com-

prising your membership.

Of course Mr. Barrett intimated that I would be expected to

address you on forestry, but that is a large subject and presents

too many phases to be treated as a whole, even hastily, in the time

at my disposal.

In view of the number of letters I have received from various

sources giving me advice on the subject of forestry in Ontario, tlie

writers of which seem to regard the subject from such a different

standpoint from my own, it has occurred to me that I might be

permitted to define the term^ forestry as I understand it, speaking

generally as applied to this Province. Forestry is primarily a

system of farming with trees as the principal crop—I say principal

crop advisedly—for they do not constitute the only crop in the

forest. , Forestry is not the mere preservation or protection of trees,

nor the planting of trees where the country has been too much

denuded, as it is quite often intimated

In farming with trees as the main crop, it is essential that the

financial aspect should be had in view just the same as in other lines

of farming. The farmer who raises wheat does so for profit, and

when he harvests one crop he prepares for another. Just so with

the forester, witli iho difference, in this country at least, that

nature has started him with a grown crop ready to be harvested,

and it is business with him so to harvest this original crop as to

secure the largest financial returns from it consistent with the

economical but effective reproduction of similar crops.

In Ontario we have to do with two main phases of foresti*v

work, the one as it applies to the individual OTSTier of woodlands,
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the fami wood lot, and the other relating to the larger problem of

the forest farm of the whole people on the Crown lands.

Both are important, hoth affect the general welfare of the

Province.

The farmers of old Ontario, in clearing land to grow other and

more valuable crojDs than trees, have removed the forest cover so

complete]}' as to seriously affect adversely the fertility of the land

in some sections, and, through the drying up of our water sources,

increasing the evajjoration of moisture from the soil, and in other

ways to seriously alter climatic conditions for the worse. Ai the

same time, while the community in general suffers to some extent

from this cause, the chief sufferer is the individual farmer himself,

I will confine myself at present to a consideration of the large'

and more important problem of forestry on the lands of the Crown.

By far the greater portion of the Province of Ontario is still

tree covered. The land area of the Province is estimated at about

126 million acres. Of this less than 25 millions of acres are suffi-

ciently settled to be under some form of municipal government. The

balance, over 100 millions of acres, may be said to be tree covered.

Of this immense area probably another 40 million acres is well

suited for agricultural settlement, the rest being broken and chiefly

valuable for mining and forest lands. The remaining 60 millions

of acres is more or less tree covered and is all capable of growing

trees. Mining development is now being prosecuted in several

points in this area, and there will be many small villages and towns

with the necessary agricultural settlement around them, but we
may safely assume that this area will, or rather let me say should,

remain permanently in forest—a vast forest farm the property of

the whole people. Of the sixty millions of acres remaining, the

greater part is still covered with its natural forest crop yet to be

harvested; and from this will be seen the vastness of our resources in

this line, and the desirability of solving the question of exploitation

in the wisest way.

As I have said, forestry, or the growing aud harvesting of trees

for profit, is mainly a financial proposition, but there are certain

other incidental advantages derived from the ]iresence of trees in

larger masses, in their effect on climate, water supply, and in other

ways, such as to render it advisable that in some cases the mere
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financial aspect should be subordinate. These incidental advantages

concern the general public rather than the individual, and in the

case of the individual holder of woodland, he cannot be expected

to sacrifice his personal financial interests for the general good.

For this and other reasons, it is wise that forestr}^ on a large scale

should be conducted by the State. A private holder might, under

pressure of pressing financial need, realize on his forest wealth in

a way inimical to the general welfare and disastrous to the indus-

tries dependent upon forest products. The State, on the other hand,

is free from this danger, and is in position to disregard immediate

profits where a close regard for them would adversely affect the

general good in other ways. At the same time it is possible to

retain these incidental advantages without sacrificing the purely

financial results, and it is in this direction that the services of the

skilled forester, the trained and scientific observer, will be required.

No formulated system of forestry, no matter how scientific it

may be, will serve in this Province unless it is based on observa-

tion and jjraetice under our own conditions. We have to solve our

problems in our own way.

France and Germany and other European countries have ela-

borate scientific forestry systems that are well nigh perfect in their

way, and for the countries in which th6y have been developed.

They are the result of years of investigation and practice by scien-

tific men; yet their systems are of little use to us except as forming

a basis from which to study our own needs.

In our country, where only a third to a half of a small propor-

tion of the more valuable varieties of trees have a market value,

we could not afford to establish nurseries and transplant trees on a

large scale, as is done in some parts of Europe, where the limbs, roots

and even the leaves of the trees are marketable.

The cost of preparing the ground, planting the young trees,

plus the cost of protection and care of the forests for 50 to 100

years, plus also the interest on the capital invested during that long

period would, I fear, show a balance on the wrong side of the ledger

when the crop was harvested. It is true conditions will be changed

in this country before a crop planted now will be ready for harvest,

but not sufficiently so as to make a financial success of tree planting

by the State in a lar.^e scale.
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However, if -ne have not much cash, we have plenty of time

and i^lenty of land. A forest will inevitably reproduce itself if

allowed to do so, and it is the business of the forester to as-ist

Nature in securing a new crop in the shortest time and composed

of the most valuable commercial varieties of trees.

Nature is sometimes slow in her methods and does not always

accomplish the work in hand as we would have it done; yet in the

reproduction of forests in Ontario, she is apt to reproduce a forest

of the highest economic value. The most valuable tree from a

commercial point of view in our original forests was the white pine,

(Pinus Strobus), and in nearly all cases the forest planted by Nature

after the original one has been cleared away by the axe of the lum-

berman and by fire, is largely composed of that tree. It fs true that

after a forest fire the first succeeding crop of trees is composed

largely of poplar and birch, trees that seed yearly, and whose -seeds

are light winged and are carried miles by the wind ; but these broad-

leaved trees form the proper condition of shade, and fit the soil for

the growth of the young pines that grow up under their protection,

in all cases where any pine trees old enough to bear seed have

been left in the neighborhood. The young pine plant is very deli-

cate, and liable to extinction in the first few days of its growth, if

exposed to the direct -rays of the sun. Hence you will see that the

presence of the forest weeds, the poplars and birches is necessary as

a nursery for the more valuable sorts; and Nature is doing her

work well in spite of, nay, in some cases, assisted by fire. That we

can assist Nature and hasten the growth of the profitable forest is

undoubted, and to apply the trained skill necessary for this object

we require educated foresters.

Our forests, besides returning a direct annual revenue to the

Province of over a million dollars, support, next to agriculture, by

far our largest industry. Tliougli not so attractive as mining, it

has produced more wealth in Ontario than mining is likely to do

for some time, and upon its continuance depends largely our pros-

perity. It is not too much to expect that in the not distant future,

the best trained men from our scientific schools will find employment

in managing the forest industries of the Province. We have no

School of Forestry in Canada, though some three or four liave been

started in the United States. What we need is practical men

whose scientific traininsf has taught them how to observe.
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It is largely a matter of observing, of finding out the " why "

of things. A couple of years ago, in travelling through a pine

forest with the superintendent of one of our large lumber firms, I

picked up a considerable number of cones to see if there were any

seeds left in them after they had fallen from the trees. Upon
remarking that I had about concluded that the scales of the cone

opened and the seeds dropped out before the cone fell off the tree,

my companion remarked:

—

" Do you mean to say that there were

seeds in them things? I have seen plenty of them lying on the

ground for years, but never knew what they were." Now I cannot

imagine a student of the S. P. S. walking over pine cones for 20

years, as this man had done, without having curiosity enough to find

out what they were.

As an instance of the benefit of a scientific training, no matter

to what branch of engineering the problem which confronts a man
may belong, I may state that I have been assisted recently by a

graduate of this School in trying to solve one of the problems that

Ave have to face. A lumberman whose forest contained considerable

quantities of hemlock (Abies Canadensis) was unable to harvest it

profitably. There was no local market for hemlock bark, and this

inability to sell the bark removed the profit there should otherwise

have been in cutting the timber. I happened to know that Mr. J.

A. DeCew, a graduate of the S. P. S., had been investigating the

chemistry of woods, and I appealed to him in the matter. I have

now in my office a very valuable paper jjrcpared by him on the pro-

cess of preparing extract of hemlock bark, or liquid tannin, and if

moderate sized portable plants can be secured at a suitable price,

lienilofk lumber may be produced profitably in these limits, as is

the case in similar forests near railways or near tanneries.

I mention this merely to show that the problems in forestry

practice are either financial or scientific, or, correctly speaking, both.

A college training, as I understand it, does not make a man a com-

petent surveyor or engineer, but equips him so that he may become

one. He may not have the expert knowledge required, but he

knows, or should know, how to acquire it. He has been trained to

apply his powers of observation, his " horse-sense," to the various

scientific problems as they arise in actual practice.

s. p.s. 2
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Another problem in Ontario forestry, largely of an engineering

nature, is presented in connection with the Temagami Forest

Eeserve. This reserve, comprising 1,400,000 acres of virgin forest

land, contains a very large quantity of standing timber, some of

"which is mature and ready to cut. The territory is drained partly

into the Ottawa Eiver and partly through the Temagami and Stur-

geon Eivers into Lake jSTipissing, and thence to Georgian Bay. The
height of land separating the two drainage basins is very narrow.

Before beginning to remove the mature timber from this

Eeserve, it will be necessary to know whether it would be prac-

ticable or profitable to connect the two systems of waterways. We
will also require a more or less complete topographical map of the

Eeserve; will need to find out what improvements will be neces-

sary to the various streams to enable the logs to reach the market,

as well as to lay down and construct roads in the bush for hauling

logs to the water. There are other problems of a purely sylvicultural

nature, such as ascertaining the rate of growth and present age of

the trees to be cut, in order that the cutting may be properly exe-

cuted, problems to be solved by the expert forester; but many of

the problems are of a purely engineering nature.

I have been frequently asked if I thought there was likely to

be a chance of employment for scientific foresters in Ontario, I

quite unhesitatingly say I do think so, not by the Government alone,

but by lumbermen as well, for it will not be long before they will

see, as the large forest owners of the United States already recog-

nize, that scientifically trained men, who also have common sense,

are better than men with common sense alone.

In this connection I have referred to some of the problems in

Ontario to be solved, to show you that the training given in the

School of Practical Science is quite in the line required for the

special work when the proper time arrives. True, you will need

special work in botany and practical forestry, but the instructions

you are receiving in civil engineering, as I understand it, are such

as you need for the forestry profession. Therefore, let me urge

you when engaged in surveying, or in other branches of engineering,

to observe conditions in the forest, in saw milling, in lumbering, and

in all that pertains to this great industrs*. The knowledge you

thus acquire will be useful, and you do not know how soon you may

be called upon to put it to practical use.



THE USE OF IRON AND STEEL IN MINES.

D. L. H. Forbes, '02.

The increasing scarcity and cost of large timbers, together with

their rapid deterioration in the air of most mines, are bringing

masonry, iron and steel more and more into prominence as materials

for mine structures which are intended to be of a permanent char-

acter. The use of iron and steel as substitutes for timber has

already had a place for a considerable time in continental mining

practice. They have also been employed in many English mines and

collieries. In American mines, however, owing to the abundance

and relative cheapness of timber in most mining camps, iron and

steel have had but a limited use up to the present. But there is a

tendency, even on this continent, to restrict the use of timber for

many purposes in mining. This is partly due to the disastrous

mine fires which often occur, and which cause mine managers to'

come to the conclusion that the extra cost involved in the use oi

non-combustible materials for lining permanent ways in large mines

may frequently be justified. It will be the object of this paper to

call attention to some typical* constructions employing iron or steel

which have been tried in mines and have been found satisfactory.

SHAFTS.

In lining shafts, rings of I-l)eanis or channel-bars have been

used extensively as curbs. They are upheld at the ])ro])er distances

apart by struts of wood or iron, and backed by heavy planks or iron

sheeting. The initial cost of iron lining in place is estimated to be

twice tliat of wood and equal to that of masonry, but the. cost of

maintenance is only one-third tliat for wood and about the same as

for masonry in drv^ shafts.*

The most successful methods of sinking shafts in running

ground all employ iron tubing. The ordinary methods, as well as

* Ililseng, " Manual of Mining'," p. 337.
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those of Triger, Haase, Kind and Chaudron, are described fully in

the textbooks on mining, so that to mention them in connection with

this subject will be sufficient.

Steel has recently been used in the form of expanded metal in

lining the shaft of a Pennsylvania coal mine.* The No. 2 shaft of

the Manville mine at Scranton had been lined with a double wood
cribbing with clay between the cribs. Quicksand and water had

caused this work to fail, and the management put in its place slabs of

concrete 18 inches thick, reinforced by expanded metal. This con-

struction is said to be satisfactory in keeping back the quicksand

and water.

TUNNELS, DRIFTS, ETC.

In linings for tunnels, iron and steel have been used quite

extensively in Europe, and various forms of construction are em-

ployed.

In the Halkyn Drainage Tunnel, Flintshire, where the sides are

firm, but the roof weak, frames are employed consisting of two

hollow cast-iron cylinders as posts with a 50-lb. rail strung across

. their tops. The head of the rail is placed downwards and rests in

grooved chairs which tit into the tops of the cylinders. These

frames are placed about three feet apart and planks or light rails

are laid from one to the other. The space between them and

the roof is tightly packed with stones. A dry stone wall is built

upon each side with an occasional plank or rail to make it firmer.

It was estimated that to have secured this part of the tunnel with

good masonry would have cost nearly twice as much as this method,

using iron, the cost of which was $10.75 (£2 4s.) per linear yard of

tunnel.f

In France, special forms of I-steel are manufactured for frames

in tunnels, levels, etc. A favourite form consists of two side pieces

suitably bent at the top and united by fish-plates and bolts so as to

form a shape like an inverted IT. Another French frame much in

use is composed of two semicircles of mild steel. For this, two

kinds of sections are employed,—channel steel, and bulb tee steel.

• " The Doings of Expanded Metal," December, 1901, published by the Asso-

ciated Expanded Metal Companies.

f C. Le Neve Foster, " Ore and Stone Mining," p. 259.
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The channel steel used weighs about IG lbs. to the yard. It is sawn

into proper lengths on leaving the rolls and bent into semicircles

while still hot. The two pieces are joined by sleeves of sheet steel

fastened by a couple of iron wedges. Steel of the bulb tee section

weighing about 26 lbs. per yard is employed for heavier ground.

Metres, o

Feet, O / 2 3 4 5 (6

While in Saxony last year, the writer was mucli impressed by

the extensive use to which old rails are put in the silver-lead mines

of the Freiberg district. Here it is claimed that, although iron costs

about the same as masonry and will not last so long, yet, in setting

up, the iron takes much less time and when completed occupies less

space than masonry; wliile, in all probability, the iron will stand for
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several generations.* In the Rothshonbei'g tunnel two rails are bent

so as to form an elliptical shape, and united at top and bottom bj

fish plates and bolts. Behind these frames light mine rails are

strung and flat pieces of rock packed in tightly all around. At other

places in the district rails are used as posts and caps. The head of

the rail used as cap is let into the upper ends of the upright rails.

The feet of the uprights rest directly on the floor of the tunnel.

Where the sides are firm and only the roof needs support, as in

drifts where overhand stoping is employed, rails are placed across

with their ends resting in hitches cut into' the wall-rock, thus form-

ing stulls to support the waste material heaped above. The rails

used for tliis purpose are of varying size and cross-section, depending

upon the load they have to supj^ort. Light mine rails are strung

across these rails and spaced 6 to 8 inches apart, with flat pieces of

rock laid on top to form the staging on which the miners stand and
pile up the waste after each blast. (See Fig. 1.) In some of tlie

Freiberg mines the rails are given a slight bend upwards so as to

bring the principle of the arch into play. Where this is done, it is

usual to give a bend of about 5 cm, inl 100 cm. of length. It is

claimed that the strength is increased by doing this, so that much
lighter rails may be used thah if they were straight] under the same

load. In places where the mine waters are acid, the use of iron for

supports shoukl be avoided. At several places in the upper levels

of the Himmelfahrt mine at Freiberg, the rails have to be replaced

frequently on account of the rapid corrosion caused by such mine

water. Fven coating the rails with tar is said to have but little

effect in delaying the corrosion.

GANGWAYS, ETC., IN CQAL MINES.

Steel I-beams have been used witli success for some years at tlio

Nunnery Colliery, Sheffield. The usual size is 4 inches wide, 5

inches deep, with 3-8 in. web. They are used either as caps on

timber posts (see Fig. 2) or as posts and caps. In l)oth cases the

beam used for the cap has a lug or band of wrought iron. 1 in. x

3-4 in., shrunk on about a foot from eacli end. This prevents the

posts from coming in sideways. ,Sueh frames or sets are placed 3

• " Freiberg Berg-und Hiittenwesen," pp. 17G-183.
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feet apart, and old timber is placed across from cap to cap, support-

ing the roof. The steel beams are tarred over with unboiled gas

tar, and have been in use several years without showing any signs of

deterioration; while timber at the same colliery lasts only two years

on an average.*

Sect/on ab.
Fig. ^

In another English colliery I-beams are similarly employed. As

an experiment in this colliery, lengths of roads were timbered

alternately with wood and steel (timber being used for props in both

cases.) But, before definite results could be obtained, the district

fired was dammed off and abandoned. After a lapse of 9 months,

the roads were re-opened, and it was found that the steel bars had

• C. Le Neve Foster, " Ore and Stone Mining," p. 261.
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suffered scarcely at all, only a few being displaced owing to their

timber supports breaking. But, at places where timber caps had

been set, the roof liad fallen in, and considerable expense in wages

was involved in repairing it. On a main haulage road in this same

colliery 12-ft. girders of a section 6 in. x 4^ in. with |-in. web,

weighing 78 lbs. to the yard, were employed, replacing 9-in. timber

bars. The first cost of the steel here was 2^ times that of wood.

The date o.f fixing each girder was noted, and in many instances the

gircfers outlasted 3 to 4 sets of timber before removal; so that, even

if the steel bars were worthless on removal, their actual cost would

have been less than for timber. But, after being taken out, they

had merely to be straightened and then were practically as good as

new.*

Cast iron cylinders are being used in place of timber posts in

many English collieries. It has been said, however, that they are liable

to break if any great side pressure comes on them. The Balmer prop

is a modification which consists of two cast iron cylinders, of which

the lower is filled with loose packing, and the upper telescopes into

it as far as the packing will permit. Holes in the side of the lower

cylinder allow some of the packing to be removed, so that the prop

can shorten itself.f

For withstanding very great pressures coming from floor and

sides as well as roof, two forms of construction which were observed

by the Avriter in the Oberhohndorf colliery at Zwickau, Saxony,

have been in use for several years. One of these is a tubular form,

the frames being rings composed of two semicircles of channel steel

joined by fish plates bolted on the outsides of the flanges (Fig. 3).

The rings are 2^ metres in outside diameter, and are placed 1 metre

apart, centre to centre, each being held in position by tJiree tie-rods

or dogs joining it to the preceding ring. These tie-rods are made
from mine rails cut to proper lengths and turned over at the ends

The gangway to be lined with this construction has first to be en-

larged until its cross-section is about 14 feet square, the roof and

sides being held temporarily by timber props and logging.
_
The

excavation is carried about 20 feet in advance of the work of lining.

The floor is first covered with concrete up to a certain level. A

• Hughes, " Textbook of Coal Mining;," p. 137.

i Journal of Iron and Steel Inst., 1000, II, p. 472.
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timber sleeper 4 metres long is then laid on the concrete, given its

proper leveling and alingment, and then firmly embedded with more

concrete. Four of the channel steel rings are then set up and held

temporarily by timber props and wedges. Timber slabs from 2 to

3 inches thick and 3 metres long are then placed in position on the

outside of the rings, and concrete rammed in firmly all around.

Temporary timber supports, which interfere with the work as it is

built up, are cut away, leaving the lower parts imbedded, in the con-

crete. When the concrete filling is about two-thirds of the height

of the excavation it has to be continued in sections of one metre,

the end face of the section being held with boards until it has reached

thie- roof and has set. In a double-tracked gangway this work may

go on without seriously disturbing its traffic, by keeping one track

constantly supported and having a switch at each end of the place

of construction, so that both in and out going trams may use it.

The other track is used for hauling concrete to the work. Six men
are required—two miners, two masons, and two shovellers. "Working

two ten-hour shifts per day, a section 4 metres in length is completed

in six days. The total cost is about $5U per metre length of gangway.

For single-tracked gangways a construction differing only in the

employment of elliptical channel frames is used, but where thei side

pressure is very great, -these frames have occasionally been crushed

in at the joints.

The other form of iron construction used in the Oberhohndorf

colliery is shown by the sketches in Fig. 4. Cross-rails used as sills are

imbedded in a concrete foundation, and side walls resting on them are

built up to a height of about 1^ metres above the floor of the gang-

way with a thickness of 1 metre. These side walls are constructed ot

layers of rail lengths laid crosswise and lengthwise alternately. Tie-

rods prevent the rails from spreading, and concrete is packed in

between and beliind them. The roof is formed by lengths of rails,

bent slightly at the middle, wliich arch against an I-beam at the top

of the gangway and spring from a rail and angle-iron laid along the

tops of the sidewalls. In between the webs of these roof-rails com-

mon sized bricks are placed. Concrete is rammed in tightly above

the bent rails and the side walls. This construction was first put

in about 16 years ago after a fire had caused the collapse of some of

the main haulage wavs and had necessitated the closinff of one of the
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shafts for several months. The work of this kind which was then

constructed is still apparently as firm as ever. Only the main gang-

ways are supported in this way, and they only for a hundred metres

or so from the shaft, on account o± the expense, the cost being about

$85 per metre.

At the Spring Valley coal mines, in Illinois, a new shaft had to

be sunk in 1896, on account of a fire which had caused considerable

damage. When the gangways and sidings were being constructed at

the new shaft, the manager was particularly anxious to use as little

timber or other combustible material as possible. The side walls

were built of masonry and 15-in, I-beams, weighing 50 lbs. per foot,

were placed 4 feet apart to support the roof. These I-beams rested

on heavy cap stones in the tops of the walls. The width of the

gangway is 14 feet, and its height 7 feet, from top of tracks to

bottom of I-beams. The covering of the I-beams is composed of

3-in. oak planks.*

A similar use of steel girders is made in some of the Pennsyl-

vania coal mines.

ADVANTAGES IN THE USE OF IRON OR STEEL.

The great advantage of steel beams over timber ones is in the

matter of durability, which means a reduction in the cost of repairs.

Besides this, however, there is the possibility of using the beams

elsewhere when taken out. When only slightly bent they can be

reversed and used over again. If badly bent they can be straightened

or sent to the steel works to be worked over. In any ease the steel

has some value, but timber after failure is crushed and splintered so

badly that it is worthless. Another advantage in the use of steel

beams is the increased space for ventilation, due to the small size

of steel beams compared with timber ones. Decaying timber

takes fire very easily, and is moreover an important factor in causing

tlie air of a mine to become foul. Finally, in setting up almost any

form of steel or iron construction, the parts can be put together

and the structure completed in less time and with less labour

than masonry, or even timber used for tlie same purpose.

• " Improvements at the Spriii>j Valley Mines," Trans. Am. Inst. M. E., vol.

xxix, 1000, pp. 187-209.



BACTERIAL METHOD OF SEWAGE DISPOSAL.

Charles H. Eust. C.E., M. Can. Soc. C. E.

The following short account of the biological or bacterial

method of sewage disposal has been prepared by the writer with

the hope that it maj^ be of some interest to the members of your

Society.

It is only within the past five or six years that the bacterial

method of disposal has been brought prominently before the public,

but there is now a large number of small towns in England that

have adopted it, and some of the largest cities have been experi-

menting, with a view of doing so, while in America at the present

time several towns have installed sewage works upon the bacterial

system.

The following short extract will explain clearly what bacteria

are :
—

'' Bacteria are minute forms of vegetable life, whose existence

was not even suspected until late in the seventeenth century. They

are so small that it requires the most powerful microscope to make

them visible at all. There are other low forms of life which bear

a part with them. They may be divided into two classes, the anae-

robic and the aerobic. The anaerobic live without air, that is with-

out free oxygen, the aerobic existing with free oxygen. Exposure to

air kills the anaerobes, and all bacteria are destroyed if allowed to

remain too long in contact with their own products. In the absence

of water, or at least moisture, -they are unable to multiply and

remain dormant. The work bacteria do in the purification of sewage

is to oxidize the foul matters of which it is partly composed. To
effect a thorough purification three separate processes are needed^

viz. (first) anaerobic, (second) partly anaerobic and partly aerobic,

(third) aerobic."

The subject may be discussed under two heads, first, the so-

called septic tank; second, the contact or bacteria beds; and imder

this heading comes land treatment, either by broad irrigation or

bv intermittent downward filtration.
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The septic tank consists of a tank or series of tanks^ and was
first introduced by Mr. Cameron, City Surveyor of Exeter, in 1895,

when a small exjierimental one was installed to dispose of the sewage
of Belle Isle, Exeter. These tanks when first introduced were
covered, but now this is not considered ahsolutely necessary, although

the writer is of the opinion that in this country, on account of the

climate, it would be more satisfactory during the winter months to

have some form of cover. This system altogether changed the old

methods of treating sewage, when all suspended solids were thrown
down by means of chemicals. In a septic tank the solids are lique-

fied by means of anaerobic bacteria. " It used to be considered

necessary to prevent decomposition, but i.n the septic tank the object

is to promote it. It was also considered necessary to exterminate

all the l)acteria. Xow they are cultivated.''

The action that takes place in the tank is a process of removing
most of the suspended" organic matter, some which is in solution,

giving an effiuent, which, although not chemically pure, is inoffen-

sive, and in some cases pure enough to be turned into large streams

or bodies of water without creating a nuisance. This is all brought

about by the action of anaerobic bacteria, which are ditferent from
those which act in the contact beds, and in land treatment. Thev
thrive in the absence of oxygen and arc the organisms which cause

putrefaction.

Instead of filling and emptying the tank alternately, as is done
ir the chemical process of precipitation, the sewage runs continu-

ously through it, the motion being so slow that the contents are

practically at rest. This affords an o|)portunity for tlu' separation

of the solid matter, the heavier substances falli^ig to the bottom
while the lighter ones rise to the surface. This results in a thick

scum forming on the top of tiu- li<|uid. Bacieria are thus afforded

conditions very favourable to their growth. The bottom of the tank

is covered with a deposit largely mineral, but is verv small compared
Avith the amonnt of fiolid matter that comes in with the sewage. It

is necessary, especially where the combined system is in use. before

putting the sewage into the tanks, to pass it through grit chambers,

which should be cleaned out at frequent intervals, and it would bo

advisable also to have screens in front of these chambers, for the

purpose of intercepting bits of wood, rags, etc. These chambers
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should be frequently cleaned out and the sludge burnt, if possible.

Having tirst removed these insoluble substances from the sewage, it

will be much easier to obtain a higher percentage of destruction in

the tanks.

The capacity of the tanks will vary somewhat, depending upon

the condition of the sewage. In England it has been the practice

to provide a capacity in the tanks equal to three-quarters to one and

one-half day's supply of sewage. In this country', owing to the

much weaker nature of the sewage, one-half to three-quarters of a

day's supply will probably prove sufficient, although the writer

understands from the result of the recent experiments made at

Manchester that a system of septic tanks having a capacity equal to

one-half the daily flow of sewage will be ample.

After the sewage passes through the grit chambers, it flows into

the septic tank, where it is acted upon by the bacteria. It is found

in the septic tank that the action begiiis slowly and gradually rises

up to Ihe maximum. It is, therefore, important that the ultimate

flow should not be passed through the tanks at first. If this were

done sludge Avould rapidly accumulate before septic action com-

menced.

The great advantage of the septic tank over the old system of

precipitation by chemical moans is the large reduction in the amount

of sludge produced. ISTot only does a reduction in the amount of

sludge take place, but the tank is of great use in obtaining an efflu-

ent for after treatment on contact beds, and it also produces an

effluent readily capable of nitrification.

At Exeter, where there is a small experimental tank which has

been in use •for the past six years, enough gas is produced for lighting

the works and for running a small gas engine. It is, however,

questionable whether the amount of gas given off in an open septic

tank would be of sufficient value to pay for the cost of collection,

but in the new plant now being constructed for treating all of the

sewage of Exeter, the tanks are to be covered and it is proposed to

obtain a sufficient quantity of gas to illuminate and provide power

for the extensive works. It is, however, not supposed that there

will be a sufficient quantity of gas to do this until a period of some

months has elapsed. The gas which is given off as the result of

decomposition is marsh gas and free hydrogen.
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This description of the septic tanks, although short, will pro-

bably explain clearly to the members of your society their working.

The contact system cansists in passing the sewage into beds

filled with from three feet to four feet of filtering material, usually

clinkers. These beds are open and in them the sewage is acted upon

by aerobic bacteria, which thrive in the presence of air and light,

and the greater portion of the organic matter is removed or change<l

into hannless compounds. If a higher degree of purification is re-

quired, the effluent is passed from the first into another and finer

bed. It is absolutely necessary, in order to secure a good cfiluent, to

have these beds thoroughly drained and aerated, for if the water

cannot get out the air cannot get in, and the lower part of the beds

gradually becomes putrid. These beds are drained in some cases by

ordinary drain pipes and also by agricultural drains, 3 to 2J^ inches

in diameter, the rows being 2 feet apart.

When this system was first introduced it was generally supposed

that coke would make a satisfactory filtering mtcrial, but that has

not been found to be the case, the sewage having a tendency to

gradually break down the -coke, and as it was necessary to use a more

refractory material, clinkers were adopted. In addition to clinkers,

coarse gravel or broken stone would be a satisfactory material, and

the writer has heard of broken glass being used with satisfactory

results. The beds in the majority of cases are constructed of either

brick or concrete, although in a few instances where the soil has

been suitable, they have been constructed without masonry. There

is not sufficient information available at present to know definitely

the lifetime of the filtering material or the annual cost of opera-

tion. In spite of all precautions it may be necessar}^ after a period

of three or four years, to either replace the material or have it

washed. Up to the present time, from the result of the experiments

made in the various cities and towns in England, it has been found

that the capacity of these beds has decreased 33 per cent, shortly

after being installed, but have since shown no further signs of de-

crease. " The beds must also be worked very slowly at first in order

to allow the material to settle and the bacterial growths to form.

In this way there would be less danger of suspended matter finding

its way into the body of the bed while the material is still loose and

open." The beds become choked by reason of the settling together
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and breaking down of the material, imperfect drainage, insolubh

matter entering the beds, and the growth of organisms. The de-

fective drainage decreases the actual water capacity of the beds and

prevents thorough aeration, and other means should be taken, there-

fore, to make it as perfect as possible.

The manner of putting on the sewage to the beds is generally

as follows:

Each bed is filled three times per day, the filling generally

taking about three hours, while the time taken to empty is from VA

to 2 hours, and the beds in some cases are allowed one week's rest

in five, and in other cases they are given 7 hours' rest. The flow of

sewage is in some cases controlled by an alternating gear and in other

cases by the Adams syphon or by manual labour. " The alternat-

ing gear automatically opens and closes the various valves in their

proper order and at regular intervals, and the supply and discharge

valves for each pair of filters are suspended from the outside ends

of two levers, which are connected to one shaft. This shaft carried

a couple of rubber actuating buckets, which furnish the motive

power. As soon as the filter is filled a small quantity of the liquid

overflows from its discharge well into one of the actuating buckets

belonging to another pair of filters." This action goes on so that

•each filter is in turn filled, rested full, discharged and aerated.

In addition to the treatment by the ordinarv' Dibden contact

bed, experiments have been made with continuous filters, such as

the Whittaker and Bryant, and Stoddart. The patentees for these

filters claim that as much as 3,000,000 to 8,000,000 gallons of sewage

per acre per day can be treated.

The following is a description of the Whittaker and Bryant

filter in use at Eochdale, England, kindly furnished me by ^Ir.

Pratt, Borough Surveyor:

—

"There are two filters, each having a surface area of 200 square

yards=400 square yards. Tlie volume of sedimented sewage treated

thereon is about 160,000 gallons per day of 24 hours. The sewage

is continuously applied. Each filter is constructed as follows :—The

foundation is of cement concrete rendered to a smooth surface and

made to fall towards a channel on one side provided for the collec-

tion of the effluent. Besting on the concrete are two courses of

s.p.s. 3
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bricks in ro\rs supporting 18-in. perforated half pipes, above which

is the filtering material, 9 feet in depth, composed of gas coke which

has had all smaller than VA^n. taken out of it.

" In the centre of each filter is a perforated chamber or shaft

of brickwork, pigeon-holed for aeration of the filtering material, on

the top of which rests the mechanism for distributing the sewage.

This mechanism consists of four revolving arms 1^-in. and 1-in.

iron pipes, which are perforata at varying distances and with holes

of varying sizes, so as to ensure a uniform distribution of the sewage

over the whole of the upper surface of the filter. The sewage dealt

with is not treated at all by chemicals, but passes into an open septic

tank, of capacity about 200,000 gallons, or rather more than the

daily volume treated. This tank has been in continuous operation

since Jvlj, 1899, and the sediment accumulated is now about 12 in.

deep. From this open septic tank the effluent is syphoned into a

small collecting tank of about 750 gallons capacity, placed near the

filters, and from this it is pumped by a !N"o. 5 pulsometer pump,

which lifts the tank effluent and forces it to the distributors of both

filters, and causes the arms to revolve at the necessary rate to ensure

the uniform distribution over the upper surface of the filter. The

steam used in the pulsometer passes into the sewage, and in addition

to that a jet of steam- is injected into the sewage (in winter) on its

way to the revolving arms, in order that the temperature of the dis-

tributed sewage shall be as nearly as possible about 10 deg. F. higher

than that of the sewage in the open septic tank, so as to ensure the

better bacterial action of the filter.

" The effluent from the bacterial beds contains a certain amount

of suspended matter, and with a view of removing this as far as

possible it is passed through a settling or deposition tank of about

10,000 gallons capacity.

" The settling tank requires to be emptied twice a week, the

effluent and the precipitated matter which cannot be drained away

being pumped back into the open septic tank."

The results of experiments made in England with this class of

filter are, I believe, fairly satisfactory, and Accrington has adopted

these filters for the treatment of all the sewage, but owing to our

severe winter, I do not think the continuous filter would be a suc-

cess in this country. The results so far show that the maintenance

of the beds and septic tank will not be costly.
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The members of your Society are probaljly aware that it is not

absolutely necessary to have the septic tank followed by after-treat-

ment on contact beds. In places where a high degree of purity is

not required, septic tanks alone Avill be sufficient, or, as is the case

in some small towns in England, contact beds with either two or

three contacts, without the septic tank, would be satisfactory, but it

would be advisable to first pass the sewage through small settling

tanks.

Last winter the writer had an opportunity in England of in-

specting some of the sewage disposal works, and below is given a

description of the method in operation in four small to^Tis, which

have adopted, with very satisfactory results, the bacterial method of

sewage disposal.

HAMPTON.

The plant at this town was one of the best and most complete

the A\Titer inspected. Owing to the rigid requirements of the

Thames Eiver Conservators, three contacts are used. The Local

Government Board ordered the effluent to be discharged on land

after coming from the contact beds, and the Council purchased 20

acres of land for this purpose, but it was found that the effluent
•

actually deteriorated after land treatment, and consequently it was

discontinued. The effluent is used for condensing, feeding and

cooling purposes. The sewage is delivered at a screening chamber,^

where it passes through ^-in, screens, and thence to the beds without

sedimentation. There are fifteen beds built in terraces of five each. The

coarse or first contact beds are 4 ft. 4 in. deep, 50 ft. x 34 ft, 6 in.

filled to within 4 in. of the top with coarse clinkers rejected by a

3-4 in. sieve. The medium or second contact beds arc 54 ft, x 35 ft.

6 in., filled with clinkers rejected by a |-in. sieve. The fine or third

contact beds are 58 ft. x 35 ft. 6 in., filled with residue from

screened bed consisting of finely powdered clinkers and ashes. The

beds have a fall of G in. and are drained by semi-circular pipes, 5 in.

in diameter, formed of concrete. They are 2 ft. 6 in. apart and 6 -in.

sluice valves are used. The liquid capacity of the coarse beds is

20,000 gallons, or 4G per cent, of the total. This capacity has not

been decreased since the beds were first used in 1898. There is a

po]iulation of about 4,200 now connected with the sewers, and about

100,000 gallons of sewage is being treated daily.
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The operation is as follows:

—

A coarse bed is filled to within about 4 in. or 6 in. of the sur-

face of the bed material, and allowed to stand full about two hours,

then emptied slowly, talking about one hour. The same process is

employed with other beds. The beds are allowed one week's rest in

five. The coarse beds are charged by shallow bays 8 ft. or 10 It.

wide, running across the entire width of the bed, and sunk about

6 in. below the level, and are cleaned by skimming the surface and

lightly turning it over, after a week's rest. On the medium beds

the sewage is distributed by 12-in. half channel pipes, having G-in.

branches, 2 ft. G in. apart. The spaces for drainage at the bottom

of the beds are filled with large clinkers. The surface of the

medium beds requires no attention, but the surface of the fine beds

requires occasional weeding. Xo particular method is adopted for

distributing the sewage on the fine beds. Tomatoes are grown on

the coarse beds.

SUTTOX, SURREY.

This town was one of the first to adopt the bacterial treatment

of sewage, and the beds have now been in use four 3'ears, with very

satisfactory results. The population of Sutton is about 18,000, and

the daily flow of sewage 550,000 gallons. The sewage was formerly

precipitated with lime, and the precipitation tanks were converted

into bacteria beds when the system was first introduced. These

beds are 55 ft. x 35 ft. and 3 ft. 6 in. to 5 ft. deep. There are

now seven coarse beds and five fine ones. All the new beds are built

in clay, the coarse beds being 125 ft. x 45 ft. and 150 ft. x 135 ft.,

but the smaller size seems to be preferred. Fine beds are used for

second contact and are 160 ft. x 30 ft. and 170 ft. x 30 ft. The

filtering material has been used in some of the fine beds for four

years, and they are only raked over in summer to prevent growth of

weeds. The fine beds are ridged and furrowed, and the material

used is coke breeze and burnt ballast. The effluent runs into a

small creek and is very satisfactory. There are also a few small

septic tanks which are covered with galvanized iron sheeting. The

beds take 1| to 2 hours to fill, care being taken to prevent the sew-

age from reaching the surface of the becls. the flow being stopped

as soon as the level rises to within a few inches of the top.
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111 1891 and 1893 the original works were constructed, and

designed for chemical precipitation and broad irrigation, and until

1896 the whole of the sewage was treated by chemicals. The

effluent, however, was not such as to satisfy the requirements of the

conservators of the Eiver Thames. There was also considerable

difficulty in getting rid of the sludge, as there was no demand for it,

and in 1896, at the suggestion of Mr. Dibdin, the eminent chemist,

they constructed the first bacteria beds for the treatment of crude

sewage in England.

Mr. Chambers Smith, borough surveyor, informed me that the

bacterial treatment was much cheaper and more satisfactory than

the old system of chemical precipitation.

EXETER.

The first septic tank installed in England was at Exeter, and

was constructed by Mr. Cameron, city surveyor, in 1896. It is a

small plant for the treatment of the sewage from the St. Leonard's

district, the population being about 1,500, and the daily flow of

sewage 90,000 gallons. The septic tank is 65 ft. long by 18 ft.

wide and 7 ft. 6 in. deep. There are five filters, one being held in

reserve. These liave each an area of 80 square yards and a depth

of 5 ft. Furnace clinker is used in four of the filters, and broken

coke in the other. Xo attendance is required, the flow and dis-

charge being controlled by an automatic arrangement. The material

used in the construction of the tanks, etc., is concrete. The septic

tank has not been cleaned since it was constructed; the effluent is

very good. A new plant is now being constructed to treat the whole

sewage, providing for a population of about 55,000. In the im-

mediate vicinity of the works there are several residences, and the

writer was informed that no complaints have been made.

BARRHEAD.

The population of Barrhead is 10,000, and the daily flow of

sewage is from 350,000 to 400,000 gallons. The works in this

town were constructed by the Exeter syndicate, and the septic tank

and one contact is used. There are four septic tanks, 100 ft. x 18

ft. X 8 ft.; two settling tanks or grit chambers, 18 ft. x 6 ft. x 5 ft.,

and also eight contact beds, 5-1 ft. x 54 ft. x 4 ft. deep, the

material used being clinkers. Tlie beds are underdrained with
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agricultural tile drains 3 in. to 2^ in. in diameter, placed 2 ft. apart,

and the walls are composed entirely of concrete. The time occupied

in filling the *l3eds is 1^ hours. The same period is taken to empty

the beds, and the sewage is allowed to stand 7 hours The cost of

the works was $25,000. Alternating gear is used to control the flow

and discharge from the pipes, and one man is employed. The

eflluent appeared very good, and, although there were two dairy

farms in close proximity, there have been no complaints. The

works have been in operation two years.

In addition to the above places, Manchester, Sheffield and Leeds

have been conducting for some years past a series of very elaborate

experiments, and Manchester is so satisfied with these that the city

is now engaged in constructing works consisting of septic tanks

and bacteria beds, for the treatment of all the sewage of the city.

The writer is especially indebted to ]\rr. Gilbert J. Fowler,

Superintendent and Chemist in charge of the ]\Ianchester Corpora-

tion Sewage Works, for a great deal of the information contained

in this paper.

Toronto, January 15th, 1902.



UNDERPINNING THE 'WEST WALL. OF THE STOKES BUILD-

ING, 49 CEDAR STREET, NEW YORK CITY.

T. Kennard Thomson, C.E., M. Am. Soc. C. E.

In February, 1900, the Mutual Life Assurance Company awarded

.a contract for the foundations of their new building on Cedar and

Liberty streets to Arthur McMuIlen & Co. This contract involved

making four stories below the street level and placing the cellar

floor 35 feet below the water level, which, of course, necessitated

supporting the adjacent walls, as the foundations of the new building

were to be from 60 to 80 feet below the foundations of the adjoin-

ing walls, which were resting on quicksand near the surface of the

standing water. Much of this was described and illustrated by the

writer in the Engineering ISTews of March 28th, 1901, but the under-

pinning of the Stokes Building was only slightly described in that

publication. Owing to the fact that this wall was very badly con-

structed it caused a good deal of worry until it was safely under-

pinned. The New York Building Law, although full of many
absurdities, is very explicit in one respect where it states that the

owners of adjacent buildings must give the contractors free access

to their property in order to protect the same from damage, or else

take the responsibility of making their building secure themselves

while the foundations for the new buildings alongside are being put

in at a lower level. But in spite of this law the Stokes people caused

;ii good deal of delay to us before giving us access to their property,

with the result that it was the middle of June before work was

stjLrted on this unique wall. It might bo termed a combination

wall, inasmuch as the Cedar street corner had no iron columns,

"but consisted of a good brick pier for the whole twelve stories. The
northerly corner had a heavy cast iron column 24 x 28 inches, with

1 3-4 inch metal in the basement, first and second stories, above

which was brick work alone. Between the two comers were three

cast iron columns 16 x 15 inches, li inch metal for the first five
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floors with an 8 inch brick wail, and above the iifrth floor was

nothing but a 12 inch brick wall. The four columns rested on

good granite caps supported by good brick piers, which were vertical

on the outside of the Stokes wall, but stepped off on the other three

sides, making a broad base, but eccentrically loaded. These granite-

caps had been very badly set and were all cracked through the

middle when first loaded. In fact the entire wall seemed to be as

flimsy and disconnected as possible, and before sinking any caissoi^s

for underpinning purposes it was absolutely necessary to bind the

various parts together so that jacking against one portion of the

building would not break it in two, and the only possible way to do-

this was by means of plate girders from one end of the building to

the other. As the three centre columns rested eccentrically on the

edge of their brick piers, it was not safe to undermine these piers to-

place the girders below the granite caps, nor was there room to place

the girders between the bases and the street floor, and the only place

left was just above this floor. It was therefore decided to use C>

feet deep plate girders, one on each side of the columns, with the

bottom flange about the level of the ground floor. As it was not

d oirable to run this girder outside of the building line above the

sidewalk, the plan of supporting the corner brick pier by inde-

pendent girders 18 feet long was adopted, leaving 4 feet between the

top of girder A and the bottom of girder B, girder B lapping over

girder A about 3 feet, which permitted girders A and B being con-

nected ]yy a heavy column consisting of four 15 inch, 60 pound

channels, J6 feet long. The girders A and B were eacli 15 inches

back to back of web plates, which were drawn up close against the

sides of the 15 x 16 inch columns. As the corner column was 24

inches wide, and not on the same centre line as the 15 inch columns,

it was decided to splice the 6 foot girders about half way between

the corner columns and the first 15 inch column, making an offset

of 3 7-16 inches on the inside of the building and 5 3-4 inches on

th) outside, which was done by using 6x6 inch angles. (See Fig. 1.)

The corner column was so excessively large that all the holes

we wanted to drill in it could not affect the safe strength, so 63 bolt

holes for one inch bolts were drilled through the column and both

girders without reinforcing the column in any way. But the

owners of the Stokes building were afraid to trust the other three
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columns unless they were reinforced, so four 6 x6 x 5-8 inch angles

12 feet long were bolted on each side of these columns, having the

bottom of the angles flush with the bottom of the girders and stand-

OF- foaf7
3i//?f'^<r£- o^Jr/Fsrr

Cy/./rJoeifC A'q//

ing up 6 feet above the girders. Twenty-five 1 inch bolts connected

each pair of these angles of the columns, leaving about three feet of

blank angle above the top bolt; this was the only modification in our
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plans made by the Stokes people and was made so as to permit

clamping the four angles to the column, thus reinforcing the sec-

tion before getting down to the bolt holes. Twenty-one short bolts

connected each of these angles to the girders, which had in addition

seventeen long bolts through both girders and column. These girders

had 72 x 3-4 inch web plates, one 6 x 6 x 3-4 inch flange angle top

and bottom throughout, with base plates where required. The flange

angles were of course turned out. All long bolts were nominally

1 inch in diameter, having one end upset to 1 1-33 inch and the

other end to 1 3-64 inch for a length of 2| inches, the middle of

the bar remaining one inch in diameter, the screw for the nut

end being slightly smaller to prevent injury in driving. This design

of bolt permitted tight driving through both girders and both sides

of the column. The 12 foot angles were made in pairs with one

angle punched in the shop and the other left blank, so that when one

was in place the holes were drilled clear through the column, then

its mate was. put in place and the holes centre punched, the angle

was then taken down and drilled, after which the pair of angles were

put in position and the holes reamed out. These bolts were driven

just as hard as it was considered safe to drive without running a

risk of splitting the columns with a line of bolts as wedges. Thi«i

operation would have been tedious, the bolts going through the

girders and column, so a frame was rigged up to permit drilling the

holes from each side of the column, which, of course, did not give

holes in absolutely true line through both sides of the column and

girder, but it was found that all that was necessary was to shove a

bolt through from one side and see how far the hole on the other

side of the column was of? centre, and then give the bolt a slight tap

on a log of wood, and with a little practice the men were able to

bend the bolts to the exact amount required. Each bolt was put

in a lathe, pneumatic, and each end was filed down until both ends

of the bolt had a good hard driving fit for its hole.

The first intention was to sink heavy cylinders between the

columns of the old building and carry the old columns entirely on

the girders, but when the Stokes people raised objections to leaving

the girders in permanently, claiming that because the top fiange

would extend 4 inches into their room and decrease the rental value

thereof, it was resolved to put down the caissons between the col-
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umns first and carry the columns by means of these caissons and the

girders, and then undermine the columns themselves by new or

additional caissons, which of course would take the strain off of the

girders and intermediate cylinders. Before any work was done on

the building a partition was placed about 3 feet from the wall on

the inside of the Stokes building, so that the tenants would not be

disturbed in any way by the operations on the wall. This partition

was made of boards and studs with 4 inch terra cotta blocks behind,

and was then papered. Coming to an understanding with the

Stokes people, and putting in the partition and girders B and C took

time, so that it was July 21st before any caissons could be put

directly under the wall. In the meantime, however, a trestle had

been built at the north end of the wall, to hold 100 tons of pig iron

to resist the jacks used to enforce cylinder Xo. 9 down, as this cylinder

came entirely beyond the building and formed half of the temporary

support for the end column, for although this cylinder was directly

under the end of girder C, it was not considered safe to jack against

the girder for fear of putting bending strains in the end column,

which as already stated, was of cast iron, and ran up only two stories.

Cylinder Xo. 9, the first eight being under another wall, was jacked

down to rock under this platform through 36 feet of quicksand, 12

feet of hardpan, and then through 9 feet of fine sand and decom-

posed mica. The jacking started on July 9th, and the cylinder was

filled with concrete on July 20th, or in 11 working days. As this

caisson was intended to be used only until the new cellar was com-

pleted, a temporary support was quickly made to go between the

cylinder and girder C, by taking four 20 inch I-beams, weighing 65

pounds per foot, and 10 feet 7 3-8 inches long, and bolting them

together in pairs with two 8 x.lO inch timbers for separators. Under

and also over this post were four 15 inch I-beams weighing 60 pounds

per foot and 3 feet long, to distribute the strain from the girders

above and to the cylinder below. Between the post and the upper

I-beams were two 8 x H x 20 inch plates over each of the four

vertical beams, with four steel wedges the same size as used on the

previous cylinders, each wedge being 2| inches wide, | inch thick

at one end, and 1 inch at the other end, and 18 inches long, and

of course planed on top and bottom. These 16 wedges were driven

until the girders were slightly deflected upwards. The pig iron

was then transferred to a similar trestle built under the curb to jack
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down cylindrical caisson 'No. 11, which was started on Juh' 2l5t and

finished August 9th. By this time the Stokes people had decided

that our girders B and C would have to be removed before we left

the job; so it was resolved to stop three cylinders that did not come

directly under any old column near the top of the hardpan instead

of carrying them to rock like the other seven. This kicking by

their neighbours however saved the Mutual Life Company quite a

little expense and time; for instance, cylinder Xo. 10, which was

started the same day as No. 11, was completed on August 26th, or

in six working days, as against ten, ISTo. 11 being delayed a couple of

days waiting for cast iron cylinders, although we had two different

shops at work on these cylinders since early in April.

The cylinders were the same as those used under the Mutual

Life Building on Cedar street, being 3 feet outside diameter and 33

inches inside diameter. The details of these cylinders, with their

steel cutting edge, diaphragm caps, etc., are fully described in

the Engineering News of March 28th, 1901. Cylinder No.

9, however, had three diaphragms, 4 feet, 9 feet, and 19 feet

from the cutting edge, as there was not sufficient head room

to jack down 9 ft. of cylinder before striking water and necessitating

the use of compresed air. Cylinder No. 10 went through 40 feet

of quicksand and 3^ feet into the hardpan to get a good bearing.

Cylinder No. 11 passed through 35 feet of quicksand, 13 feet 4 inches

of hardpan and 7 feet of fine material under the hardpan, landing on

bed rock. Cylinder No. 12, commencing on July 31st, sank through

35 feet of quicksand and 2 feet 7 inches of hardpan, being concreted

on August 4th and 5th. Cylinder No. 13 penetrated 32 feet of

quicksand and 3 feet 4 inches of hardpan, taking from August 7th

to August 15th. Cylinder No. 10, had five 15 inch at 60 pound

I-beams 3 feet 6 inches long on top of the cap, and four vertical

beams, the same as for the first eight cylinders, under the opposite

wall, but these were Avedged directly under the webs of the girders.

On cylinders Nos. 12 and 13, the distance from the cap to the girders

being shorter, the horizontal beams were omitted.

The entire wall, with the exception of the Cedar Street corner,

now being carried by the girders B and C, it was safe to commence

undermining the four cast-iron columns. The brick piers and 3^

feet of concrete were very hard and slow to remove, even with the
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aid of a gadder drill, so that it was August 22ud before the sinking

of cylinder No. 14 commenced, where the material was found to be

33 feet of quicksand, 15 feet of hardpan, and then 10^ feet of fine

sand and boulders. This cylinder was completed on September 5tR.

Five 15 inch GO pound beams were placed under the granite caps,

and the wedges driven between the beams and the cast iron cap

Vnderpinmnv of East Wall (/ /^9 Cecfar Street
J9pa

Fio. 2.

Tintil the column and granite cap above were lifted a hair's width.

Cylinder No. 15, commencing on August 26th, passed through 30

feet of quicksand, 17 feet of hardpan, and 12 feet of fine material

under the hardpan, and was filled on September 4th; the wedging,

etc., being simihir to No. 14. Cylinder No. 16 is directly under

the corner column, and while the shoe and bottom section of the
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old column were being removed, thus transferring the entire weight

of this corner of the building from the old base to the new girders,

a Y level was kept sighted on the girders from a secure position on

the opposite side of Liberty Street, and at no time did the weight

of the building cause the slightest deflection in these girders, C,

showing that the wedging had been sufficient to overcome any ten-

dency to deflect. Cylinder No. 17, which supports one end of girders

A and B, and consequently is half the support for the Cedar Street

corner brick column, was held back until September 8th, until access

could be had to the place, and was landed on rock on September

25th, the hardpan being 14 feet thick and 9 feet above the rock.

As soon as No. 17 was filled and capped, girders A were put in

place. The erection of these two girders caused more worry and

anxiety than any other part of the work, for this corner consisted

of a brick pier, or rather column, 5 feet x 6 feet and twelve stories

high, and to cut a notch in one side of this column near the b(fttom

7 feet high, and about 20 inches into the pier, or, in other words,

cutting off about 20 inches out of 60 inches to place the girders A
in, was cutting a big slice. Before making this cut four 12 x 12

inch inclined shores of timber were placed side by side, with their

tops braced against the floor of the second story and the bottoms

firmly secured about the level of Cedar Street. (See Fig. 2.) A
similar strut of four timbers was placed on the lot side of the corner.

Then seven inches of the 20 inches were stripped off the side of the

brick column and three 15 inch beams 6 feet 6 inches long and

weighing 60 pounds were put in place and wedged up while the re-

maining 13 inches were being cut out, and when this was done two of

the beams were removed and the inside girder A was put in place and

temporarily wedged up, when the third strut was removed and the

outside girder A was quickly slid in place and levelled up, and then

tlie two base plates and the cover plates were quickly bolted up. One

fact which relieved a good deal of anxiety about this corner, was

the fact that a few inches above the girder Avas a good granite cap

18 inches thick, extending under the whole corner, which greatly

reduced the risk of the brick work above cracking. As the vertical

space to this cap was only 6 3-8 inches, it was decided to use fifteen

4 inch rails weighing 60 pounds per yard, cut in 2 foot lengths and

placed side by side. A filler 3 inches x 5-8 inch x 5 feet was placed
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over each web so that the rails would not foul the heads of the cover

plate bolts. The rails were of course placed at right angles to the

girders, and over each rail were driven two pairs of wedges, the

upper wedge bearing directly against the 18 inch granite cap. Each

v,-edge was 2^ inches wide x 12 inches long x 7-8 inch thick at one

end and 1-8 inch at the other. An assortment of shims 1-16, 1-8

and 1-4 inch thick, were used for evening up. The wedges were

driven hard, and then all the interstices between the rails were filled

up and the most treacherous part of the underpinning was com-

pleted. The next operation was the connection of girders A and

B, which M^as designed to carry either tension or compression: ten-

sion when the jacks were being used on cylinder No. 18, to avoid

any danger of bending the super-imposed old column, and compres-

sion to carry the same column when the jacks had been removed.

Both girders were placed 15 inches back to back of web plates, and

the strut was made by bolting four 15 inch channels 16 feet long

to the webs of girders A and B, the channels being coupled by

several 12 inch tie plates. The girders proved rigid enough to with-

stand the application of two 125 ton jacks without deflection.

The entire western wall of the Stokes building being now

secured, the last cylinder, No. 18, was sunk to support the column

after the girders should be removed. This cylinder was started on

October 13th and completed 11 days later. There we had 10 feet of

fine stuff under 10 feet of hardpan and 35 feet of quicksand on top.

The entire wall was thus wedged off its original supports. One cause

of worry was the poor connections of the old iron work ; for instance,

the floor at one place was carried to the column by two 20 inch I

beams ; but the only connections between the beams and the column

were two 3-4 inch bolts for each beam. It is true that brackets had

been placed on the columns under the beams, but through some mis-

take in the shop they were placed 3-4 of an inch loo low to do any

good. Several months after the work on this wall was completed,

these 3-4 inch bolts were sheared off, allowing the 20 inch beams

to drop on the shelf brackets. It is probable that as the ends of

these girders were exposed to the winter weather, that the expansion

and contraction had snapped the already overstrained bolts. "VMien

all the joints exposed to view showed such a bad state of affairs, it

left considerable doubt as to what the remaining joints in the Huild-

ing were like, and therefore it was not considered advisable to remove
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the girders B and C until the iron work of the new building was

erected. It would of course have been vastly better to have left

both girders in permanently, but the Stokes people demanded $10,000

if the inside girder was left in, although they would have had a much
safer building at no cost to themselves. Eventually we removed the

€0ver-plates and flange angles of the inside girder, leaving both

web plates in place.

In this building, as before, when the concrete was put in the

air chamber to the level -of the lower door when hanging open, the

air was left on for twenty-four hours with a gaugeman to watch the

indicator, but one Sunday night the man must have went to sleep and

allowed the air pressure to increase probably to the pressure in the

receiver, about 40 pounds per square inch, instead of keeping it down
to about 20 pounds. The result was that the air forced its way
through the 6 feet of hard concrete, bubbled up around the cjdinder

and raised the surrounding sand a foot, allowing two feet of sand to

How over into the cylinder. This and several other incidents proved

the utter unreliability of labouring men for gaugemen. Four hy-

draulic jacks were used on this Job, two of 60 tons capacity and two

of 125 tons each. These jacks required a good deal of repairing.

Sometimes one jack was used on a cylinder and sometimes two

together.



CONCRETE CULVERTS.

A. W. Campbell.

A great many townships throughout the Province have largely

discarded timber as a material for small culverts and sluiceways.

Cedar where obtainable has been most commonly used, but all

varieties of suitable lumber are becoming scarce, the price is con-

stantly increasing, and the quality now available is far from being

equal to that of former years.

Those municipalities which havfe experimented with vitrified

and concrete tile, have, with ver}' few exceptions, been favourably

impressed with the new materials. Failure and some dissatisfaction

are occasionally reported, but this in every case can be traced to

causes not in any sense condemnatory of the new materials. Where

any kind of tile is used there are certain reciuirements which must

be observed. In the first instance the tile must be of good equality

It is just as necessan' to use good tile in culverts as in sewers;

where " culled " tile are used, failure is almost of necessity the

result. These tile must be perfectly sound and straight, not

warped or mis-shaped in any way, otherwise good joints cannot be

made, water will lie in hollow places, and culverts are apt to

wash out.

Excellent culvert pipe of concrete can be manufactured cheaply

in any gravel pit under the immediate direction of the road over-

^eer. The pipes are from two to four inches in thickness, accord-

ing to diameter; which latter may safely and conveniently reach

three feet, in lengths of two and one half feet.

The implements required are of the simplest kind. The most

important are two steel spring-cylinders, one to sit inside the other,

leaving a space between the two equal to the thickness of the fin-

ished concrete pipe. By "spring-cylinder'' it may be explained is
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meant such a cylinder as would be formed by rolling a steel plate

into a tube without sealing the joint. With the smaller of these

cylinders the edges overlap or coil slightly; but are so manufactured

that the edges may be forced back and set into a perfect cylinder.

Accompanying these moulds are bottom and top rings, which shape

the bell and spigot ends of the pipe.

The two cylinders with joints flush are set on end, the one

centrally inside the other and on the bottom ring, which in turn

rests on a firm board base. The concrete, made of first-class cement

and well-screened gravel in the proportion of one of cement to three

of gravel, is then tamped firmly but lightly into the space or mould

between the two cylinders. The tamping-iron used to press the

concrete into place is so shaped as to fit closely to the cylinders.

The concrete is allowed to stand in the mould for a short time,

when the cylinders are removed; the outer and larger cylinder by

inserting an iron wedge into the joint and forcing the edges apart;

the inner cylinder, by inserting the wedge into the joint and turn-

ing the edges, so as to allow them to again overlap, returning to the

shape of a coil. The outer cylinder having thus been made larger

and the inner one smaller, they can readily be taken away, and the

concrete pipe is then left until thoroughly hardened.

Just such a number of pipe as are actually required for the

season's work need be manufactured; the implements required are

inexpensive, and the pipe may be made by the municipality for

actual cost, which, after a little experience, can be reduced to a very

small amount.

If cement concrete pipe are employed, they must be of first-

class quality. They must be well shaped, as with sewer pipe, and ail

the rules for making a good concrete must be observed—that is, the

material composing the concrete (cement, sand and stone) must be

of good quality, and properly mixed. The making of good con-

crete is not a difficult matter, but it is sometimes difficult to find

men who will follow directions. Dirty sand or gravel, too much

water, careless and insufficient mixing, neglect to see that the

materials are used in the right proportions, are the defects most

commonly found. Concrete cannot be mixed like common mortar,

and an attempt to do so is far too often made. It is affirmed by

cement manufacturers that masons are the greatest offenders in
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ibis respect; that it is almost impossible to get them to follow any

system otber tban tbat to wbicb tbey bave been accustomed in tbe

use of common lime; and that therefore an entirely inexperienced

but practical man, who will follow directions, will often make the

best concrete.

To meet with success in the use of tile culverts they must "be

put in place properly. They should be laid with a good fall on a

regular grade to a free outlet, in such a w'ay that water will not

stand in them. The tile should be laid with the spigot end down
grade, and the joints made tight with cement mortar. If the Joints

are open water will work its way along the outside of the culvert, and

finally make a considerable channel which will allow the culvert to

get out of line and finally result in a " cave-in." To prevent the

water finding its way along the outside of the pipe, it is advisable

to protect the ends with concrete, stone or brick head walls.

Care should be taken to excavate a concave bed for the pipe,

with depressions for the bell of the pipe to rest in, thus securing

an even bearing, without which a heavy load passing over before me
culvert has properly settled into place, may burst the tile. Tile

cannot be used in very shallow culverts, but must have a sujfficient

depth of earth over them, to protect them from the direct pressure

of heavy loads. The depth of covering necessary increases with

the size of the pipe. At least a foot of earth over the top is advis-

able in every case, but for culverts of two feet in diameter, or

over, this should De increased to at least eighteen inches.

The earth should be well packed and rammed around the tile

to secure a firm bearing, and light soils should not be used immeai-

ately over or around the culvert. A heav}- clay, a firm gravel, or

a compact, sand or gravel will answer, but vegetable mould, water

sand, and light loams are subject to wash-outs. At the

outlet the culvert should be set nearly flush with the

surface of the ground. If set higher than the surface, the fall of

water will wash out a depression, and in time will undermine the

end of the culvert. A too rapid grade will have the same effect,

and it is well to cobble-pave an outlet where this undermining

action is likely to occur.

Culverts, in many townships, are very numerous, and neces-

sarily so. "Water should be disposed of in small quantities, along
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natural watercourses, otherwise if gathered in large bodies along

the roadside, it gathers force and headway, resulting in extensive

wash-outs, and is in every way more costly to handle. "Water

should be taken away from the roads as quickly as possible, for it is

excess water that is the great destroyer of roads.

Culverts, in addition to being a matter of considerable expense

to municipalities, are too often in a bad state 'of repair, sometimes

dangerous, and when not level with the roadway, are an annoyance

and interruption to traffic. Good roadmaking is largely a matter

of good drainage, and culverts are a detail of drainage upon which

municipal councils should bestow a good deal of attention, \nth a

view to a greater permanency, increased efficiencv, and a reduction

of cost.

The concrete arch culvert is, in a number of municipalities,

replacing the old form of timber structure. Greater in first cost,

the concrete culvert, if rightly constructed, is a permanent saving

in road expenditure. The greater portion of the annual road appro-

priation is, in many townships, spent in repairing and re-building

wooden culverts and sluiceways. The life of timber in this work

is very short. AVooden culverts are quickly upheaved by frost,

warped by the sun, and decayed by penetration of moisture. Wher-

ever concrete culverts have been fairly tested they give satisfac-

tion, and their general use by a towTiship will mean, in the course

of a few years, a marked reduction in this branch of roadwork.

The stone arch is designed on the principle that it will remain

in place without the use of mortar. The concrete arch, on the

other hand, is a monolith, dependent upon its cohesive strengtli.

That the concrete arch is dependent upon cohesive strength points

to the necessity, in construction, of a generous proportion of cement,

very great care in mixing the concrete, and a good quality of all

materials employed.

A concrete can best be regarded as a mixture of mortar and

broken stone, the mortar being formed from a mixture of sand and

cement. Given a sample of broken stone in a vessel, the requisue

quantity of mortar can be gauged by pouring water into the vessel

until the stone is submerged. The quantity of water used will

indicate the amount of mortar required to completely fill the voids

in the stone. The proportionate amount of cement needed to till
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The voids in the sand can he gauged in the same way. The pro-

portions of cement, sand and broken stone obtained in this way

would provide, with perfect mixing, a mortar in which the voids

in the sand are filled with cement and each particle of sand is

coated with cement; it would provide a concrete in which the

interstices of the stone are filled with this mortar, and each stone

.coated with mortar. This would be the case with perfect mixing,

and would provide a theoretically perfect concrete. Perfect mixing

is not possible, however, and it is necessary to provide an amount

of cement in excess of the voids in the sand, and an amount of

mortar in excess of the voids in the stone.

AVith proper mixing and good materials, a satisfactory concrete

for bridge abutments can be formed from cement and broken stone,

in the proportions of one, three and six. It is recognized that the

greatest strength in concrete can be obtained by making the mortar

rich in cement, rather than by lessening the quantity of stone, but

beyond providing for a strong adhesion of mortar and stone, little

"is gained by making the mortar materially stronger than the stone.

The foregoing applies to crushing strength, however, rather more

than to the tensile strength required to some extent in the arch.

For the arch proper, it will be well to use a richer concrete, in, say,

the proportion,s of one of cement, two of sand, and three of broken

stone.

The cost of the abutments may be lessened, where they are of

sufficient thickness, by the use of rubble concrete. Tlie casing or

curbing must be built up as the laying of the concrete proceeds.

Within the casing and firmly tamped against it, there should be

placed fine concrete to a thickness of about six inches. This will

form a shell for the abutment, inside of whii-li large stones mav be

placed in rack-an(l-]iiiiion order, ends up. There should be a space

of at least two indies l)etween the stone, filled with fine concrete,

and all firmly rammed. Tlic outer shell of fine concrete should

always l)e ke))t built up six inches or so in advance of the rubble

Avork. Tlie rubble should be placed in layers, each layer well Hushed

witli a layer of fine concrete.

The lumber used in making the curbing or casing should be

dressed, tightly fitted and firmly braced, so that the concrete may
be well ranmied into place. The framework should be closely
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boarded up against the work as it proceeds. The centering for the

arch should he well formed. The ribs should not be farther than

three feet apart. The lagging should be three inches thick and

dressed to the intrados of the arch. All the framework, centering

and supports should be substantial and well constructed. This

framework is a considerable item of expense in the building of a

culvert, but it can be used as often as it may be required for arches

of similar span. The exterior of the culvert when finished should

have a smooth face, free from holes; and a surface coating, which

is of little use, should not be necessary.

There is some difference of opinion as to the relative strengths

of gravel and broken stone in concrete. The natural inference is

to suppose that a rough, irregular surface will secure greater adhe-

sion than one that is smooth. However that may be, there is little

reason to doubt that gravel will make a good concrete, but there is

a right and a wrong way of using gravel. It is not uncommon to

find cement and gravel just as it is taken from the pit, mixed to

form a concrete. Eemembering the proper composition of a con-*

Crete, and placing beside this the fact that gravel usually contains

sand, but not in any definite proportions, and that some pockets of

" gravel '^ may be almost completely sand, while in the layers

adjoining there may -be little if any sand, and that many gravel

beds contain much clay or earthy material, it will be readily under-

stood why it is that, in some cases, concrete mixed in this way
may be successful, yet it will always be uncertain and hazardous.

The only safe method is to separate the stone and sand composing

the gravel by screening, then to mix cement, sand and clean stone

uniformly and in their right proportions.

A cause of poor concrete is the excessive amount of water used

when mixing. The tendency very often is to bring concrete to the

same consistency as common mortar. Concrete when ready to be

placed in the work should have the appearance of freshly dug earth.

"\i\niere an excessive amount of water is used, the hardened concrete

will have an open, spongy texture.

The concrete should be mixed at a point convenient to the

work in a box which is sometimes specified as water-tight, but the

concrete will quickly make it so. It should be mixed in just such

quantity as is required, and a constant stream kept passing to the
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Avork. It should be laid in layers, each layer thoroughly rammed

until moisture appears on the surface.

It is very necessary to see that the sand and stone used in mak-

ing concrete are clean, that it is free from clay, loam, vegetable

or other matter which will act as an adulterant, and result in a

weak and friable concrete. If such matter is intermixed with the

stone it is well to flush it aAvay with a good stream' of water. Large

stone used in rubble concrete should be also treated in this way.

It is well, particularly in hot weather, to dampen the stone before

mixing it with the mortar. The heat of the stone in hot weather

causes the moisture of the mortar to evaporate, causes it to set too

quickly, and at all times there is more or less absorption from the

mortar in immediate contact with the stone, unless the stone, as

intimated, has been dampened.

When the work ceases for the day, or is for other reasons

interrupted, the surface of concrete should be kept damp until

work is resumed. When work is in progress in hot weather, any

exposed surfaces should be kept damp and protected from the rays

of the sun, otherwise the surface will, in setting too rapidly, be

interlaced with hair-like cracks which, filling with water in winter,

and freezing, will cause the surface to scale off. The same scaling

sometimes results from laying concrete in frosty weather.

Arch culverts of masonry or concrete fail frequently from

settlement caused by an insecure foundation. The foundation

should always be of at least sufficient depth to be free from any

danger of undermining by the action of the water, and of suffi-

cient further depth to be safe from settlement.



A MODERN SHIP-BUILDING PLANT.

J. EOY COCKBURX, '01.

In view of the fact that ship-building is yearly becoming of

greater importance in both Canada and the United States, as well

as in other parts of the world, I venture these few remarks on the

subject.

If Canada wishes to compete with other countries in ocean and

lake transportation, it is important that the ship-building industry

sliould be developed. Canada has certainly all the necessary resources.

Perhaps the only difficulty is that labour is somewhat more expen-

sive here than in some parts of the world, but it is not more so than

in the United States.

Xearly all the great shipyards of the world are the result of a

great many years growth and development, and were started years

before the advent of great labour-saving machinery, so that when
such equipment was afterwards installed it could not be used to the

greatest advantage. This objection does not exist, however, in the

case of a new plant being built.

To the best of my knowledge there is but one large ship-building

plant in the world where everything is arranged and laid out in a

thoroughly up-to-date manner. I refer to the plant of the " Xew
York Ship-building Co." of Camden, N.J., where I had the pleasure

of working last summer and which I will now try to briefly describe.

The name of the company was so chosen that it should, in any

part of the Avorld, be suggestive of America, and also because it Avas

originally intended to locate the plant somewhere in Xew York
harbour.

However, the site was finally chosen at the southern end of the

city of Camden, opposite Philadelphia. The property has a front-

age on the Delaware River of about 3,600 feet, and a width of about

1.800 feet. The land is very suitable for the purpose of ship-build-

ing, the underlying strata being of white sand, gravel and clay.
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The area of the property is about 130 acres, besides a two-acre

lot on the opposite side of the street on which the main office build-

ing is situated.

The following are the chief objects which were kept in view

in the designing and building of the plant :

—

First—Convenience in the transfer of material from one field

of operation to another.

Second—The arrangement of the ways so that ships up to 1,000

feet in length may be built under cover.

Third'—An arrangement of shops that will permit of an increase

of from 50 to 100 per cent, in capacity.

Founlli—Such isolation of structures as will reduce to a mini-

mum danger from fire.

Fifth—Facilities for the ready handling of material received by

rail and water.

On the side of the property next to Broadway, is a strip of land

120 feet wide reserved for ornamental purposes, and adjoining this

is another reservation 128 feet wide for highway and railway pur-

poses. There is ample room on this for six parallel tracks, each

3,000 feet long, connected with both the Pennsylvania and Heading

EaiJroads. The buildings themselves are almost entirely free from

tracks, such only being laid as are necessary for unloading material.

Track scales are provided to accommodate two cars of the

largest size, and to weigh 300,000 pounds. A coal trestle has been

built from which coal is dumped into bins sufficiently large to hold

three months' supply.

The main building is enormous in size and unlike that in any

other ])lant. Here all metal working departments are under one

roof. The floor space is over 18 acres, and light is admitted by

four acres of skylights, and two acres of windows.

There are more than forty travelling cranes ranging in capacity

from seven to one hundred tons. All are driven by dirtct current

motors. The one hundred-ton crane is carried on a span of 120

feet, and its field of operation covers the machine shop, ways, and

outfitting slip, so that it may be employed to lift an engine or boiler

bodily from the machine shop, and deliver it in a vessel, either on

the ways or afloat. Each of the smaller cranes has its own field
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of operation, and an original type has been installed, which by means

of an extension arm, is able to deliver and receive material without

re-handling (this type was installed by Pawling & Haruispfeger,

Milwaukee).

A great many of the cranes used for handling steel plates are

equipped with powerful electro-magnets controlled by the engineer

of the crane. The latter brings his electro-magnets over the plate,

turns on the current, and the plate, now the armature of the magnet,

can be lifted and carried to any place in the shop. It is instantly

released by turning off the current.

MACHINE SHOP.

The machine shop is very large and roomy. There are three

bays and one lean-to. Along each side of the machine shop run

large galleries connected with the main floor by iron staircases. In

the east gallery are a miscellaneous storeroom, and an electric repair

shop, with lathes, shapers, drill presses, forges, etc. In the west

gallery is the pipe shop which is thoroughly equipped with pipe-

cutting and threading machines, lathes, drills, and grinding machines.

The lean-to contains the brass shop, a storage, and a tool room.

a forge shop, and a tool manufacturing room, where a methodical

system is employed for the supply of tools to the workmen, who are

nor required to sharpen their own tools, but return a dull one, getting

a sharpened one in its place. Here also are clothes-closets, wash-

rooms, etc., for the workmen, all fitted with the best sanitary devices.

The following very heavy machines are all of special design

and specially built for the company: The first is a sixteen-foot

vertical Niles' boring mill, fitted with three arms, two for use when

the work revolves and one (the central one) for use when the work

iy stationary. The next machine is a large Sellers' drilling, boring

and milling machine with an eight-inch spindle. This machine is

equipped with steel scales and verniers for placing thd work on the

table, and measuring it in each direction.

There are two band saws for cutting steel, such as for cutting

out eccentric straps, etc. These were built by the Xoble & Fund

Co., of England.

There is a horizontal milling machine from Bemcnt-Miles &
Co.; two Newton milling machines; an open side planer, 72 in. x 72
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in. X 28 inches; a Betts' planer, 96 in. x 96 in. x 36 inches; two

double-headed lathes, one 48 inches by 60 feet, and one 60 inches by

60 feet; two Niles' horizontal boring and milling machines, and a

great many other smaller machines.

The erecting floor is in the west side of the shop and is served

by two cranes, besides the 100-ton crane previously mentioned.

BOILER SHOP.

The boiler shop is directly north of the machine shop, and

separated from it by a low partition only. It is also adjacent to the

plate storage department, from which the plates are taken rolled by

the straightening rolls, and delivered to the boiler shop.

The boiler shop is served by four cranes, one 60-ton crane, one

10-ton crane, rnd two 7i-ton extension cranes similar to the one

menlioned before.

The hydraulic rivetter, built by "Wm. Sellers & Co., is of special

design. It is designed to operate with a pressure of either 50, 100,

cr 150 tons. There is also a 160-ton hydraulic flanging machine

equipped with dies for upsetting stay bolts, flanging furnace mouths

and making manhole covers.

The large boiler drill which was built by the " New York Ship-

building Co." has a capacity for boilers from 6 feet to 20 feet in

diameter and 20 feet long. It has three drill heads each contain-

ing four spindles, which can be operated at the same time, and which

are adjustable in all directions.

BLACKSMITH SHOP.

The blacksmith shop is very free from gas and smoke, all the

forges being furnished with exhaust hoods. There are several steam

hammers as well as a complete drop forging plant, nut and bolt

machine, etc,

FRAME AND PLATE SHOP.

The frame and plate shops are located side by side and adjoining

the blacksmith shop. In this department are drills, countersinks,

and like tools, moving over a field of 20 feet or more in diameter.

Here is installed the first joggling macliine in use in America, and

all ships being built are of joggled plating. This machine so bends

the edges of the plates that they shall, wherever lapped, present a
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plane surface on the outside. There is also a scarphing machine to

plane off to a feather edge the steel plates, and two Sellers' plate

planers used for planing and calking the edges of the plates. At the

end of this shop are the laying off tables, M'here the plate is marked

according to the template made in the mould loft. Those plates

which are to be bent are carried to the plate furnace, which is 6 feet

6 inches broad by 28 feet long. At the southern end of , the shop

are two rolls, one of which can handle a plate 27 feet broad, and the

other is used for rolling mast plates.

THE MOULD LOFT.

The mould loft where the templates are made is located over

the plate shop. At the south end of the loft is a draughting-room

entirely distinct from the hull draughting-room, where about twenty

draughtsmen are employed to make drawings for each shape and

plate that goes into a ship. From the lines furnished by the hull

draughting-room the body plan of the slyp is laid down on a marble

table. The offsets from this table are given to the mould lofts-

men who make the templates of the frames, etc.

THE LAUNCHING WAYS.

The launching ways are at the end of the frame and plate shop

and directly opposite the machine shop, where the engines are

assembled. All departments, including the launching ways and out-

fitting slip, are under one roof, the clear height of which, above the

water, is about 125 feet. The depth of water in tlie slip is about

30 feet at low tide. There are seven parallel launching ways, and

each may be extended to build a vessel 1,000 feet long. Adjoining

the slip are two piers, one 1,000 feet long, and one 1,200 feet long,

each having 30 feet of water on either side.

FIRE PROTECTION.

The system of fire protection is very comploto. All depnrt-

ments such as pattern shop, joiner shop, power house, ]iaint shop,

and rigger's loft are sufficiently removed from each other so that

a fire occurring in any one may be confined to that particular one.

Water for fire protection is furnished by three 1,500 gallon

pumps, through mains ranging in diameter from 16 inches down,

and the outside and inside of each building is thoroughly equipped
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with hydrants and hose in addition to a complete sprinkler system,

so that fire risk is almost completely eliminated.

POWER HOUSE.

The power house is a building about 100 feet by 200 feet, situ-

ated on the line of railway reservation. The boilers are of 2,500

horse power and are fitted with a Greene economizer and the usual

feed pumps and heaters. The smoke stack is about 200 feet high

and 8 or 9 feet inside diameter. It is large enough for boilers of

double the capacity of those now in use. There are two main

engines of 750 horse power each. They are cross-compound Corliss,

having cylinders 18 inches and 36 inches diameter by 42-inch stroke,

and make 120 revolutions per minute. They are direct connected

to two 500 K. W. generators of the rotary converter type, supplying

both direct and alternating current, the latter being of two phases.

In addition there is a 50 K. W. direct connected, direct current

generator. The exhaust may be led either to the open air, to a jet

condenser, or into the heating system of the shops. All the large

machine tools are driven by direct connected induction motors. The

general illumination is by about five hundred enclosedarc lamps, while

the ottices and individual tools are lighted by incandescent lamps. Com-

j'ressed air is supplied by a compressor of 5,000 cubic feet capaeity

per minute, at a pressure of 120 pounds per square inch.

Hydraulic power is supplied by two compound pumps each having

a. capacity of 100 gallons of water per minute, at a pressure of 1,500

pounds per square inch.

The three kinds of power are carried underground to the main

buildings, where they are distributed. The great advantages of a

system of power transmission without belts or line shafting are so

obvious that it is not necessary here to make further comment on

the subject.

The drinking and general service water is taken from artesian

wells on the premises. It is pumped to all parts of the plant and

has a uniform temperature of about 56 degrees F. The plant has

also a complete and up-to-date sewage system.

OFFICE BUILDING.

Tlie office building is a plain structure on the east side of Broad-

way. It contains two large draughting rooms, where about one hun-
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dred and sixty draughtsmen, are employed, blue print rooms, library,

fire-proof vault, and all necessary offices and rooms. The basement

contains a bicycle room, a museum, three large dining rooms, with

accommodation for two hundred people; and toilet rooms for those

employed in the office. There is a complete telephone system con-

necting the office and all departments, as well as a staff of messenger

boys who run errands round the plant.

An ingenious system of marking material has been adopted, by

means of which the ultimate destination of any piece is indicated.

A whole number is employed, which is the number of the ship to

which the piece belongs; the first number to the right designates

that the part belongs to the hull or machinery or other part, etc.

The number 1.5421 on a casting indicates the following:

(1.) means that it belongs to ship No. 1.

.5 means that it belongs to the machinery.

.04 means that it belongs to the main engine.

.002 means that it belongs to the bed plate.

.0001 means that it is No. 1 section of that bed plate.

2.5421 would mean the same part for ship No. 2.

They intended to employ about 5,000 men when all depart-

ments are full. My numljer was 4,422, so that gives a fair idea of

the number employed.

.

Last summer the company had ttnder contract about ten ships

Aarying in size from 310 to 625 feet in length. The company was

organized in the spring of 1899, with a capital of $6,000,000.

To sum up, the New York Ship-building Co. has now in Cam-

den one of the greatest of ship-buikling plants. It lias contracts on

hand that give it sufficient work to establish it on a firm basis, and

i"( will withotit doubt, if wisely managed, prove an engineering and

financial success; let us hope to sec in the near futttrc a similar

institution in this country.



THE YOUNG GRADUATE AND THE PROFESSION .OF MINING
ENGINEERING.

H. E. T. Haultain, C.E., A. M. Can. Soc. C. E.

Both in my own experience and in my observation of young

graduates from engineering schools in all parts of the world, I have

found a general ignorance of the profession as a whole generally,

coupled with a very much distorted view of the young graduate's

position in, and relation to, his profession. This is probably to

a very large extent unavoidable, but it has always seemed

to me a very important point, and I should strongly like

to see a series of lectures on the subject embodied in the general

curriculum of the school. Doubtless very much of such knowledge

must be personally raid painfully learned by experience, but a very

valuable skeleton of information could be built up in the lecture

room. In the short time at my disposal, I will attempt an outline

of the profession of mining engineering as I in my limited experi-

ence have found it, and attempt to deal with some of the more

prominent difficulties that will be encountered in the early days of

the Young Engineer's career.

Kipling says:

•' When the waters were dried an' the earth did appear,

The Lord, He created the Engineer."

And, from the first, the mining engineer must have been a man of

prime importance in his class. As time went on, and all structures

depended more and more, either in their fashioning or in their

material, upon the supply of metals, so would the importance of the

miner become greater. In France and Germany this is recognized,

and mining engineering ranks ahead of all other branches of engi-

neering, but in our English speaking communities it is not officially

accorded the same recognition, and possibly the miner is often con-

sidered rough and imfinished in his methods, a pioneer occupied in

coping with nature in the rough and lagging far behind the polish
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and finish of the scientific engineering of the cities. It is true he

is a pioneer and that he deals with the forces of nature in her crudest

and roughest forms, but he does it with a wider range of scientific

knowledge tjian that possessed by any of his engineering brothers.

He needs and he makes use of the specialized knowledge of all other

branches of engineering in addition to such that is peculiarly his own.

The profession of mining engineering embodies very much more
than any one man's mind could possibly encompass, and there is a

limitless number of subdivisions or combinations of subdivisions for

the specialist in which to bury himself.

In general, mining engineers are divided into two main classes,

viz.. Mining Engineers and MetaUurgical Engineers. Under this

classification in its closest sense, the mining engineer has to do with

the getting of ore to the point where it lies in a broken state at the

surface, and the metallurgical engineer carries on the work from

this point, until the metals are finally extracted from the ore. But
as a general rule the metallurgical engineer's work is confined to

smelting operations, while the processes of mechanical concentration

of ores, and even the leaching and lixiviation processes, are in the

hands of the mining engineer in charge of the other mining work.

The reason of this is to be found in the fact that as a rule the

mechanical concentration and the lixiviation of ores is carried on

at the mine under the one management; while smelting is generallv

done at some central point at a distance from the mining operations.

The department of smelting I must leave out of consideration, and
trust some other graduate will take up this very important branch.

Of mining engineers proper, there is a rough classification that

will divide them into two classes: the engineers connected with the

large permanent mining centres, usually coal and iron; and those

connected with the general mining industry scattered all over the

world. It is with the work of the latter class that my experience

has been, and it is with them that I will deal. This class of mining

engineers is again subdivided into two main classes—the consulting

engineer and the managing engineer, and the thoroughly competent

consulting engineer will have passed through the stage of managing
engineer. The work of the consulting engineer can be divided into

two main divisions — reporting on the value of properties and

reporting on the management of properties. The term managing
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engineer would embody in its general sense all the engineers resi-

dent about a mine, and would include assayers, chemists, surveyors,

mechanical engineers, electricians and those engineers skilled in

concentration and lixiviation processes.

The prominent consulting engineer would have his headquarters

at some commercial centre—London being the particular home of

this class—and he might or might not have assistants or partners in

parts of the world nearer to the mining centres. A large part of his

work—perhaps his sole work—would be the examining of, and

reporting on, the value of mining properties in various parts of the

world. This is of course most important work and is correspond-

ingly paid for. In this work experience and judgment, built upon a

foundation of wide scientific knowledge, coupled with a well balanced

commercial sense and the necessarily ever present disinterested in-

tegrity, are the main requirements. It is a position of the utmost

commercial responsibility, a single report often controlling the

iuvestment of millions. The keynote of success is of course Reputa-

tion, and before a man could expect to succeed at this work, he must

have built up a reputation, and have made friends. The fees lor

this kind of work are high. Among prominent London engineers

the fee for a report of any consequence would not often be under

^5,000.

Consulting engineers located in either commercial or mining

centres also undertake the reporting on the management of mines.

They may visit the mine at intervals, or they may simply base their

reports and advice on the information, accounts, etc., supplied to

the company by the mine manager; and their advice might extend

to the supplying of detailed plans for development or for machinery.

Consulting cDgineers in this capacity are frequently engaged by

London companies owning mines abroad.

The position of a consulting engineer with a reputation, able

practically to choose his own work, travelling in many parts of the

world, returning always to his headquarters, and receiving most sub-

stantial fees, is a most enviable one, and is one looked forward to

as a natural consequence of years of successful work in the field.

But it is to the position of a managing engineer and the steps

subordinate to that position that I would more particularly draw
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your attention. Perhaps I could not do better than outline the

duties and responsibilities in an actual case.

Take the case of a manager of an English Compan}' owning

mining territory in Africa. They have one mine partially developed

and several prospects giving more or less promise of good vahies.

The Company is managed in London by a board of directors—non-

technical men— with a chairman at their head. This Board will

meet once a month, or once a fortnight, and will outline the general

policy of the Company. The details as far as the London end is

concerned are in the hands of the chairman, who relegates them

largely to the secretary, who corresponds with the manager in Africa.

The manager will have a wholesale power of attorney to do any-

thing and everything in Africa, and will be answerable for all his

actions directly to the Board. He will have an agreement or engage-

ment as manager, terminable as a rule by six months notice on either

side. He must of necessity have had the full confidence of the

Board before he was appointed, and must retain this to the full or

his position will become untenable. The Board will be completely at

the mercy of the manager—their only information being what he

chooses to give them in his letters and reports, together with that

oljtained through an annual visit of a director or a consulting engi-

neer. The manager-in turn will be very much at the mercy of the

misunderstandings and disappointments of the Board, and nothing

but full confidence can keep things running. The keeping of tlie

Board well and judicially supplied with information is perhaps one

of the most important functions of the manager.

Coming nearer to his work, we find him in charge of an isolated

community twenty miles or more from a settlement—100 miles from

a railway—with slow-going ox-wagons as the only means of freight,

transport.
j

First and foremost he must exaniiiu^ his ore deposits nnd then

Avith all the knowledge that he possesses of geology and mineralogy,

he must form some opinion of their probable value and outline a

method of development. With his already partially developed ore

deposit, all his past experience of the costs of mining and ore treat-

ment, together with all the information he can obtain in a raw

country concerning labour, power, fuel, transportation and markets,

will leave him in no high degree of certainty as to probable profits.
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He has to study the resources of the country, and to design his

plant accordingly. He is alone, single handed, and up against

the real thing. And he has to organize in a bare wilderness a large

and complex business. While keeping his mind keenly on the deep

scientific problems of his various and varying ore deposits, on tho

problems of haulage, timbering and ore treatment, he has to arrange

for the establishing of his camp, the housing of his men and ani-

mals, the purchase of innumerable supplies, and transportation over

difficult country. He has to procure, and very often to a large extent

must be prepared to train, a most varied gang of workmen, skilled and

unskilled, in all branches of labour. He has to control a most mixed

lot; of the roughest class of men, both white and black; at all times

he must preserve his personal influence and tone. He is the single-

handed autocrat of an isolated community, with nothing to main-

tain his authority but his own personality. He is spending large

sums of money, and spending it in innumerable ways that are diffi-

cult to trace and check. On all sides are men trying to get the best

of him in every proposition, and he must have the business side

—

the commercial side—of his Avork organized to a degree unthought

of in many establishments nearer the centres of civilization.

While organizing and personally controlling these varied com-

plexities, he must ever keep a clear mind for the constant, careful

and well balanced study of the intricate scientific problems of his

work.

Let us consider some of these engineering problems:

In the first place his ore bodies differ in many respects from

any he has had any previous knowledge of—no two ore bodies arc

the same. !N'othing but experience—wide and varied experience

—

founded on a scientific training, is going to save him in the solution

of the problems involved in the exploration of his ore bodies.

He has one ore body so far opened up that sufficient values are

in sight to justify the installation of machinery on a large scale for

the breaking, mining and treating of his ore. Upon all the intricate

details T cannot touch, but let us look at some of the main problems

involved.

The first problem of mining his ore and protecting his under-

ground workings is one depending almost entirely upon judgment

and foresight based on experience, and is one that no amount of
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training or reading can solve for him. In any case he must work

tentatively—must feel his way. That probably is the keynote of ail

underground work—certainly of all the early stages. It is impos-

sible to see far ahead, and one must feel his way foot by foot, plan-

ning to-morrow's work by to-day's results.

But the planning of the ultimate development which must soon

be taken in hand is a large problem involving work spread over many

years, and the general skeleton of the plan must be laid out and

undertaken at once. Upon the position of his main Avorking shaft

or tunnel the position of his surface works will to a large extent

depend. Into this problem must enter the problems of pumping,

ventilation, and haulage, and much calculation and well balanced

judgment are required for a satisfactory solution. The problem

involves not only a very large sum in itself, but it will always very

seriously aifect the working costs.

Inseparable from this problem is the question of power. The

case I have in view has practically unlimited water power five miles

away, so that the question of power does not affect the hoisting

question; and it is found that for the first few years the most satis-

factory course is the running of a low level tunnel which will give

several years ore supplies above it, and which will always be the

main working tunnel.

The next problem is the treatment of the ore, and though the

manager ought to be capable of dealing with this problem himself,

he may call in the assistance of a consulting specialist.

And here comes in a very nice point:

It is of course out of the question that our mine manager should

know everything, or that he should know as much of detail as a

specialist in any branch, and very naturally the average business

man will say: Here is an isolated problem, let it be solved Iw the

specialist.

In the large mining centres are to be found consulting engineers,

who are disinterested specialists in milling and lixiviation processes,

and who make a business of such problems. They often are called

upon to supply complete plans.

In the first place, there is one statement that will hold under

all circumstances:—There is no isolated problem connected with any
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mine. The mine and everything connected with it is one vast com-

plex machine, with all its parts and details interdependent, and

smooth running—successful running—depends on the balance be-

tween all its parts, and upon their perfect inter-working. This can

only he achieved in one mind. There must be only one controlling

hand, and though it is not necessary for the manager to design all

the details, he must fully grasp the essentials of every department.

He must be responsible for everything.

If outside consulting advice is called in, it must be in consulta-

tion with the manager, and if the manager is incapable of dealing

with the subject, a most dangerous element of failure is at once

introduced. This is a most essential element of mine management

and I "will refer to it later on.

If a thorough professional consulting engineer with a reputation

is called in to settle the problem of ore treatment, he may be pre-

pared to deal with it in its entirety, in which case he would go

carefully into all the conditions surrounding the problem from the

ore deposit to the market, and would do this in close consultation

with the manager, whom also he would carefully consider as an

important condition. Then after designing the plant he would to a

certain extent supervise construction, and on its completion would

personally attend to the early stages of its operation. For an ore

treatment plant is not like a small steam engine which will run

when supplied with steam. Even after most careful and capable

'

designing, there will have to be much adjusting of its method of

operations before the best results are obtainable, and this adjusting

must be done by a capable and responsible head.

If the specialist's connection ceases on the delivery of the plans,

the manager's responsibility will only then commence, and if there

be any failure in results the manager will blame the design and the

designer will blame the method of operation, and the company will

be in the position of the man trj'ing to sit on two chairs. This is

one of the commonest causes of failure and trouble in mining, and

every mining man can point to many incidents of this kind.

In the case I have described, the specialist's fee would be enorm-

ous—probably much larger than the manager's annual salary.

]\rost frequently it would not be possible to obtain the ser-

vices of a distinguished specialist, and recourse is often had to the
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manufacturers of mining machinery. They call themselves special-

ists in such matters and very often are so, and have much experience

and data at their command, but we then have the anomalous posi-

tion of the consulting engineer and the contractor being one and the

same person. It is surprising how frequently this is the case, and

it is not surprising that this is most frequently a cause of disaster.

The manufacturer can never be a disinterested party. Condi-

tions do not permit him to make a thorough examination of all the

conditions. He will tell you what machinery to put in: it will be

his own and there will be as much as poi^sibie of it; it will be good

machinery, and he will guarantee the smooth running of individual

machines, but he will not guarantee the results. And he will have

many excuses to show that the blame of failure is not attachable to

him. He will tell you that the ore treated in the mill differs from the

sample sent him; that the construction was poor and the operation

is worse. You cannot pin down the manufacturer to results—he is

too old a bird at the game.

What then is the manager to do ?

He ought to be capable of designing his own plant. If he feels

doubts about it, let him engage a man who has knowledege of such

matters, engage him as an assistant—as a head of a department—and

let this man e.\i)erinu'nt on a laboratory scale in co-operation with

the manager.

After the manager, with or without outside aid, has decided that

his ore is a free milling ore requiring a subsequent treatment of

tailings by cyanide, and has decided on the general main idea of his

plant, he can safely go to the manufacturer for his machinery,

trusting largely to him for all details—for the details are the work

of a mechanical engineer, and in this department the manufacturer

is the highest specialist.

The first plant will doubtless be a small one, designed with a

view to fui'llu'r increase, and also with a view of permitting consider-

able experimenting.

What I have said in regard to the ore treatment plant also holds

good with the tramway from the mine to the mill, and with the water

power plant, and with the electric transmission plant, with of course

some modifications.
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Aerial tramways come nearer to being isolated problems tlian does

any other part of tlie plant, and they are very frequently given over

to contractors, who guarantee to erect the tramway and run it for a

short time. To a certain extent the tramway can be looked upon

as an isolated machine of the nature of a steam engine. But again

to make the contractor and the consulting engineer the same person,

even in so simple a matter as a tramway, tends to an unnecessary

•waste of money and consists in paying to a contractor very much

more than what is already paid to the manager or his staff for the

same. work.

In the case of electric machinery.— electricity is perhaps some-

uhat removed from the mining engineer, but is daily becoming

less so. and though the mining engineer would certainly never

attempt to design his dynamos, he certainly ought to know enough

to decide whether he wanted direct current or alternating machinery

and to be able rationally to cheek over the electrician's figures as to

line loss, etc., etc.

To sum up this ([uestion of machinery, the manager should be

thoroughly conversant with all the standard types of machinery of all

the prominent manufacturers that might possibly be of use in mining

work, and this includes practically everything except Heavy ordnance

and marine engines, though the knowledge of heavy guns possessed

by the mining staff in Kimberley was of considerable value last year.

With the detailed design of this machinery he need not unduly

burden himself beyond understanding the why and the wherefore of

every part. The manufacturer can be depended on for excellence of

detail. Thereon depends his existence.

The erection of his ])hint is an all-important part of the man-
ager's work or of a most trusted assistant. To let this by contracts

generally ends in disaster unless most competent and keen watch is

kept on the contractor. Generally speaking, in all mining construc-

tion it is more satisfactory and more economical to watch over a

good foreman than to check a contractor. The contractor, like the

Indian, will be bad if he can be.

The operation of the plant will be the work of the heads of

departments always under the personal eye of the manager.

This is a bare skeleton of the work of the mine. It is filled in

with an interesting network of details of everv kind, from the
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niceties of subtle chemical investigation to the handling of a drunken

mob, and through it all must run side by side the deepest scientific

thought and the most cold-blooded business methods, tempered

always by the truest disinterested professional tone.

The manager will have to assist him in his work, besides his own
personal assistant, several heads of departments—a commercial sup-

erintendent in charge of the buying and of the books and the com-

mercial side of the business generally; a surveyor, an assayer, super-

intendents or head foremen of mine, mill a,nd C3'anide plant, a master

mechanic, and foremen of the various sub-departments, and with

these the successful manager will keep in very close, intimate touch.

There is another phase of the manager's work that I have not

yet touched upon—a department in which he remains alone.

The mine is the property of a company, and the public pay very

much more attention to the shares than they do to the mine, and the

majority of shareholders expect to make very much more out of the

fluctuation in the price of shares than they do out of the mine. There

IS a constant and active buying and selling of shares. Now the man-
ager's regular reports to his Board can very materially affect the price

of shares and his plans of operations do also very materially affect

the price of shares; discoveries will be made in the mine that will

make enormous differences in the value of the stock. In vers' many
Avays the manager has a very large control over the price of the

stock, and if there be any deviation on his part from strict honesty,

from the true professional spirit of disinterestedness, he may be in

a position to make much money for himself or his friends. Here is

a wide open temptation—a temptation so coarse and glaring—so

palpable—that it will in general be easily avoided, but it has also its

more subtle aspects, and the only protection a man has lies m the

inherent honesty, the professional spirit and tone of the true

engineer.

This is an outline of the position of a manager of by no means

large property, and may be taken as a fair general example.

As an example of the extent to which the business of mine man-

agement may grow, I would cite the case of The Consolidated Gold

Fields of South Africa. In 1897, in their engineering offices in
'

Johannesburg, they had fifteen draughtsmen in the surveying de-

partment, and seventeen more in the general department. Their
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cliief engineer drew a salary of $60,000 a year, their chief mechani-

cal engineer drew $25,000, and so on. Of course this office did all

the engineering work for a large group of mines.

But it is the smaller propositions that tax the resources of the

mining engineer most severely, for in these cases he must himself

control every department and must carry out works that in larger

concerns would be in the hands of heads of departments in them-

selves specialists capable of carrying responsibility.

In an examination of the duties of the mine manager, as I have

outlined, what do wc find as the more prominent points ? I think we

shall find that the most important point of all is confidence—mutual

confidence between the directors and the manager. To obtain this

the manager must be a man of experience—a man with a record^

—

a man who has made friends. The next point of importance is the

fact that the whole concern, first, last and all the time, is a business

proposition undertaken with the sole and only purpose of making

money, and as far as our engineer is concerned, making money

legitimately, though—and this is a point ever to be remembered by

the young graduate—there are always those seeking to make money

illegitimately. The whole concern in every department must be

organized on a commercial basis. The third point of importance

is the essentially scientific character of all the problems involved in

the finding, winning and treating of the ore. In the young gradu-

ate's technical course, his whole time and energies being occupied

with this latter point, he is apt to lose sight almost altogether of the

other two. But these three points are as inseparable as the three

dimensions of space, and any proposition founded on two only will

be a failure.

Of course there is an exception to this rule—the factor known
as luck may once in a thousand times upset all rational conceptions.

Besides these three fundamental points there are others of

nearly equal importance. All mining work is new work; every pro-

blem is a new one, differing in many respects from the engineer's

previous experiences; every problem is complex, involving a large

number of facts and conditions often xery obscure. The engineer

must be a man of varied experience, not only conversant with a wide

range of scientific knowledge, but with a very wide range of actual

experience. He must be essentially quick wit tod and he must have
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a lively technical imagination, ever ready to imagine new combina-

tions and possibilities. But his temperament and technical character

must be strong enough to allow this technical imagination full play,

without its carrying him off his feet into a wilderness of conjecture.

He must be physically strong—able to live anywhere and eat

anything; he must ever be ready to pack his blankets and his scientific

knowledge on his own back.

He must be a professional man in the fullest sense of the

termi. He must have tone; I cannot define tone, it marks quality, or

shall I say quality marks tone. And tone is as unassailable as

it is hard to define. From the first step to the last the mining

engineer is surrounded by temptations of every kind ; every tendency

Avithin him will have free opportunity to pull him towards disaster.

From the start he is away from the influence of custom and social

ties, and he who has never been absolutely free from these influences

can have little conception of the extent of their contr4)lling power.

But the temptations arising from avarice and ambition are the most

continually and persistently present. And these temptations are

often of the subtlest kind—most frequently not having even the

appearances of temptation, and this is a phase of his work in which

the engineer stands alone—a game in which he must play a lone

hand.

Somebody—Gilbert Hamerton, I think—has said that the most

important characteristic of a critic should be disinterestedness. Dis-

interestedness is the foundation and skeleton framework of the whole

structure of the professional man. If he is not disinterested he is

nothing. He is an employee and his interests always must be on

behalf of his employer. This explains how the mine manager can

be a business man and still a professional man. He is carrying on

business for another and he can carry it on only in the cleanest and

straightest of business methods.

Another thing to be observed in the work of our mine manager

is that he has more to do with human nature than with any of the

other forces of nature. He has to deal with his directors (n one

hand, and with his employees on the other. He has to deal continu-

ally with the cleverest scoundrels and rogues of all classes and kinds.

He 1 as to depend on his judgment of character in black, red, yellow

and white.
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Well, gentlemen, have I painted an impossible picture for you?

I liave outlined the main skeleton frame of a possible structure—

a

structure for which there is an enormous demand; the completion of

the edifice depends upon the individual.

So much for what there is in front of us. Let us now consider

our first steps.

The young graduate, despite his hard work and scientific attain-

ments, is, as an engineer, well nigh as useless as the new-born babe.

1 know you will not believe this—it is not compatible with your

vears and vour efforts^—it is probably just as well that you don't

believe it, but it is one of the first important things that you must

li'nrn in the outside world.

How is this so? Thus: the young graduate has had no experi-

ence (I know there are exceptions), consequently can have no judg-

ment, and therefore is absolutely incapable of responsible initiative.

Many people will tell me I am entirely wrong—that the young

graduate is full to overflowing with judgment—that he will judge

anything or anybody, and as for initiative, he has the nerve and the

supreme self-confidence to tackle any proposition/—to initiate any-

thing. Exactly—that emphasises what I mean,—he has no judg-

ment— that is, no judgment that can be depended upon.

In England they put the embryo engineer in an incubator

—

that is—he is articled as a pupil for one, two. or more years to an

engineer of standing and experience, and for this privilege he will

pay as much as $1,000 a year, and will receive no pay of any kind

in return for his work. "With this idea I would be wholly in accord,

if the conditions in the colonies permitted it. I would not advise

for a colonial mining graduate an articled pupilage in England; but

if a 'Western mining engineer would take him, he could not possibly

do better. But out here the conditions are different, and we have

to face conditions as we find them.

In the first place, many of our technical graduates have not

the means to pay any pupilage fees, nor even to give their services

and time for nothing; they must earn soon after graduation. And
again I do not think you could persuade any mining engineer in

active work on this continent to accept pupilage fees or to have about

him a pupil working for nothing.
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The young graduate must earn money, and it is a function of

the technical school to leave him in a position to do this, and there

are two or perhaps three or even four branches of work in whiqh the

technical schools can turn out commercially useful men. I refer

to assaying and surveying, and to a certain extent, draughting.

The school can—if it chooses—turn out men who could take

hold of the position of assayer or of surveyor at any small mine, or

who would make excellent assistants on a large property. These

positions require practically no judgment or initiative, and the main

difference between the work at the school and the work at the mine,

consists in the rapidity that is required in commercial work, and

a certain ability to make shift with the anything but ideal

conditions and appliances that one may be up against. If to a

smooth working knowledge of assaying and surveying, the young

graduate has added an active knowledge of book-keeping and cost-

keeping, he has three strings to his bow that will earn him a living

in any active mining camp.

It is a common saying in the AYest that if you cannot get one

job you should take two, by which is meant that you may often be

able to get a job as an assayer and book-keeper combined where

you could get nothing if you applied for either singly. My
advice to any technical school would be—make book-keeping

and cost-keeping and the commercial organisation of engineering

business, an important part of your curriculum. My advice to any

student of a school where this is not part of the curriculum is, to

take steps to make a special study of these subjects at the earliest

possible opportunity.

Tlie obtaining of a position as assayer or surveyor, and, from

that position, studying the actual working conditions of a mine, to

be ready for further advancement in your profession, is the orthodox

method.

The surveyor has the better opportunity—he is here, there

and ever^'where on the property—mixed with everybody and sees

everything that is going on, and will be more naturally given the

position of acting manager or assistant manager.

However, before going any further, let us consider more fully

the functions of the first few years after graduation. The first

function doubtless is the earning of a living, and the orthodox way
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of doing this I have outlined. But if you stop at that, you will never

be an engineer. The main function is to get experience—wide,

varied experience—of -everything you will need in after years. An-

other function is to make professional friends, but the main point

is experience.

In your 8. P. S. course you have had a most excellent training.

You have been trained to think—to reason—to read and to a certain

extent to observe—you have been trained to ask the question " why ?''

and to make an effort to rationally answer that question. You have

learnt much about the physical laws underlying all engineering

problems. The excavations have been dug and a very substantial

foundation has been laid for a very elaborate superstructure; and

further than this, the skeleton steel frame work has been in part

erected; and even still further, if the material for further erection

has not been gathered, the method of obtaining it has at least been

indicated. You can live in the cellar if you like, but that will

never make a house of it—you will never be an engineer. You
must build on the foundation. You must fill in the skeleton frame

work—you must erect extensions to your frame work—this you

must do alone. Nobody else can do it for you. The elaborating of

the structure is by personal experience.

In my student days Prof. Galbraith advised us to devote the

first ten years after graduating to the sole function of gaining a

varied experience. I think this most excellent advice.

No matter what position you hold you will be gaining experi-

ence, and to gain a varied experience you must not stay too long

in one position. But you must not trust to hap-hazard luck in the

positions you get. There are several points to be remembered. In

the first place in your early days you can do things that later on

in your professional life, you could not do. For instance, on gradu-

?ting you could work as a mucker or common labourer underground
'—or you might innocently be employed by some notoriously corrupt

men or companies. In neither case would your reputation suffer

and yon would be the gainer by some valuable knowledge.

The most prominent feature of mining work in all parts of the

world (and in Canada and in Ontario have we had most scandalous

examples of it) is the extreme corruption, crookedness and dis-

honesty that frequently accompanies it. This exists to a degree
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Ijc-yond all conception by those who have not actually seen it. If

you keep this fact in view and remain always ready to quit a job

when it looks dirty, you can in your early years take pretty nearly

anything you can get, but later on you must be more careful what

you do. Then the main point would be to get near good men, near

good companies and successful concerns.

In your early years there are several very unorthodox things

that I would advise. In all mining work the biggest item is for

labour, and there is no other item of expenditure in which money
may be lost or saved to the same extent. The human machine is

not only the most nsed, but it is the most complex, and to be a. suc-

cessful mining man you must understand your workman. The best

place to study your workingman is alongside of him. I strongly

advise every young mining graduate to work as a mucker or trammer

imderground in some fairly large mine. To do this properly you

must do it thoroughly and drop all your engineering business, and

your diploma and all that, and get into dirty overalls and get your

job from the foreman and sleep in the bunk-house and kee]) away

from the office. This I know is often advised, and in Cornwall and

Freiberg there are regular practical courses underground where the

stndents play more or less seriously at work and learn after a fashion

to swing a hammer. and frame a set. Candidly I don't think much
of that—I do not see that such work is of very much use, and

in those practical courses yoii don't learn anything of the men

—

you don't get round to their point of view. This to my mind is

the essential point, and my advice is to get a mucker's job and hold it

at least over one pay day and over several if you can. It will hurt

and it will l)c liard, but it Avill be worth it.

Again, if you have any inclination towards carpenter's work or

machine fitting or any opportunity to follow up such work, I say

by all means do so. I know of no better qualification for a young

man seeking mining experience than a knowledge of machine fitting.

There is no part of a mine free from machinery, and the fitter is

wanted everywhere and gets a job more easily than any other class of

skilled or semi-skilled workman : while a carpenter can often get a job

on mill construction or the like that will give him an insight into con-

struction that he could get in no other way. These are not short
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cuts to success or by-paths—they are stepping stones and most valu-

able ones at that. I would strongly, advise the mining student to

spend at least one of his summers in a machine shop or a carpenter's

shop, I would consider this better than a summer spent in an assay

office, on survey, or in a mine.

The next question is as to where the young graduate is to go on

graduation. Into the question of a post-graduate course I cannot

go beyond saying that I am in favour of a post-graduate course,

and would slill recommend Freiberg despite all the advances made

by technical schools on this continent.

After the completion of his technical course he should go to

some active mining camp, and I certainly would choose the Western

States, I am enthusiastically a Canadian, but I do not advise the

young mining engineer io remain in Canada. He should go to an

older mining country for his experience, and the United States

—

the Western States—has trained and still is training the world's

most prominent engineers. And when you go west leave your

diploma behind you, also your testimonials and recommendations,

{You will be looking only for suljordinate positions, and for these

positions men will size you up by looking at you and will discharge

you as casually as they engage you, Never be afraid of quitting a

a job. It is no disgrace—very often it is not a bad thing to be

discharged, A willingness to turn your hand to anything and ever}^-

thing that comes your way and do it with your best ett'ort, are traits

that will help you more than others. It will be several years before

you get to what your heart pines for—that is. real engineering work

—but you must not neglect it for that reason; your eyes must

always be open to everything about you, and you must read every-

thing you can lay your hands on,—technical magazines and cata-

logues in particular.

You will probably find the life a hard one, full of painful

physical effort— full of misunderstandings and disappointments.

Hope will be long deferred. Your scientific attainments will seem

lost—swallowed up by chance and the force of circumstances. You
will think you are losing all your finer feelings—your social niceties;

the latest operas and plays will hardly be known by name to you

and the popular airs will be three years old when they reach you.

Life will be anything but a soft snap and your only consolation will
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often be : "Well, it's good experience, and anyway, it's all in the day's

work!" You will find that you will have to give up very much, if

not all that went to make life pleasant, and you will get in return

—

if you are lucky—work—and in many years—if you are luck}-—well

paid work.

But you will see—and if your eyes are open, life will be very

full—you will play your own game with a freedom and a scope un-

known in any other profession. You will have opportunities to

carry your tendencies to the full. You will be with men and you

will work with men, and the conditions and surroundings will be such

as to bring out, in full prominence, the characters good and bad of

men. Veneer and polish Avill be absent, and if you are a lover of

men you will love your life. If you want an easy life leave mining

alone. If you are not a tramp and want everything settled—if you

are contemplating early marriage—don't go in for mining, for you

will have to live and work where it would not be fair to take her.

Let me finish up by giving you some disconnected bits of advice

on matters in general.

Treat every friend as if some day he might be your enemy, and

treat your enemy as if some day he might be your friend.

In making investigations or examinations take absolutely

nothing for granted.

Trust everybody hut cut the cards.

Keep your face shut.

In everything remember first that you are a professional man.

Kipling says:

—

" There are nine and sixty ways of construfcting tribal lays,

And every single one of them is right."'

There are also nine and sixty ways of skinning a cat or doing

anything else, and very often every single one of them is right; it

depends on circumstances.

In other -words, different circumstances will demand different

methods. Do not be afraid of new methods.

Nelson, B.C., February, 1902. '



THE POSITION OF AN ENGINEER AS ARBITRATOR UNDER
THE CONTRACT.

Angus MacMurchy.

The employer appoints the engineer under the contract, and

the contractor has to accept him. He has no choice or option in

that matter. Not only must the contractor execute the works in

accordance with the directions of the engineer under the contract,

"but the engineer is usually made the sole judge of the quality and

sufficiency of the works when executed, and the engineer is also

most frequently made the final judge in any dispute arising under

the contract between the employer and contractor. Thus it will

"be seen that the functions of the engineer as arbitrator are both

extensive and important.

The engineer is responsible to his employer under the contract;

to the contractor he is responsible by law only in case of fraud or

misconduct. In legal phraseolog}^ there is privity between the em-

ployer and the engineer, but there is no privity between the con-

tractor and the engineer. The consequence of this is that the con-

tractor has a cause of action against the employer only, unless the

engineer has been guilty of fraud or deceit while acting under the

contract. But the contractor in a proper case has an action against

the engineer for negligence in the discharge of his duties.

For ma^y • -i-poses, the acts of the engineer and the owner or

comrtar-' ,r , him are identical or rather equivalent. As

>"r.v/orth, his position is not quasi judicial.

L. _ . i;y. Co., (1854) 5 H. L. C. at p. 89.

If an engineer acts bona fide according to the contract, that is

quite enough to make his acts valid and binding upon the contractor.

So long as the engineer has no concealed interest in the contract or

secret relationship to the parties that will certainly bias his judg-

ment, his acts will receive due weight, in fact he may almost be

called the judge in his own case.

s.p.s. $
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The contractor, however, is not ahva}^s bound by the decision

of the engineer, as, for instance, in a case decided in 1818, Kemp v.

Eose, 1 Giff. 258, the builder was bound by the contract to accept

the decision and certificate of the architect as to the amount to

be paid for his work, but the builder did not know that the archi-

tect had promised the employer that the work would not cost more

than a certain sum—in that case the Court did not consider the

decision of the architect made under such a bias binding.

The last reported case on this subject comes from Chatham and

is just to hand. There the superintendent under the contract was

the uncle and " drowned in debt " to the owner. This was un-

known to the contractor, who brought an action to recover the

balance claimed by him without procuring the superintendent's

certificate. It was held by the Court of Appeal, Chief Justice

Armour's vigorous intellect brushing aside, as usual, formal and tech-

nical legal defences, that the relationships, "family and financial,'*

of the superintendent to the defendant owner, for whom the house

Avas built, should have been disclosed to the plaintiff contractor, and

that under the circumstances the plaintiff was not bound to ol^tain

the certificate required by the contract from the superintendent

at all.

Ludlam v. Wilson, (1901) 2 0. L. R. 549.

This whole subject of the circumstances under which a con-

tractor is dispensed from the necessity of procuring the final certifi-

cate called for b}^ the contract Avas much discussed in a notable case

in our own Courts some ten years ago, that of Conmee v. C. V. R.,

which lasted for seven years in the Courts with varj'ing fortune to

either jiarty, judgment being given at the trial without a final cer-

tificate in favour of the contractors for upwards of a quarter million

dollars, Avhich was compromised for a much smaller amount after

appeals to the Court of Appeal and Supreme Court.

Before proceeding to discuss some of the more recently decided

cases to further illustrate these remarks, let me read a portion of

one of the clauses (from the present form of contract used by the

City of Toronto) constituting the engineer the sole judge:

—

Z 20. " Should any discrepancies appear, or differences of

" opinion or misunderstanding arise, as to the meaning of the Con-
" tract or of the General Conditions, Specifications or Plans, or as
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* to any omissions therefrom, or misstatements therein, in any

*' respect, or as to the quality or dimensions, or sufficiency of tne

" materials, plant or work, or any part thereof, or as to the clue

" and proper execution of the works, or as to the measurement
'' or quantity or valuation of any works executed, or to be executed

" under the contract, or as to extras thereupon, or deductions
" therefrom, or as to any other questions or matters arising out of the

" contract, the same shall be determined by the Engineer . . .

" and his decision shall be final and binding upon all parties con-

" cerned, and from it there shall be no appeal."

The result of many decided cases is the introduction into such

contracts of many safeguards and restrictions drawn from wisdom

learned by experience. Now, let us glance at a few of the judg-

ments in which such similar provisions have been discussed by

eminent Judges in England and Canada.

JACKSON V. BARRY RAILWAY COMPANY (1892), 1 Ch. Div. p. 258.

Arbitration—Unfitness of Arbitrator—Injunction—Jurisdiction.

A contract by which the plaintiff undertook to construct a

dock for the defendant company, provided that any dispute between

the company and the contractor as to the meaning of any part of

the contract, or as to the quality or description of the materials

to be used in the works, should be referred to the company's engi-

neer as arbitrator. The dispute arose whether the contract required

the interior of a certain embankment to be made of stone, or

whether rocky marl was allowable, so that, if the contractor by the

direction of the engineer used stone, he would be entitled to be paid

for it as an extra. A correspondence took place between the con-

tractor and the engineer, in which the engineer stated his view to

be that the contract bound the contractor to use stone, and that

it was not an extra. The company then referred the dispute to the

arbitration of the engineer. After this reference, and on the dav

for which the first appointment had been made, the engineer wrote

to the contractor a letter in which he repeated his former view.

The plaintiff brought this action to restrain the company from

proceeding further with the arbitration.

Kekewich, J., held that the last letter showed that the engineer

had finally made up his mind on the point, and was, therefore,

disqualified to act as arbitrator, and granted an injunction.
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Held, on a^Dpeal, that, considering the position of the engineer

who, as engineer of the company, must necessarily have already

expressed an opinion on the point in dispute, his writing after the

commencement of the arbitration a letter repeating the same opinion

would not disqualify him from acting as arbitrator, unless, on the

fair consideration of the letter, it appeared that he had made up

bis mind so as not to be open to change it upon argument:

Held by Lindley and Bowen, L.JJ. (Dissentiente A. L. Smith,

L.J.), that the letter in question did not, upon its fair construction,

show that the engineer had precluded himself from keeping his

mind open, and that the injunction ought to be dissolved; and

whether there was Jurisdiction to grant it, quaere.

Bowen, L.J.: It was an essential feature between the plain-

tiff and the railway company that a dispute such as that which has

arisen between the plaintiff and the company's engineer should be

finally decided not by a stranger or a wholly unbiassed person, but

by the company's engineer himself. Technically the controversy is

one between the plaintiff and the railway company; but virtually

the engineer, on such an occasion, must be the judge, so to speak,

in his own quarrel. Employers find it necessary in their own
interests, it seems, to impose such -terms on the contractors whose

tenders they accept, and the contractors are Avilling in order that

V'eiT tenders should be accepted, to be bound by such terms. It is

no part of our duty to approach such curiously coloured contracts

with a desire to upset them or to emancipate the contractor from

the burden of a stipulation which, however onerous, it was worth

his Avhile to agree to bear. To do so would be to attempt to dic-

tate to the commercial world the conditions under which it should

carry on its business. To an adjudication in such a peculiar refer-

ence the engineer cannot be expected, nor was it intended, that he

should come with a mind free from the human weakness of a pre-

conceived opinion. The perfectly open judgment, the absence of

all previously formed or pronounced views, which in an ordinary

arbitrator are natural and to be looked for, neither party to the

contract proposed to exact from the arbitrator of their choice.

They knew Avell that he possibly or probably would be committed
to a prior view of his own, and that he might not be impartial in

the ordinary sense of the word. Whof thej/ relied on was his pro-

fessional honour, his position, his intelligence: and the contractor
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certainly had a right to demand that whatever views the engineer

miglit have formed, he would be ready to listen to argument, and,

at the last moment, to determine as fairly as he could, after all

had been said and heard. The question in the present appeal is,

whether the engineer of the company has done anything to unfit

himself to act, or render himself incapable of acting, not as an

arbitrator without previously formed or even strong views, but as

an honest Judge of this very special and exceptional kind. I will

assume (without deciding) what was assumed by both sides, in the

argument at the bar, that the point before us is properly raised in

such an action as the i3resent, and consider the matter entirely on

its merits. That the letter of the 2nd of August shows Mr. Barry

to have had, and retained up to the opening of the arbitration, a

rooted view that the contractor was wrong, is obvious. This, Mr.

Barry may not have been able to avoid. Has he, then, disqualified

himself from pursuing the function of such an arbitrator as the

contract contemplates, by informing the contractor, in answer to

the contractor's controversial letter, of what the contractor, I am
convinced, well knew already, viz.: that Mr. Barry wholly disagreed

with him? I cannot see that the letter of the 2nd of August war-

rants the inference that Mr. Barry would not or could no longer

do his best, when the matter finally came before him and his legal

assessor, to decide honestly between his own distinct view and that

of the contractor. He restates, it is true, what he had already

stated, and I daresay he thought it fair and honest towards the

contractor to do so. I should agree with my brother Kekewich's

judgment, if I thought the letter of the 2nd of August amounted

to an intimation that the contractor would not be patiently listened

to and receive at the last an honest decision. Where I differ from
my brother Kekewich is, that he seems to me not to have made
sufficient allowance for the very special character which by the con-

tract this arbitrator had to fulfil, and to have required from the

engineer of the company, who must necessarily be a somewhat
biassed person, but by whose decision, nevertheless (fairly given),

the ])artics had contracted to be bound

—

the kij inipartialitj/ of a

Jihodaniant/iiis. The difliculty in the contractor's way arises, not
from the engineer's utterances in the letter of the 2jid of August,
but from the fact that the contractor, by his contract, had pledged

himself to submit this very dispute that has arisen to the person
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with whom he virtually is waging it. The contractor is, as it

appears to me, catching at a straw; endeavouring on the ground

that the engineer had revealed a view which every one was aware

he entertained, to escape from an onerous arbitration clause whicn

the contractor accepted as part of the consideration for his bargain.

To release him on such a pretext would be to dissolve his obliga-

tions under the contract and to substitute, by force of the power

of this Court, a wlwlly different and far more agreeable hind of arhitra-

mfnt before either some stranger or a jury of strangers, a tribunal

which it was the express object of this contract to exclude.

For these reasons I differ from my brother Ivekewich, wi^h

whose views as to the importance of judicial impartiality I entirely

coincide, regarding them only as not quite applicable to this special

case, in which it was part of the very bargain that the scales of

]ustice in the case of a dispute need not be held in a neutral or

wholly indifferent hand. i

MCXAMEE V. TORONTO (1893), 24 0. E. 313.

By contract between contractor and city for additions and

improvements to its waterworks system, all differences were referred

to the award of one H., superintendent in charge of the waterworks.

Held that H., being superintendent, did not disqualify him

from being arbitrator, and on the evidence no cause existed to

restrain him from proceeding with arbitration:

Causes urged: H. furnished estimates of costs of work to city,

which were acted upon in accepting plaintiff's tender unknown to

plaintiff when he executed the contract.

Held, the fact that the supcrinfendent signed certificate as to

penalties to be deducted did not show he had prejudged the case.

Boyd, C: The Scotch cases show that when arbitrator named

is also engineer of works, anything he says or does falling within

bis ordinary functions as engineer does not disqualify him as

arbitrator; this results from his dual character—in one relation

acting as agent or representative of proprietors, and in the other

changing his function to that of a judge wlio is to hear both sides

before he decides the matter in dispute.
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IVES AND BARKER V. WILLANS (1894), 2 Ch. 478.

An arbitration clause referring disputes to the engineer of one

party cannot be disregarded on the ground that the engineer is in

substance a judge in his own case, unless there is sufficient reason

to suspect that he will act unfairly.

Provision: "If any question, difference or dispute shall arise

between company and contractor touching the construction or

meaning of anything contained in these presents or in said specifica-

tions, etc., or as to any works, plant, material, etc., which the com-

pany may require the contractor to do, or any extra work ordered

or as to price to be charged, or moneys alleged to be due, or rlgnts

and liabilities of either parties, etc., the matter or difference shall be,

referred to the engineer, whose decision thereon will be final and

conclusive on both parties."

Lindley, L.J., says:
—"That is a very stringent provision and

one is surprised at first that any contractor should submit to be

bound so tightly, because a dispute between contractor and com-

pany is in substance a dispute between contractor and engineer,

whose business it is to see that works are done for the company

according to agreement, plans and specifications; and the real

agreement between the contractor and company is that if there is

any dispute between them, the engineer can tell the contractor

what to do, and order him to do what he likes consistently with the

agreement, his decision must be final."

The learned Judge gives two reasons. First: Competition for

this kind of work is very keen and contractors compete with each

other to get it. Second : It has been ascertained by long experience

that engineers of the highest character may he trusted, and when a

contractor enters into such a very stringent provision such as this

he knows the man he has to deal with.

ECKERSLEY V. MERSEY DOCKS & HARBOR BOARD (1894), 2 Q. B. Q6.

The rule which applies to a Judge or other person holding

judicial office, viz., that he ought not to hear causes in which he

might be suspected of a bias in favour of one of the parties, does

not apply to an arbitrator named in a contract, to whom the parties

have agreed to refer disputes which may arise between .them under

it. In order to justify the Court in saying that such an arbitrator

is disqualified from acting, circumstances must be shown to exist
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which established at least a probability that he will be in fact

biassed in favour of one of the parties in giving his decision.

This was a dispute between the contractors and the board above

named, in which the former claimed that by the negligence or incom-

petence of the assistant engineer, who was the son of the engineer

under the contract, water had escaped into the Canada Dock which

they were excavating, causing them delay and loss. The contractors

commenced an action claiming it should not be stayed under arbi-

tration clause, because of probability of bias of engineer in favour of

defendants, and that engineer's son hoped to succeed his father in

the post of engineer to board.

That eminent Judge, Lotd Esher, said:

—

" It seems to be admitted that if the engineer had to consider

whether he had himself given a negligent or unskilful or incom-

petent order, it could not be said that the Court would be justified in

directing that the matter would not be referred to him, but the Court

is asked to act because such an order was given by his son; i.e., a

man who could not be biassed in Judging of his own acts would be

biassed to give a decision in favour of his son which he knew to be

wrong. I cannot take that view of human nature."

" Where you have a man of high character, one whose char-

acter for impartiality cannot be impeached when he has to decide

as to his own conduct, to say such a man would not have enough

honesty and strength of mind to act impartially when his son's

conduct came in question, is a statement which I cannot accept. I

do not believe it in this particular case."

•GOOD V. T. H. & B. R. CO. (1899), 26 A. R. 133.

The rule that a contractor is bound by a condition in his con-

tract making tlie employer's engineer the interpreter of the contract

and the arbiter of all disputes arising under it, does not extend to

a case where a named engineer, while in fact the engineer of

the employer, is described in the contract as, and is supposed by

the contractor to be, the engineer of a third person.

In a contract between Good and a construction company, the

engineer named was that of the railway company. The construction

company in reality, though unknown to the contractor, controlled

the railway comjwny, and the engineer was really paid by them.
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This was also unknown to the contractor. The final certificate was

not given under the contract, but x\rmour, C.J., held that this did

not disentitle the contractor from payment for his claim, the

engineer being " Young's man from the beginning," Young formed

the construction company, and' the construction company controlled

the railroad company. The learned Chief Justice said that the con-

tractor was entitled to say upon discovering the arrangement be-

tween the engineer and construction company :
" He is not our

choice as judge under this contract, and we repudiate our being

bound by the term of the contract which requires a certificate from

him;" and Mr. Justice Osier held that the contractor had the right

to assume that the engineer was not the servant or agent of the con-

struction company, not their salaried official, that he owed no duty to

them as having been employed by them, and that he was indepen-

dent of them.
!
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F. C. Smallpeice, '98.

Since the earliest clays of electrical. engineering the superiority

of copper as a conductor for commercial use has been undisputed.

The high specific conductivity of copper (almost equal to that of

silver), the ease with which it can he drawn into wires, and the high

tensile strength of such wires, only exceeded by steel and iron, are

properties which have rendered the metal invaluable for electrical

purposes. In addition- to this, the metal can be freed from its im-

purities, and a very uniform product obtained by comparatively

inexpensive processes.

Within the last two or three years, however, the absolute rule

of copper in the electrical world has been somewhat shaken by the

rapid advances made in the manufacture of aluminum. Undoubt-

edly the abnormally high price of copper during the past three years

has been largely instrumental in bringing to notice the claims of

aluminum; and whether the latter will ultimately displace copper

for some purposes is largely a matter of conjecture. Though but

recently introduced, aluminum has been used for several long trans-

missions on this continent and in Europe, and great interest is being

manifested in the results obtained on these lines.

Aluminum can hardly be said to have attained importance as a

commercial product, or. at any rate, as a rival of copper, as the

following figures will show:

—
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For the year 1900—

The world's output of aluminum was G,150 tons, of which 2,225

tons were produced in the United States.

The output of copper for the same year was 543,000 tons, the

United States producing 300,000 tons.

(Thus the output of aluminum was only about 1.1% that of

copper.

On this continent the only company manufacturing aluminum

i^ the Pittsburg Eeduction Company, operating works at Niagara

Falls, N.Y., and at Shawinigan Falls, RQ. During the past year or

two this company has hardly been able to keep pace with the demand

for its product.

In Europe there are six firms engaged in the reduction of alu-

minum from its ores, one of these being an English company. The

methods employed are for the most part secret, but in all cases the

process involves the use of electric current in a bath of fused electro-

lyte. It may also be said that all the European companies manu-

facture calcium carbide, though, of course, this is an entirely dis-

tinct branch of their business, the process being quite ditferent

from that of aluminum reduction.

The price of aluminum to-day is in the neighborhood of 30c.

per lb., while llii' price of copper being controlled largely by trusts

and subject to the trickery of the stock market, has in the last year

rauged from 19c. to 12c. per lb. Considering the relative specific

gravities and conductivities of the two metals for any given trans-

mission, the weight of aluminum required is, roughly, lialf the

weight of copper. Consequently at 30c. per lb. aluminum is equiva-

lent to 15c. copper; and at 20e. per lb. would be as cheap as copper

at 10c. Thus, though the aluminum industn,' is still young, the

metal can to-day be put on the market at a price equivalent to tbat

of copper as a conductor; and it seems probable that as their output

increases the manufacturers will be able to produce the metal at

still lower prices.

Specific Grarilij.—Considering the properties of the two metals

as affecting their use as conductors, we have first the specific gravity

of chemically pure aluminum=3.5G, while aluminum wire over 99%

pure has a specific gravity of 2.68. This increased density in the com-
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mercial wire is not proportional to the amounts of impurities present,

but seems to be due to a contraction caused by these impurities, and

depends also on the working of the metal. The specific gravity of

commercial copper we may take as 8.93. Thus we get 1 :3.33 as the

ratio between the weights of equal volumes of aluminum and copper.

Tensile Strenytli.—Perhaps nothing has contributed so to the

lack of confidence felt by many electrical men towards the new

conductor as the failure, due to low tensile strength, of several of

the first aluminum lines to be installed in this country.

When first introducing aluminum wire advantage was taken by

the Pittsburg Peduction Co. of the fact that almost all foreign

metals when alloyed with aluminum increase the tensile strength of

the wire.

For instance, a No. 13 B. & S. wire showed a tensile strength

of 39,000 pounds per square inch; same wire alloyed with 1% nickel,

45,000 pounds per square inch; same wire alloyed with 2% nickel,

55,000 pounds per square inch.

This increased tensile strength was not gained, however, with-

out offsetting disadvantages. For, taking the conductivity of the

pure aluminum as G3 in the Matthiessen standard, one per cent.

of nickel reduced this to 58, while the two per cent, alloy showed

a conductivity of only about 54. The above is the result of a test

miade by the Pittsburg Reduction Co.

For all the first lines installed alloyed wire was used, and the

result was far from satisfactory. In almost every instance so many

breaks occurred in the lines that they had to be replaced. In one

instance over fifty breaks were reported in a mile of line, all occur-

ring inside of one month. The cause of these failures seems to be

a lack of homogeneity in the alloyed wires. Apparently the copper,

nickel or other metal used to give strength to the wires does not

form a perfect alloy with the aluininuin, but tends to settle in spots

in the wire bar. These spots are hard and brittle, and the wire is

very apt to break at these points.

The use of alloyed wires has, however, been abandoned, and all

wires sold at present are commercially pure aluminum. The results

obtained have been very gratifying to the manufacturers.
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The following figures are from tests made by the Pittsburg

Eeduction Co.:

•
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It appears, however, that somewhere between 14,500 and 1T,000

(according to Dr. Perrine) this permanent set increases rapidly, in-

dicating that the safe working load lies within these limits. In

one respect this tendency to elongate is an advantage, since it

counteracts to some extent the effect of the large co-efficient of

expansion referred to later. For instance, a span drawn up in the

summer, so as to allow but little sag, might break under the heavy

strain due to the contraction in cold weather were it not for the

stretching of the wire. It is necessary to exercise care in erecting

aluminum spans to avoid reducing the cross-section in drawing up.

Under these conditions copper is much better, though soft-

drawn wire has the same tendency. The percentage elongation in

hard-drawn copper is very slight, but a loss of about 2% in con-

ductivity can be counted upon, due to hard-drawipg.

Expansion.—British Board of Trade gives the following figures:

Co-efficient of expansion (linear).

Aluminum 0.00001234.) p .

Fahrenheit
Copper 0.00000887. j

^^^ ^^^^^^ ranienneit.

i.e., expansion of aluminum is 1.39 times that of copper.

Thus in climates subject to extremes of temperature greater

care must be taken in erecting aluminum lines to give them the

proper sag. In this connection rather complete tests have been

made by the Pittsburg Reduction Co. to aid their customers in the

erection of lines. In a span the sag at any given temperature can-

not be computed from the co-efficient of expansion given above,

since every increase in the length of the wire due to rise of tempera-

ture causes a decrease in the tension of the w'ire. Supposing the

strain to be within the elastic limit, the decrease in tension causes

a proportional decrease in length, so that it has been found that the

net expansion is about one-half what it would be if the wire were

supported throughout its whole length.

The method of determining the net expansion is as follows:

—

Spans of different leng'ths are chosen and the wires fastened

securely at one end. The other end runs over a knife edge to a

spring balance. By a standard at the centre of the span the deflec-

tion is measured. The deflection being noted and also the corres-

ponding tension, the Avire is given more sag by allowing a length
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corresponding to the linear expansion for any desired rise of tem-

perature to pass over the knife edge. Then the deflection and ten-

sion are again noted. Thus the conditions of the wire over a wide

range of temperature can be detennined.

The table gives the results of a series of such tests.

TABLE OF DEFLECTIONS AND TENSIONS FOR ALUMINUM WIRE.

X = Detlection in inches at centre of span; S = Factor, which multiply by weight

of foot of wire to obtain tension. Maximum Load= 15,000.
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gauge number is to take the aluminum wire two sizes larger. For

example, No. 00 copper has a conductivity equal to Xo. 0000

aluminum.

For equal conductivity in a given transmission the weights of

copper and aluminum required will be as 1 : } f^^ = 1: OAb.

Effects of Alternating Currents.—The self-induction and capa-

city of a transmission circuit depend upon the ratio of the diameter

of the conductors to the distance between them. For the same

conductivity the diameter of an aluminum wire is roughly 26%
greater than that of a copper wire. Hence we can say :

—

(a) If the aluminum Avires are 26% farther apart than the

copper wires, the capacity and self-induction will be the same.

(h) It can also be shown that if the wires be the same distance

apart that the self-induction of the aluminum circuit will be de-

creased from 3 to 5%, and its capacity increased by about the same

amount as compared with a copper circuit of the same conductivity.

Skin effect—or the tendency of an alternating current to flow near

the surface of a conductor, thus increasing its effective resistance.

This effect is almost always negligible with frequencies ordinarily

employed in transmission work, the increase in effective resistance

being only H% for a /4-in. copper wire at 60 cycles. Skin effect is

proportional to the square of the frequency and cross-section, and

inversely proportional to the square of the specific resistance, hence

for ahmiinum and copper wires of equal conductivity the effect is

the same since the cross-section and specific resistance are increased

iu the same proportion.

From the above it would appear that so far as the effects of

alternating currents are concerned, there is little to choose between

aluminum and copper. Any difference in their behaviour is in

favour of aluminum.

The temperature co-efficients of resistance are about the same,

viz.:—Aluminum, .00214 per degree F. ; copper, .00217 per degree F.

Chemical Properties.—When we consider the chemical properties

of aluminum we are confronted with a serious difficulty, namely,

the joint problem. With copper, good perm,anent joints equal in

conductivity to the wire itself can readily be made by soldering, but

the soldering of aluminum is such a difficult and uncertain operation

that it is almost impossible to carry it out in line work.
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This difficulty in soldering may be attributed to three causes :

—

(1) Aluminum is very highly electro-positive, in fact more
positive than any of the commercial metals. Consequently it oxi-

dizes very readily, and its surface is always coated with a thin film

of AL O3, which has to be removed to effect a soldered joint. Or-

dinary fluxes have no effect, as the oxide film forms as fast as it is

removed. The usual method employed is to use a solder of such a

composition that it contains its own flux, and thus the removal of

the oxide film and the " taking hold " of the solder are simultaneous.

(2) Owing to the high specific conductivity for heat of alum-

inum, it requires a very high temperature to effect a joint. Also

while solder combines with copper at 460° F, over 650° F is required

to make a combination with aluminum.

(3) The fact that aluminum is so highly electro-positive is the

cause of galvanic action between the metal and its solder, unless

the solder be very near aluminum in the electro-chemical series.

A few days in water will render useless many an apparently good

joint.

The solder recommended by the Pittsburg Reduction Co. is that

proposed by Mr. Joseph Richards, and is also that used by nearly

all the manufacturers of aluminum in Europe.

Its composition is:—29 parts tin,

11 parts zinc,

1 part aluminum,

» 1 part phosphor-tin.

The superiority of the solder seems to be due to the phosphor-

tin. The parts are heated and the melting stick of solder rubbed

hard over the surface to remove the film of oxide. "While the solder

U still fluid the surface is rubbed with a metal brush to ensure a

thorough combination. After the pieces are tinned as above, pure

block tin is used to sweat them together. As it is impossible to

cause the solder to flow into an aluminum joint, the tin must be put

just where it is required.

While the above process appears to be fairly simple, unless the

work is done by an expert, the joints are seldom satisfactory. Con-

sequently in nearly all lines recently erected mechanical joints have
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been used, and as far as can be learned they have proved quite suc-

cessfuh Several forms of mechanical joints are given below:

—

Fig. 1 is an aluminum sleeve employed for sizes up to Xo. 000.

The ends of the wire are inserted and the whole is twisted through

three or four turns. Fig. 2 is kno-oTi as the compression joint, and
consists of three parts. The cable ends are inserted in the sleeves

2 and 3, and held in place by hydraulic pressure. This is usually

done in the factory, both ends of every coil sent out being furnished

Fl£j- I

Ff^ Z

ha J

with sleeves; then all that is necessary in the erection of the line is-

to couple these sleeves together by means of the right and left hand

connector 1. Fig. 3 is called the wedge joint. The ends of the

ciiblcs are passed through the sleeves 2, and the strands spread by

the conical wedges 3. The coupling 1 is now screwed on, and as the

bases of the wedges are pressed together the Avires are pressed more

firmly against the conical recess in the sleeve. Both of the latter

forms of joint are quite largely used, the compressive joint being

the more common.
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The action of gases and vapors upon aluminum wire is still

rather a moot point. While the manufacturers claim that the metal

is quite equal to copper in its non-corrosive properties, investiga-

tions of Kershaw in England show that the wire is corroded by the

sulphurous vapors of a city and by hydrochloric acid. It is perhaps

hardly fair to judge the American product by the results of Ker-

shaw's tests, as his experiments were with heavily allo3'ed wire of

51% conductivity. It might be said also, that the tests were con-

ducted at St. Helen's, which is the centre of large chemical industries.

A less favourable place could hardly have been chosen. The action

of hydrochloric acid is not as great as might be expected, protection

being affordedl^y the coating of AL O3 which always covers the wire.

The manufacturers claim that no corrosion takes place on wires

exposed to the salt air along the coast.

The galvanic action of aluminum in contact with nearly all

metals makes it important that all ties, joints, etc., be made of the

same metal. The resistance to corrosion is decreased by small per-

centages of impurities, notably silicon and iron, which are difficult to

remove. Sodium is also most harmful. The Pittsburg Reduction

Co. attribute nearly all failures from corrosion to the presence of

these metals.

To sum up "vvdiat has been said, weight for weight aluminum has

about double the conductivity of copper, with a tensile strength

about 90% that of soft-drawn copper or 60% that of hard-drawn

copper. The weakening tendency of impurities is overcome by the

use of stranded conductors. It is possible to use longer spans for

aluminum' wire on account of its lightness.

On the new Xiagara-Buffalo aluminum line the poles are 113

feet apart, against 75 ft. spans on the copper line. Thus a saving

of al)0ut one-third on the poles and insulators was effected.

Chcmieally the balance seems to be in favour of copper, though

the aluminum lines already in use have not been in position long

enough to give any definite information on this point. The joint

problem has been satisfactorily solved by the mechanical contriv-

ances described. With aluminum we have reiluced freights, and

gain in the matter of distribution and handling. It is claimed also

by those who have used aluminum, that the labour in erection is

materially less than where copper is used. The wire can often be
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strung along the ground and carried upon the poles on a man's

shoulder. It is said also that the care necessary in giving the proper

sag has been exaggerated.

Aluminum is not so well adapted for other branches of electrical

work, except perhaps for bus bars, where it has been quite extensively

u ed. The large cross-section, as compared with copper, makes its

use for armature conductors and all windings where space is an im-

portant factor, almost prohibitive. It has replaced brass in the parts

of many electrical measuring instruments, and has also been recom-

mended lor spacing blocks in iron cores. The large section makes

insulation of aluminum conductors more expensive, and the finished

wire is xery bulky. Mr. Steinmetz says that aluminum has not

proved successful for commutators. There are many other minor

uses to which aluminum has been put, too numerous to mention here.



THE BEHAVIOUR OF STEEL UNDER STRESS.

Processor C. H. C. Wright, B.A. Sc.

Wliilc discussing witli one of the members of the Coimc-il of this

Association the results of certain experimental work of the post-

graduate year at the School of Practical Science, I was induced to

pr mise a paper on the behaviour of steel under stress, and in its

preparation I liave kept in view the younger members and students

of the Association.

Inasmuch as the use of steel has completely revolutionized

methods of construction and plan, its effect should be and is appar-

ent in the design, not, however, to the extent the material deserves.

It has been the custom for years to use rolled shapes, rivets, and

joints of an engineering type partly because this branch of the work

iias been generally relegated to the engineer, and pai*tly because

most of the steel work is hidden. Is not much of it hidden because

h is considered unsightly? Why should not the parts exposed to

view be aesthetically treated and the shapes receive architectural

attention.

It has always been considered necessary to study carefully the

properties of other building materials. The successful treatment of

granite shows boldness or vigor; of marble, delicacy or refinement;

of sandstone, elaboration; of terra-cotta, repetition, etc.

While steel has been used very largely during the last decade, it

will be used much more extensively in the immediate future. It

becomes desirable that the members of our profession should, and

imperative that the younger members shall, obsen-e closely the

peculiar properties and behaviour of this important material in

order that it may be treated satisfactorily in design as well as in

construction. It ought not and cannot be left to the engineer.

Note. —This is a paper read by Professor Writjht before the Annual Conven-

tion in January, 1902, of the Ontario Association of Architects.

—

Editor.
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Another difficulty that might be mentioned is the action of fire

on steel. Serious as this difficulty is from the point of view of

design, it must be met frankly and not forgotten that this very same

property enables it to be rolled and worked into shapes economically.

Interesting as this line of thought is, we must turn our atten-

tion to the more elementary stages and consider a few of the pro-

perties of steel.

Suppose a steel- rod (usually 2-i" long) is placed in a testing

machine and a load applied so as to produce tension in the rod.

Now if measurements of the lengths of a part of the rod (usually

8") are made, it will be found that for every load applied or stress

ir.duced there is a corresponding change in length, a deformation or

strain; further, that when the load is removed the load will regain

its original length.

There is a point, however, beyond which this is not true, or

where the deformation or strain is not constant for equal increments

of load or stress. Below this point steel is elastic, while beyond it it

i? plastic. The point at which this change occurs is called the

elastic limit. If, however, a piece of steel be stretched (strained)

beyond the elastic limit, and the load removed, it will contract more

or less, but will not regain its original length.

The measurements of deformation or strain, which must be

accurate to the nearest 1-10,000 of an inch, are made with an extcn-

someter of wliich this Eiehle Yale represents a very satisfactory

type. As will readily be seen, the points of the screws which fasten

it to the specimen are held rigidly 8" apart. After fastening it to

the specimen, the bar connecting the two heads is removed, and

the two micrometers arc road or set at zero (the contact being deter-

mined by the ringing of an electric bell on the closing of the cir-

cuit by the contact). A load is next apjdied to the specimen, and the

micrometers are again read, the difference between the two sets of

readings giving the deformation or strain corresponding to the lottd

or stress. If the stress be doubled the micrometers will show that

the strain has been doubled. As the stress is increased it will be

found that equal increments of load will produce equal strains so

Icng as the steel remains clastic, or in other words Avitliin the elastic

limit.

If these measurements were continued and the resultant stress

strain eurvo drawn, plotting the loads as vertical ordinates. and the
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strains as horizontal abscissa, it would resemble A B C of the

accompanying figure.

In the complete curve there are four significant points, viz.,

the true elastic limit, A; the apparent elastic limit, B; the ultimate

strength, C ; and the, breaking point, D. From to A the ratio of

stress to strain or load to deformation is constant and the curve

becomes a straight line. Between A and B the ratio of strain to

stress increases slightly, while at B a very marked change takes

place, hence the term "apparent elastic limit." Micrometer meas-

urements of the length are not necessary to determine this point,

and consequently it is widely used in commerce, and is often spoken,

of as " the commercial elastic limit," or often merely " elastic

limit." Beyond the elastic limit the material continues to increase

y
^Ixss strain Curft of 3tul in ~rfiistoir.

in length as additional loads are added until it reaches its ultimate

strength, when it begins to fail. It no longer continues to sup-

port the load, but stretches under a decreasing load and finally sepa-

rates under a greatly reduced one such as is indicated in our dia-

gram by the point D.

Specimen No. 1 is a mild steel made by the open hearth pro-

cess and gave the following results when tested in tension. The

length of the specimen was 24 inches and its diameter 1".015.

Punch marks one inch apart were made along the rod. The speci-

men was then placed in the testing machine and subjected to ten-

sion. The load was gradually applied and the material elongated

uniformly for a time until it reached a point where it stretched under
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a constant load of 21,000 pounds, i.e., the commercial elastic limit of

21,000h-(1.01o2x.T854) i.e., 21,000 divided by the cross-section of

the rod or 27,200 pounds per square inch. The rod finally broke

under a load of 37,700 pounds or of 37,700^(1.015-x.78o4:) or

47,200 pounds per square inch of its original cross-sectional area.

On measuring the distance between two of the punch marks origin-

ally 8" apart (4 on each side of the break), it was found to be 11.08"

long, i.e. the steel had an elongation in 8" of 38.5%. Collecting we
have :

—

Commercial elastic limit 27,200 pd8. per sq. in.

Ultimate strength 47,200 "

Elongation in 8 inches 38.5%

The following measurements made on this specimen will show

perhaps more clearly the elasticity of the material.

stress in Pounds Extensometer Deformation
Load in Pds, per sq. inch. readings. or Strain.

1,000 1237 8.0005 0.0005

2,000 2474 8.0009 .0004

3,000 3711 8.00125 .0003,5

4,000 4948 8.00160 .00035
.5,000 6185 8.00195 .00035
6.000 7422 .8.00225 .0003

7,000 8659 8.0026 .000.15

8,000 9896 8.00295 .00035

9,000 ill33 8.00325 .0003

10,000 12370 8.00355 .0003

11,000 13607 8.0039 .00035

12,000 14844 8.00425 .00035
13,000 16081 8.00455 .0003

14,000 17318 8.0049 .0003

15,000 18555 8.0052 .00035

16,000 19792 8.00555 .0003

On drawing this stress strain curve, plotting the stresses as

vertical ordinates and the strains or deformations as horizontal

abscissae, we get the following diagram.

The complete stress strain curve is given in Fig. 2.

Specimen N"o. 2 of Milo Steel, made by the open hoartli pro-

cess, gave the following results in tension :

—

Length of specimen, 24 inches.

Diameter of specimen 1.015 inches.

Apparent elastic limit 27,000 ponnds per square inch.

Ultimate strength 47,500 pounds per square inch.

Elongation in 8 inches, 38.0%
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SfrfSi Strain Diagmm
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Specimen Xo. 3 mild steel made by the Bessemer process gave

the following results in tension:

Length of specimen 24"

Diameter of " 1.0155

Apparent elastic limit 29,500 pds. per sq. in.

Ultimate strength 46,400 " "

Elongation in 8" 40%

Stress iu pds. Micrometer
Load. per sq. iu. Eeadiugs. Elongation.

.5578

1000 1229 .5581 .0003

2000 2457 .5586 .0008

3000 3685 .5591 .0013

4000 4914 .5595 .0017

5000 6145 .5599 .0021

6000 7371 .5602 .0024

7000 8600 .5606 .0028

8000 9828 .5609 .0031

9000 11050 .5612 .0034

10000 12290 .5616 .0038

11000 13510 .5620 .0042

12000 14740 .5624 .0046

13000 15970 .5627 .0049

14000 17200 .5629 .0051

1.5000 18430 .5632 .0054

Specimen 'No. 4 of machine steel gave the following results iu

tension:
, ;

Length of specimen 24 inches.

Diameter of specimen 1.014

Apparent elastic limit

Ultimate strength 100,600

Elongation in 8 inches 16.5%

Stress iu Pounds E.\teusometer
Load. per Square Inch. Readings. Elongation

1,000 1273 .3837

2,000 2547 .3840 .0003

3,000 3820 .3844 .0007

4,000 5093 .3848 .0011

5,000 6366 .3852 .00J5

6,000 7640 .3856 .0019

7,000 8913 .3860 .0023

8,000 10190 .3864 .0027

9,000 11460 .3868 .0031

10,000 12730 .3872 .0035

11,000 14010 .3876 .0039

12,000 15280 .3879 .0042

13,000 16550 .3883 .0046

14,000 17830 .3887 .0050

15.000 19100 .3890 .0053

16,000 20370 .3394 .0057

17,000 21640 .3897 .0060

18,000 22920 .3901 .0064

19,000 24190 .3904 .0067

20,000 25470 .3908 .0071
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Figure 3 is the stress strain diagram of specimens Xos. 2, 3 and

4 within the elastic limit. Allowing for reasonable errors of observa-

tion, the line joining the plotted points is a straight line showing

conclusively that steel is within these limits perfectly elastic.

Before looking at the classification of steel, let us examine very

briefly its composition and process of manufacture.

Cast iron, as you will remember, is a combination of from 2 to G

per cent, of carbon with iron. The large amount of carbon deter-

mines its charasteristic features or behaviour. AYrought iron is

the product resulting from the removal of carbon from cast iron.

This ] eaves with the wrought iron such impurities as sulphur and

ft^//<f 2nil

'« X «

Fig. 2.

phosphorus. When these are present in too large quantities they

render the iron red short or cold short respective!}'.

Steel is a combination of iron with a percentage of carbon

varying from minute quantities to as high as 27o. It is manu-

factured in the three following ways, viz.—1. By adding carbon to

wrought iron—the product of such process being known as crucible

steel. 2. By removing carbon from cast iron—the product of this

process being known as Bessemer steel. 3. By melting together

cast and wrought iron—^the product of this process being known as

open hearth steel.

Cast iron is liard and brittle and can be moulded, while wrought

iron is soft and ductile and can be welded. Steel is unlike wrought
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iron in that it is fusible, and unlike cast iron, it can be forged, and

with the exception of high grades, it can be welded. In addition to

these advantages the higher grades can be hardened and tempered.

The term steel is applied to a class of materials which cover a

very wide range of properties. One particular grade may be soft

and ductile while another is quite hard and brittle. In tensile

5tr(is S^roj" Diaqnmi

Thrn 5cnjP'i of5M
Htyifftlicilr fim = /"

Fig. 3.

strength they may vary from 40,000 to 200,000 pounds per square

inch.

It is now customary commercially to classify steels either accord-

ing to their properties or uses. In the one group there is mild,

medium or hard steel, while the other classification includes rivet

steel, boiler plate, structural, machine, tool and spring steel, etc.
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The following table gives a few of the characteristic physical

properties of these different classes:

—

Eivet steel should be ductile rather than strong and should

have an ultimate strength of 40,000 to 55,000 pounds per square

inch; elastic limit, 30,000 to 45,000 pounds per scjuare inch; elonga-

tion in 8" = 25 to 35%.

Boiler plate—Ultimate strength 50,000 to 65,000 pomids per

square inch; elastic limit, 30,000 to 45,000 pounds per square inch;

elongation in 8" = 25 to 30%.

Structural steel—Mild, ultimate strength 40,000 to 55,000

pounds per square inch; elastic limit, 25,000 to 43,000 pounds per

square inch; elongation in 8" = 25 to 35%.

Medium—Ultimate strength, 55,000 to 70,000 pounds per

square inch; elastic limit, 35,000 to 45,000 pounds per square inch;

elongation in 8" = 20 to 25%.

Machine steel—Ultimate strength, 80,000 to 110,000 pounds

per square inch; elastic limit, 55,000 to 70,000 pounds per square

inch; elongation in 8".

Tool steel and spring steel—Ultimate strength, 120,000 to 200,-

000 pounds per square inch.

The standard specifications for structural steel proposed by a

committee of the American Society of Civil Engineers in 1896 is as

follows

:

Lbs per sq. in.

Tensile strength low steel 60,000 + 4,000

medium 65,000 + 4,000

high 70,000 -h 4,000

Elastic limit 557° of the ultimate strength of the specimen.

1,500,000

Per cent, elongation in 8 in. —
Ultimate

2,800,000
Per cent, reduction of area =

Ultimate

Eivet steel when heated to a low cherry-red and quenched in

water at 82° Fahr., must bend to close contact without sign of frac-

ture. Specimens of low steel when treated and tested in the same

manner must stand bending 180° to a curve whose inner radius is

equal to the thickness of the speimen, without sign of fracture.
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Specimens of iiiedium steel as cut from the bars or plates and
without quenching, must stand bending 180° to an inner radius of

1^ times the thickness of the specimen, without sign of fracture.

While those of high steel, also without quenching, must stand bend-
ing 180° to a radius of twice the thickness of the specimen without

sign of fracture.

In connection with the latter part of this specification, the fol-

lowing test ma}^ be interesting and instructive.

Two specimens, one of mild open hearth and the other of

machine steel, were heated to a cherry-red, quenched with water and

tested with the following results:

Ultimate streugth Elastic limit Elongation

pds. per scj. in. pds. per sq. in. in. 8"

Mild steel 47,200 27,200 38.5%

Mild steel hardened 62,200 43,000 broke in strips

Machine steel 83,900 55,600 21% ,

do hardened 106,000 60,500 2%

While almost every specification mentions maximum and mini-

m.um tensile strengths, it is very seldom that mention is ever made

of the compressive strength, although the material is used quite as

frequently in compression as in tension. This is because the ulti-

mate strength, elastic limit and deformation or strain are more

readily determined in tension than in compression, and because the

results in tension are the same as those in compression.

Under a uniformly increasing load steel in compression con-

tracts uniformly within the elastic limit, which fortunately is the

same as that for tension. When the load increases beyond the

elastic limit the material simply spreads and increases the area of

its cross-section indefinitely, so that in compression steel has no

ultimate strength. This is well illustrated in the following speci-

mens, originally 2 inches long, which were subjected to a load of

170,000 pounds each.

Specimens numbered 1, 2, and 3, are wrought iron, made in

Sweden, England and Ontario respectively; while numbers 4, 5. and

6 are mild steel open hearth, mild steel Bessemer, and machine steel.

Those specimens which are cracked open or are etched show very

c' early the flow of the material under the stress.
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The stress strain diagram for steel in compression -u-hen the

stress is determined by dividing the load by the original cross-

sectional area is as indicated in the annexed diagram, Fig. 4.

These compressive tests were made on a Eiehle 200.000 pounds

machine, and as the screws were kept running at a uniform rate, a

200000

/30aoo

tSOPOO

Stress Srroi/? aoc/

Stress T/me Curv'es

bf h'rouqi/ /roff o/?i3/ 5tee/

in Compression

Sca/e <?/ Confracf/e/r

5ca/e (p/ 7T/ne

Fig. 4.

set of readings of the times required to produce the stresses 17618

registered on a chronograph simultaneously with the measurements

of the deformation or strain. On plotting from these results the

stress strain curve and the stress time curve, it is found that they

were identical when the scale? correspond.



BRIDGE FOUNDATIONS AND ABUTMENTS.

J. Herbert Jacksox, O.L.S., '03.

The information for the following paper was gathered last sum-

mer from work on which the writer was assistant in charge under

C. H. Mitchell, C.E. It is intended as a descriptive paper, only such

technical questions being taken up as are thought to be of interest

to those unfamiliar with this class of construction.

The work comprised the building of two highway bridges to re-

place old ones over the Welland Kiver, at points five and eight miles

respectively above the town of Welland. The contractor under-

took to remove the existent structures and erect others as per plans

adopted. The cost of each bridge complete Avas $6,000. This in-

cluded all work necessary to make the highway passable and ready

for use by the public.

Looking at the problem from an engineering point of view, it

resolved itself into designing a bridge for general highway use which

would clear the stream in a single span. This length proved to be

134 feet from centre to centre of end pins. The approaches were

to be earth embankments with the surface macadamized for a dis-

tance of 200 feet in each direction. The conditions of the soil, etc.,

on the sites of the bridges were found to be precisely similar, as was

also the length of span, so that the two bridges could be built from

practically the same set of plans. At the points selected the banks

of the Welland are of a soft, black, porous earth on top of plastic clay,

and in no way capable of sustaining a load except by piling for the

foundations.

The stream is very sluggish, even running back on itself when

the waters of the Niagara River are high. This seemed to comprise

the total of the information at hand.

From these facts it was decided to put in a steel superstructure

with abutments of concrete.

i
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PILE DRIVING.

The question which now came up was the numher, spacing, etc.,

of the piles, and was worked out as follows:—The bridge selected

was one of 16 foot roadway and was to withstand a dead load of 600

lbs. per lineal foot, and a live load of 1,200 lbs. per lineal foot. The

weight of bridge desigTicd for these loads was 132 tons, or 61 tons

weight to each abutment. The fonn of abutment gave a content of

90 cubic yards. This amount of concrete, at an average of -1,000

lbs. per cubic yard, made the weight of an abutment 180 tons. To
this was added 36 tons for transferred earth pressure and miscel-

laneous load. Thus the load for each abutment was:

—

Superstructure 61 tons.

Content of abutment 180 tons.

Miscellaneous 36 tons.

Total 277 tons.

To support this it was thought that thirty-seven piles would be

sufficient, and assuming the load to be uniformly distributed each

pile had a load of 7.5 tons.

The formula for driving the piles was taken from the Engineer-

ing News.

J 2Wh

Where L:=:safe load in lbs.
,

W=weight of hammer in lbs.

h=fall of hammer in feet.

S=penetration in inches at last blow.

In using this a factor of safety of 4 was assumed.

The safe load on each pile was then 7.5X-1=30 tons=60,000 lbs.

The weight of hammer used was 2,600 lbs., and the fall was

30 feet.

To find S.

60000^2j^00xJ0^^S^ jg.^^^j^^^
S + 1

In the specifications, 1.5 inches was the maximum penetration

allowed at the last blow.

In construction it was found that on both abutments of one of

the bridges the centre piles gave a greater penetration than the
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above, and it was necessary to add eight supplementary piles to each

in order to come up to requirements. These were necessar}^ by

reason of the clay being much less solid than was anticipated from

tests.

The addition of the eight piles made the strength ample for the

weight to be sustained.

The driving of the piles was accomplished by sinking a coffer-

dam about the space to be occupied and pumping out, when the

usual method of drop hammer -was used. The piles were banded to

prevent brooming at the ends.

GRILLAGE AND PLATFORM.

On the top of piles sawed off true and level at two feet below

low water mark was built a grillage of sound white oak timbers.

These were 10x12 and had a full bearing on each pile and drift

bolted with f-inch bolts with upset heads, driven flush. The grill-

age timbers supported a platform of white oak 5 inches thick. This

was kept dry by the coffer-dam, which, being left in place, also acted

as a protection after comjiletion.

CONCRETE.

The concrete was laid on these platforms in molds built to the

form of the abutment. The composition of the concrete for the

interior of the abutments was in the proportion of 1 cement, 2.5

sand, 5 broken stone. The proportions for the weather surface to

a depth of 6" was 1 cement, 2 sand, 4 broken stone.

The forms for the concrete were held perfectly solid by means

of rows of wires placed in at every three or four layers of concrete

and fastened to the outside of the form. In this way, when one side

of the form was made solid the other could not move. In removing

these forms it was only necessary to cut the wires, leaving them in

after trimming off the ends. All corners and angles were bevelled

so as to give the finislied abutment a neat appearance.

In mixing it was required that the cement and sand should be

mixed dry and then water added. Finally the stone, which had been

previously wetted, was added, and the whole thoroughly mixed.

This concrete was placed in 8" layers; in placing the concrete in

the forms the weather surface was mixed and thrown in close to the

mold from the platform above. In this way the mass was pretty
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well compacted on reaching its position. This was done all round

the edge and raked to a comparatively even surface. The interior

portion was now added to the height of the weather surface, and the

v.'hole was thoroughly tamped and compacted. Layer after layer

was added in this manner till the whole was completed. Just at

the surface, bridge-seats of limestone were set for the truss bearing

of the superstructure.

Great care had to be exercised to keep the whole mass of each

abutment from slightly moving out of alignment, and the forms had

to be checked on permanent plugs set on the bank at some distance

back. As a final precaution, when one abutment was complete the

forms of the opposite one were checked on it so that if by any pos-

sibility it had shifted, the second one might be made parallel to it.

and thus we avoided trouble when the steel work was to be set.

APPROACHES.

The approaches were built on an easy grade up to the bridge

roadway and had side slopes oi VA horizontal to 1 vertical. The

surface was of limestone, well compacted, to form a solid pavement,

and brought to a true grade.

The posts of the fencing along the sides of the approaches were

prevented from leaning by a wire placed under the macadam and

tightly twisted.

The superstructure was finally erected when the abutments

were completed. To temporarily support this a net work of piles

and false work was erected across the stream and removed again on

the completion of the bridge.



THE COLLEGE GRADUATE AND HIS SPECIALTY.

C. H. Mitchell, B.A. Sc, C.E.

[The writer has been requested to prepare a paper on this subject in the hope
that it may prove of service to students and (graduates upon leaving college. The
desire being to refer more particularly to Hydraulic Engineering, this specialty

has been followed, but the general principles outlined would be quite applicable for

other branches of the profession.]

Not until quite recent years has the true place of a scientific

school begun to be assigned in the education of the young engineer.

While a quarter of a century ago it was generally admitted that edu-

cation in an engineering school was good, but not a necessity, it has

come of late to be generally considered an indispensable factor in the

education of the engineer. This is so, not only in Canada, but

throughout all other countries, where, during tlic past few decades,

the industrial activity has been very marked.

Previously the early education of the engineer, in whatever

branch he might select, was planned out for him, leading through

long terms of pupilage in engineer offices, gaining experience through

the different steps of the work in the specialty or group of specialties

to which he gave attention. The place of the school or college in

this course of training was more to servo as providing tlie necessary

foundation of general education, as distinguished from a scientific

education, and the student was expected to derive his scientific attain-

ment in a large measure from his experience and association with his

comrades and superiors engaged in his engineering work, doing so

by some means of absorption and example perhaps, more than by

special devotion to study and research. The result of this has been

the production of the famous engincci-s of experience who have

brought us to the modern civilization, who 1i;iv(^ loarnod at nature's

school, by nature's hand, by success and faihire. Those are the

men who have enabled our modern schools to adapt the actual theory

and the underlying scientific principles to the real work, its design,

and construction.

Of latter years, however, the process of crlucation has been

different, and tlie school or college has takm a very ])rominent part.

The school has supplied not only tlie 'general education, but the

foundation, and, in some cases, a considerable portion of tlie techni-
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cal education. Many of the leading schools have, of latter years,

also provided a means -of specializing in the engineering education,

thus providing a means for the student to acquaint himself with not

only the theoretical but also with much of the practical work of his

chosen specialty. It does not follow, however, that the student

graduating from a college in one of these engineering specialties can

by any means be termed an expert, although there are some well

known institutions which go so far as to lay claim to the distinction

of graduating its students as " Engineers " in the full acceptation of

the term. The writer believes that the principles laid down in con-

nection with the School of Practical Science and Toronto University,

with reference to the engineering courses, meet the modem condi-

tions in an eminently satisfactory' manner. The school does not

pretend to do more than prepare the student in his theory and appli-

cation of the theory, to teach him to study and pursue research, and,

to a certain degree, " make him immediately useful when he com-

mences actual professional work." Most engineering works, for the

design and construction of which students are fitted, are such that

their magnitude and general nature render it impossible to study

them in such a manner as is possible to students in other professions.

Many colleges meet this by arranging excursions and tours of inspec-

tion to interesting engineering works, either built or under construc-

tion. These, however, cannot be classed as anything but object

lessons, and while valuable as such, do not permit of that close

insight into methods and design of detail which would be so valuable

to the young student. This applies primarily to engineering works

of large magnitude, but almost equally so to works of easier access,

particularly of a mechanical nature, because of the inability of the

student to get to the true inwardness of the work in the short time

usually at his disposal. The Toronto courses do not follow this plan,

but ])rescribe a much better means by encouraging the student to

employ his vacation periods in actual engineering service under what

may be termed " actual working conditions," and in this way at once

render him in touch with the professional life. Carrying this still

further, he is told, after ordinary graduation, to go out into the pro-

fessional world, having behind him his college or academic career

with its primary scientific education, and its mere " elements " of

prejiaration, and work with those who are designing and construct-

ing, learning all he can as well as he can. After three years of this
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active life under working conditions, he is told to come back with

his record, and the University is then prepared to call him an
Engineer.

The value of this programme of education is but partly appre-

ciated by the under-graduate in his early days at the college, nor i&

it to be expected that he should see it as do the older and experienced

engineers who have, perhaps, learned their work without the ad-

vantage of the college education. The young man, upon graduation,

has learned many of the things which the early engineer learned

after years of experience, and has probably become in a few years

much more conversant with his theory and principles than the older

man, but he has still to learn those things which the latter learned

in his first six months. He has beep, taught to think and to reason,^

but he has yet to learn to work and to work hard, and incidentally

to compute, design and superintend, to meet emergency, to become

a friend and a master of nature and her laws, and above all, to know
men.

It is upon graduation that specialization usually manifests itself,

although in the college course the election of studies may have

already determined it. However, in most cases the nature of the

first few years out of college has all to do with the future line of

work and may be considered to mould the taste or the talent of the

graduate to this particular direction. It is at this time, perhaps,

more than at any other, that this adaptability of the student to a

particular line of engineering becomes apparent. All the professions

have of recent years tended towards a division into specialties and

the modern life is made up of the work of the expert to such an
extent that even specialists employ other specialists on their work.

This is equally true of the engineering profession, and on all large

works the designers and constructors are, in reality, a group or statf

of experts in the several departments.

Some specialists have for many years formed distinct branches

of engineering, and many of these have of late again been subdivided

into others, each having its followers. That of hydraulic engineer-

ing has existed for many years and has passed through many phases

of interpretation. New lines of work have been added to it, and

others have been removed, as for instance, that of sewerage, drainage,

water works construction, etc., wnich are now usually classed with

sanitary or municipal engineering, a new group. Of late years, and
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particularly during the past decade, hydraulic engineering held a

somewhat unique position and has consequently come to mean not

only canal, river and harbour construction, with kindred works, as

before, but water power development in all its branches. In the

latter, such work in turn frequently calls for the employment of

many other experts or special specialists, comprising mechanical,

electrical, architectural, mining and sometimes chemical engineers

in the varied classes of work required in water power construction

for different purposes.

It is manifestly impossible, therefore, for the young graduate

who desires to enter the field of hydraulic engineering, having in

view the specialty of water power construction, to take it up as a

single study in the same manner as one would many other lines. It

is further evident that he must immediately upon leaving college,

seek employment on works which will quickly put him in touch with

this branch of the work. In this department of engineering, per-

haps more than any other, should the student follow the school of

experience, outlined as being that in vogue before the days of the

science school. It is only in this method of getting out into the

actual work, that hydraulic engineering can be studied, for the

dearth of literature upon the subject is very marked. Water power

engineering in reality is a very new line, and previous to, say, twenty-

five years ago, it was studied by scientific men to but a small extent.

No doubt the perfecting of long distance electric transmission has,

within recent years, brought the whole question very strongly before

the engineering profession, and electricity and hydraulic work are

now destined to be grouped definitely together. Owing to the recent

growth of this branch, the literature on water power questions is

nearly all in magazine and periodical form, while the manufacturers

of machinery are adding quickly to it by advertising matter, in the

form of experimental research.

The writer would advise graduates of the School of Practical

Science, desirous of following this line, to obtain employment in, or

at any rate to visit and carefully examine designs, methods of con-

struction and operation at water power centres, not only in Canada

and the United States, but if possible in Europe. America, while not

in the lead in research in this branch of engineering, is doubtless

destined to become essentially a water power or hydro-electric power

using continent. Already hydraulic enterprise is far beyond that of the
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old world, and Canada, on account of her vast power resource, is not

to be by any means behind in this progress. It is to Switzerland,

Italy and Germany, however, that even yet we have to look for the

lead in real scientific work, particularly under high heads. Xearer

at home, however, the student should be acquainted with the char-

acteristics of the rivers, watersheds, falls, and physical features, the

methods of development, the conditions of operation and mainten-

ance, and of the available markets for power generated, existing in

the locality of each power centre. Grouped roughly, these centres

might be said to comprise, in Canada : British Columbia, Xew Ontario,

the " Soo," Niagara Falls, St Lawrence and Ottawa, Quebec, and as

yet, to a small extent, several centres in the Maritime Provinces. In

the United States are Massachusetts and Connecticut, which are

probably pioneers, New York State, with Xiagara Falls and the

Adirondacks, Minneapolis, Colorado, Montana and California, where

the boldest transmission work has been attempted, and a few

scattered centres in the south. All of these have their own distinct

features, and each forms a special study in problems of high or low

heads, large units, floods, ice, and cold weather conditions, trans-

mission or peculiarity of use.

The course to be followed by a student is plainly to gain experi-

ence by close association with power construction in several of these

centres, and particularly in the designing and erection of new pro-

positions if possible. The graduate from college could expect to

iirst obtain employment at tracing, or other subordinate work at

which he must some time start, and if ability is displayed, it will be

but a short time before he may assist in design of details, or if his

inclinations are such, he may get " out on the work "' as a field man
or superintendent of construction. From this work his real experi-

ence will date, and his value as a specialist increase with time. If

he applies himself to become thoroughly acquainted with all the

details of the work from design to operation, he should become very

valuable in his one branch, commandino- high remuneration, and not

requiring to seek his employment.

To conclude, there is but one school, and tliat is experience,

and but one master, and that is nature. The student, thougli lie be

first man in his year at college, must expect to start the humblest

scholar, but after, Avith opportunity and energy, lie may ho]ie to earn

rapid promotion with golden opinions for himself and his work.



THE HYDRAULIC LIFT LOCK ON THE TRENT CANAL AT
PETERBOROUGH.

Walter J. Francis, C.E., M. Can. Soc. C. E., Assoc. M. Am. Soc.

C. E., Division Engineer, Trent Canal.

[The courtesy of Richard B. Rogers, Esq., M. Inst. C. E., M. Can. Soc. C.E.,

Chief Engineer of the Trent Canal, in kindly permitting the writing of this paper,

is thankfully acknowledged by the writer.]

PRELIMINARY.

Tlie hydraulic lift lock on the Trent Canal has been considered

worth}^ of a special paper owing to the fact that it is not onh' the

only one of its kind on the American continent, but also because it

surpasses in capacity and in height of lift anything of its type that

has hitherto been attempted.

In order to get a clear idea of the route on which this lock is

being constructed, it might be well to state that the Trent Avater-way

consists of a series of rivers and lakes connected by artificial canals.

It is intended to form a connecting link between the southern end

of Georgian Bay, at Midland Harbour, and Trenton, on the Bay of

Quintc, leadmg to Lake Oniario. This canal, which has been under

contemplation for a great number of years, and which was originally

selected by the Royal Engineers of England as the most practicable

route between the upper lakes and the seaboard,, is now being ex-

peditiously pushed forward by the Government of the Dominion of

Canada, and several contracts have been let and many of them com-

pleted during the last six years. Of the the total length of 203

miles, only about 33 require to be completed to furnish navigation

throughout the whole distance.

Leaving Midland Harbour, where there is a depth of water of

about 20 feet, the route is intended to pass by way of the River

Severn into Lake Simcoe, this part of it as yet having had no work
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done on it. From Lake Simcoe, through the valley of the Talbot River,

Balsam Lake is reached, and from here access is had to a chain of

magnificent lakes, many of which equal in grandeur of scenery the

Thousand Islands. Leaving this chain of lakes the route enters

the Eiver Otonabee, which is better known at its lower end as the

Trent, passing through the town of Peterborough into Eice Lake

and Ihence to the Bay of Quinte. The whole of the route passes

through a fertile and progressive part of the Province, and, from a

local point of view, Avill be of immense benefit to the inhabitants

of these parts. Many towns of considerable size and importance are

located along the route. The chief importance of- the water-wa}',

however, is thought to be its value for barge navigation, per-

mitting grain from the west to be brought in large vessels into

Midland Harbour, here breaking bulk and unloading it into barges,

which will be towed in lines of from two to six through this route

down the St. Lawrence, to the ocean vessels in Montreal.

The works of the canal are being constructed in the most sub-

stantial and modern manner. The locks, with the exception of

three, are of the ordinary type, and built entirely of concrete; some

of them are said to have been the first of the kind in Canada. All

the bridges are of steel, and very little timber is used in any struc-

ture above water level; so the entire work is carried out with the

idea of complete .permanency. The hydraulic lock, with which

we chiefly deal,, is located in a section of four miles of the canal

"which is built to overcome the obstructions to navigation found in

the Eiver Otonabee where it passes the town of Peterborough and

where there are many water powers in use for manufacturing pur-

poses. The total difference in elevation in this section is 77 feet.

After leaving the river at the upper end about three miles and a

half of canal is formed by short lengths of excavation and natural

valleys until a slope of a hill is reached, where a difference in eleva-

tion of 65 feet is found in a distance of about 800 feet. Here the

hydraulic lock is located and the difference in height overcome in

one lockage. About a quarter of a mile further along the route

has been built a lock of the ordinary type, which leads again into

the natural water.

The hydraulic lift lock is, theoretically, an automatic machine,

and is devised to take the place of the ordinary lock, where great

differences in elevation are found in a comparatively short distance.
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The first lock of this type was built by the inventor, Mr. Edwin
Clark, of Clarik & Standfield, Hydraulic Engineers, London, Eng-
land, about the year 1872, in England, at Anderton, on the River

Weaver, to connect the Trent and Mersey canals. While it differs

somewhat in some particulars from the two other locks since con-

structed, it has answered its purpose admirably and has given no

trouble. The same gentleman has also built, or has been connected

with the building of, a lock of much larger dimensions at Les

Fontinettes, in France, and at La Louviere, in Belgium. The Bel-

gian Government has at present in some stage of construction four

other locks of the same type. The chief dimensions of the Anderton

lock are: lift, 50 feet; length of chambers, 75 feet; width, 15^ feet.

The two locks already built on the continent, as Avell as those con-

templated, have a lift of about 50 feet, with chambers l-tO feet

long, 19 feet wide, with 7 feet 10 inches normal depth of water.

With this contrivance a lockage is performed by the vessel float-

ing into a box or tank of water \vhich can be shut off from the adja-

cent reach. The box, with the water and the floating vessel, is then

raised or lowered to the other reach, with which communication can

also be made. The power required to control the lowering, or to

accomplish the raising, is obtained by having a similar box con-

nected with the other.and balancing it. Each of the boxes is carried

on the top of a ram working in a hydraulic press. The two presses

are filled with water and are connected by a pipe. The rams are

arranged so that when one is up the other is down. The uppermost

box is made heavier than the other. When a valve on the connect-

ing pipe is opened the heavier box in descending forces down its

ram, displacing the water from its press into the other press, making

the ram protrude and carrying the lighter box up with it.

The manner of constructing the Canadian lock varies materially

from those already built in about the same way that Aniericau ])rac-

tice varies from European, and so far as outward ajipcarance is con-

cerned, when the present work is finished, there will be little simi-

larity, although the principles necessarily remain the same.

THE SUBSTRUCTURE.

As has been stated, the lock is located on a gradual s1o]h\ The
excavation was begun in 189(). The exact point of location was

chosen so that an average depth of excavation of about -40 feet was
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required, and the material thus obtained was used in forming

embankment to complete the length of the upper reach. The
remainder of the material required to finish this embankment was

obtained from the earth cutting above the lock.

The excavated material was found to be of a hard clay mixed

with small stones and boulders underlj-ing a thin layer of fertile

soil. At the northern end of the excavation, where it was a little

the deeper, a small amount of hard-pan was encountered, and below

this a shaly lime-stone rock. This rock was in layers of from half

an inch to eight inches in thickness, between which were thinner

layers of clayey and "shaly material. The layers of rock, which are

of crystalline structure, stand the weather very well, but the shaly

parts disintegrate very rapidly under the action of rain and frost.

The elevation at which this rock was found proved to be an

exceedingly fortunate one, requiring as it did very little expensive

excavation, and at the same time providing an excellent foundation

for the heavy substructure and saving much concrete that would

otherwise have been required for footings. It might also be added

that the discovery of the rock was a pleasant surprise, as many
common wells had been sunk in the neighbourhood to considerable

depths without having encountered rock, and the borings made on

the site had not been sufficiently extensive to discover it. The pre-

liminary plans were prepared for establishing the substructure on

earth. Before the work had progressed to any extent, however,

extensive borings were made to determine the character of the under-

lying strata, in order that the contract for the wells, in which the

large presses stand, might be let with some degree of certainty.

One of the borings was made by a small horse-power machine to a

depth of about 130 feet below the surface of the ground, 5nd accurate

notes, which have proven themselves correct in the work which has

since been completed, were made as the borings progressed. The

rock was also a decided advantage for the construction of the wells,

which were about 80 feet deep. Its nature permitted it to be

blasted and excavated with comparative ease, and no difficulty what-

ever was experienced in making an excellent job of the excavation

at a very small cost.

The foundations in the wells require, as will be seen from what

has been already said concerning the principle of the operation of

the lift, that the utmost care be exercised in order that there shall
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be no failure at this place, the total weight of the lock chamber,
with its burden, having to be supported on the com-paratively small

base which the well affords. Here again the rock proved of great

value. The total load at the bottom of the presses is, in round
numbers, 2,000 tons, a rather heavy load to trust on so small an
area of ordinary masonry foundation, and very much more than was
•considered advisable to put upon the somewhat poor quality of lime-

stone found in the bottoms. On account of this rather excessive

load and its uneven distribution at the press base, it was decided to

use blocks of granite so arranged as to distribute the pressure uni-

formly over a sufficient area of the natural rock to give a bearing

which seemed favourable under the conditions, and further, in order

that not the slightest risk should be run in incurring possible acci-

dent and consequently enormous expense, these foundations were

dealt with liberally and more expensive stones were used than would

probably be called for under other circumstances.

The courses of granite were specified to be between 24 and 30

inches in thickness, and some of the stones were 7 feet 6 inches

square, giving a weight (about 11 tons) requiring care in handling,

and affording no little difficulties in the way of setting at such a

^reat depth below the surface. Three courses of granite have been

laid and finished in the wells and a very satisfactory Job has been

made. The design of these foundations will be seen by reference

to the drawing on page 131.

The walls of the wells are very regular and reflect credit on the

man in charge of the work. By judicious arrangement of the

charges of dynamite and blasting very little divergence was made
from the truly cylindrical form, 16 feet 6 inches in diameter, which

was required by the specification. It was decided, in order to pre-

vent the disintegration of the walls of the wells, to line the sides with

concrete. The thickness of the lining is sufficient to form a finished

diameter of 14 feet 2 inches, in this way leaving a clearance all round

the main presses of 3 feet. It is not necessary that this lining be

water tight, although it is believed that it is practically so, as the

wells will be constantly full of water and will require to be unwatered

at intervals of perhaps five years for inspection purposes. Adequate

mo.ins in the way of pumps are afforded for this purpose. In put-

ting these linings in, the water was permitted to follow up the con-

crete work, thus relieving the pressure of any leaks through the

s.p.s. \<
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rock on the tender mortar by balancing it. This lining is carried

up to the top of the wells and is finished at the floor of the lock-

chamber pit.

The substructure of the lock is built entirely of concrete and

contains about 26,000 cubic yards. Of this amount some 25,000

cubic yards are already placed. The work has been carried out

according to the working general plans which accompany this paper,

and which have the special title " Masonry " and are numbered 1 to

10. The substructure may be divided for convenience into (a) main

or breast wall, which serves the purpose of a retaining wall for the

upper reach; (b) the wings, that further act as retaining walls in

holding the side embankments, which will be seen by reference to

plan; (c) the side walls, which form retaining walls for the earth

along the sides of the lock; (d) the towers, the duty of which is to

maintain the lock chambers in their vertical motion; and (e) the

lower gateways which end the lower reach. 'All the walls (excepting

the wings) form a dry pit, or rather two dry pits, into which the

metal lock-chambers descend.

The main wall is 40 feet in thickness and about 80 feet in

height; the length being 126 feet at the base. At about 15 feet

from the rock surface there is formed for convenience a chamber or

room, which is called the pump room, in which the turbines and

pumps are installed. This room is 12 feet wide, 17 feet high and

110 feet long, including partitions 8 feet in thickness, which are

intended to assist in taking the shear through the otherwise weak-

ened cross-section of the wall. At about the original natural sur-

face of the ground the wall is pierced longitudinally by a roadway,

which will form a continuation of the line of the main street run-

ning through the town of Peterborough, giving access for vehicles

to the furthermost side of the canal and dispensing with the ordi-

nary swing bridge. This roadway is 14 feet wide and 21 feet high.

In the top part of the wall are formed recesses for the gates which

close the ends of the upper reach. Access is provided from the pump
room to the roadway by a staircase formed in the concrete wall,

and one may also pass from the roadway to the upper level by a

spiral iron staircase placed in a cylindrical void formed in the con-

crete. Viewed from the side nothing of the main wall will appear

below the level of the roadway. On this elevation an attempt has
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been made to obtain an architectural effect by mouldings and

pilasters.

The wings are situated, as will be seen from the plans, at the

uppermost side of the main wall, extending 55 feet beyond it.

Their form may best bfe seen by reference to the plans. They are

carried down to the rock bottom in order that there may be no undue

settlement between the main wall and the wings to cause unsightly

cracks on the face and awkward breaks on the top surface. At the

bottom the wings are only 40 feet in length, the full 55 feet being

made up by cantilevering out 15 feet at the elevation of about 4T

feet above the rock level. Considering also the light duty which

these walls are called upon to perform, they have been made cellular

in construction. Along their outer sides a stairway is carried up

as a mean of access from the roadway level to that of the upper reach,

and the mouldings of the main wall are continued along the exposed

sides of the wings. The side elevation will convey very little idea

of the differences in construction of these two parts of the work,

—

the main wall and the wings.

The side walls, as it has been said, form retaining walls for the

earth along the sides and are intended to maintain the lock-chamber

pits perfectly dry. These walls are of solid section and present no

especial features. At the points next the main wall stairways are

carried up from the level of the lower reach to that of the roadway

as a convenient means of access from one to the other, and also to

provide a sort of buttress to the main wall. In the term, side-^ialls,

is included a wall 12 feet in width extending along the central line

of the construction and dividing one pit from the other.

The towers, three in number, are located on the same trans-

verse centre line as the two wells. In round numbers the total

height of each from rock bottom to the top is 100 feet. Each of

the side towers has a base 29' 6" x 40' 8", which decreases somewhat

at the elevation of the top of the side walls. From this upwards

the base of the tower is battered for a continual height of 45 feet;

and above this the shaft on all sides is vertical 18' x 18' G". For

operating purposes it is necessary to build the inside face of the

tcwer plumb from top to bottom. The central tower has for the

same reason to be plumb on both ilie sides next the chamber, while

its other two sides conform to the same lines as those of the side
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towers. Its width tliroiiglioiit is 13 feet. The towers have been

tieated in the same architectural manner as the main wall.

The lower gateways extend from the rock to the top of the side

walls, and are formed to accommodate the steel gates which close

the ends of the lower reach. In the centre between the gates is a

small chamber which contains the hydraulic engine used to operate

the gates.

It will be seen by referring to the masonry plajis, for instance

No. 3, that the concrete work is built in sections—the main wall

stands by itself, being separated in construction from the side walls.

In the same way the towers are not bonded with the adjacent side

walls excepting in a lateral direction, by what is termed on the works

a '' key." The object of this system of construction is to obviate

unsightly cracks, which occur from uneven loading on the founda-

tion, as well as from contraction and expansion due to the extreme

changes of temperature. It has been found in concrete work if

lines of weakness are not provided in construction they form them-

selves in a short period of time. These lines of weakness are formed

by placing a partition or " bulkhead " from face to back of the

moulding of the wall, and keeping, the concrete work on one side of

it a few feet higher than the other. Before the lower side is brought

up the bulkhead is removed and the new concrete is placed against

that formed by the bulkhead. The vertical line thus formed is

marked by a small triangular piece of wood 3-8" on a side, tacked

to the face forming and which is removed with the forming. These

vertical lines are never noticed on the walls, whereas a crack is com-

mented upon by nearly everybody. "Where the construction has to

provide against unwatcring and keep the water from leaking through

from the back, the keys above referred to are introduced.

Tlie concrete of the hydraulic lock goes under the general speci-

fications for concrete used on this section of the canal. By the

specification the concrete has to be formed of clean sharp sand,

gravel, approved field stone broken to about 2-inch cubes, clean

water and Portland cement. The cement is provided by the Govern-

ment.

The cement used is Portland of the best quality. About

ninety-five per cent, of that used was of Canadian manufacture.

About five thousand barrels of German Portland, which proved to
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be of excellent quality, were also used. The Government maintains

an excellent cement laboratory, with an efficient chemist in charge,

where all the cement undergoes rigid examination before it is used.

The sand and gravel is subjected to very rigid inspection, and

none is allowed to be used in which there is an appreciable amount

of clay or foreign miaterial. For mortar not to be incorporated into

concrete the sand is kept separate, but for concrete purposes the

sand and gravel is mixed, and an effort is made to get the sand and

gravel uniformly graded from the size which would ordinarily be

called sharp sand up to gravel stones an inch and a half in diameter.

About two-thirds of the concrete already in place has been

mixed by a " continuous " mixer, which is a long box of square

section, open at both ends, set on an incline and caused to rotate.

The ingredients of the concrete are fed into a hopper at the upper

end, water is forced into the upper end of the box from a hose held

a^ the lower end, and the materials by the time they reach the lower

end of the box are pretty well incorporated. With care an excel-

lent concrete can in this way be produced. The remainder of the

concrete has been made with a " cubical '• mixer, being a cubical

steel box pivoted with one of its long diagonals horizontal. The

box is charged with the required proportions of material, the lid

closed and the box rotated. "When the materials have become suffi-

ciently incorporated, which can best be determined from experiment,

the rotation is stopped and the contents discharged. This mixer

has an advantage over the continuous one above described that the

material may be manipulated as long as it may be considered neces-

sary, and one is quite aware of the amount of mixing in a batch

of concrete; whereas with the continuous, it is impossible to tell

just where one batch ends and another starts. This in nu\ny cases

is a disadvantage and requires most careful watching, particularly

when it is desired to iise concrete of varied strength to suit the

requirements of special parts of the work.

In the substructure the proportion of the ingredients is varied

according to the importance of the parts. For example, in the towers

the batches were made by adding an additional bag of cement, mak-

ing in this manner a stronger mortar, but using about the same

amount of stone as in ordinary work. The mixture of ordinary

concrete is given by the specification as follows:—To each cubic yard

of approved broken stone there shall be added half a cubic yard of
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screened gravel, one quarter of a cubic yard of sand and three and
one-half cubic feet of Portland cement.

This mixture will not work in these rigid proportions in all

cases,—the kind of cement, the fineness of the sand and the gravel

and the product of the stone crushers all having an influence. The
idea is to have a rich mortar which will bind the coarse materials

together, the varjdng sizes of the gravel and of the broken stone

giving uniformity of density to the mass. It has always been found
necessary to separate the different parts for trial mixtures, and in

these the stone and gravel is added to " fill."

All of the concrete is made and placed under careful inspection

and the component parts are Avatched to see that no changes in the

conditions occur.

On all the exposed faces of the work, mortar (generally 1 cement

to 2^ or 3 of sand) to a depth of about three inches is placed. This

mortar is mixed at the same time as the remainder of the concrete,

and is deposited simultaneously, usually bv one man with a shovel,

who does nothing else but attend to this matter, keep the moulds

clean, and see that none of the coarser material of the concrete is

allowed to touch the forming which retains the concrete in position

until settling has taken place.

The forming or moulding throughout is made of pine lumber,

three inches in thickness and about ten inches wide. The face side of

the timber is dressed to a smooth surface and the edges of the planks

are rabbeted so as to form a lap joint. The studding to support this

surface is required by the specifications to be 6" x 8" stuff set up at

about 4 foot centres. It has been found absolutely necessary to use

stiff forming like the above in order to preserve uniform lines on the

face of important walls. Back lines of the walls are constructed by

rough inch boarding which oftentimes does not present a very

workmanlike appearance as far as the carpentry is concerned, but

so long as the lines are kept reasonably near Avhat is intended noth-

ing more is required in this particular.

THE SUPERSTRUCTURE.

The superstructure of the hydraulic lock, which is under con-

tract with the Dominion Bridge Company of Montreal, was let in

the spring of 1898. Some slight modifications in the plans.
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however, have been made from time to time as a more complete and

careful study showed that this could be done to advantage; but in

the main details the contract plans have been rigidly adhered to.

For purposes of description it would perhaps be well to separate the

construction into its different important parts,—the lock-chambers,

the guides, the gates and their operating machinery, and The auxili-

ary mechanical plant.

THE LOCK CHAMBERS.

As has already been mentioned, the lock chambers of this lock

are very much larger than those of any lock previously built, having

a width practically double that of the largest of the others. The

clear inside dimensions of each of the chambers are 139 feet long

and 33 feet wide, with a free board of 9 feet 10 inches. These

dimensions, with the exception of the depth of water, are fixed by

Government commission; and it is necessary, as well as complying

with the conditions above, that a clear headway of 25 feet be left

above the water-level. (It would appear that these sizes were deter-

mined upon from the construction of the old form of side wheelers

in common use on the Trent waters some years ago.) The depth

of water for which the lock is constructed would be called in ordi-

nary navigation language " 8 feet on the sills," and the whole of

the construction of the canal at the present time is being carried

on with a view to using this depth of water, although G feet is the

nominal depth of the canal. The load of water which each of the

lock chambers will contain is about 1,700 tons, and this is the maxi-

mum load which it is necessary to provide for, since when a vessel

is floating in the chamber it is merely a question of displacement.

The trusses which carry the load of the chamber are double canti-

levers. The form of these girders has been changed from that

shown on the drawings by making the chords parabolic in form, in

order to obtain a horizontal platform at the ends next to the reaches.

The depth of the trusses at the centre is 33 feet, this depth having

been chosen with a view to preventing the teetering tendenc}'', which

is always present, rather than that of lowering the stresses due to

the water load. The trusses are simple, and it is not necessary in

any of the members to provide for alternate stresses, as the load is

constant and always in the same direction. All the connections are

riveted and stiff; the top chord cover-plate is 30 inches in width.
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the diagonals are of flat rolled bars throughout. The stresses with

the material are given on the drawing on page 137. The floor

bams and stringers extend under the whole of the plating and will

fonn a very stiff frame-work for it. ISTo lateral bracing has been

provided, as it is- considered that the plating itself will be quite suffi-

cient to withstand any wind stresses. The plating of the chambers

is, in the lower part, 3-8 of an inch thick, steel, with 5-16 along the

sides. The plates are arranged of such a width that there will be

very little fouling of the stringers and floor beams, and they are

joined by butt splice plates 4^ inches wide throughout. The rivet-

ing of the plating is put in in the same way as for boiler work, and

all the edges of the splice plates are caulked by the concave method.

The whole of the load of the chambers is, as will be seen, brought

directly on to the top of the rams by plate girders 9 feet in depth.

There are four of these girders, each taking practically an equal

share of the load, as will be seen by an examination of the double

system of the trusses.

THE GUIDES.

The guides, which will be required to overcome' the teetering

tendency which is always present, and to overcome also the tendency

of rotation due to the unbalanced v\-ind forces, are placed at the

centre of the trusses at the sides and the upstream end. The central

guide-, which have mainly to overcome the teetering, are placed on

the line of the top and the bottom chords and connect with the

towers. The guide adjacent to the side tower is made of such a

form as to witlistand a side pressure of the wind, from which ever

v>ay it nuiy be blowing, in this way relieving the centre tower of

this kind of load and giving it all to the side one. It will be seen

by the masonry drawings that the side tower is of much greater

width than the centre one, which is only 12 feet in this direction.

Those guides which will probably be the more efficient in overcom-

ing the rotating tendency of the wind are placed at the upstream ends

of the trusses and work against steel beams embedded in the con-

crete work.

These guides have, in former locks, also to overcome the un-

bahiiuiMl end pressure of the water when the adjacent gates are

opened ready for the chamber to receive the vessel. This end pres-

sure has been so small, compared to what is found in the Canadian
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lock, that no extra precautions were necessary to care for it. The
unbalanced pressure, however, in the Canadian lock is so great that

it has been considered advisable to provide a separate means for over-

coming this end thrust. The unbalanced pressure produced in this

v.ay is 180,000 lbs. and is taken care of by a special "end thrust

arrangement " which engages directly with the concrete work. It

consists of a steel casting secured to the trusses of the chamber at

about the level of the floor line, and these castings engage with

others which are firmly anchored to heavy steel beams imbedded in

the concrete work.

THE GATES.

The gates and operating machinery are of a very different type

from anything that has hitherto been employed for this purpose.

The design of the gates is thought to be entirely new. In the Euro-

pean locks it has been the custom to hang and raise them vertically,

Avhich has proved to be quite a satisfactory method where the head-

room required has not been much more than 8 feet above the sur-

face of the water. However, as it is necessary that 25 feet clear

headway be preserved in our case, and as our gates are of necessitv

about twice the length of the European ones, it did not seem a desir-

able thing to operate them in the old manner. The method which

has been adopted and on which the gates are now being constructed,

is clearly seen in the diagram on plan 3, and further in the sketch

on page 143,

It will be seen by inspection of one of the gates closing the end

of the reach, that it is hinged along the length of its lower edge

and arranged so that it will fall flat above the bottom of the gate

recesses. As it is never necessary that one of these gates be opened

without the other, they are arranged to operate in pairs. The

reach gate is controlled directly by a small three-cylinder hydraulic

engine and the chamber gate is automatically connected with it.

The gates themselves are of steel throughout, the frame work con-

sisting of a series of vertical posts made of I-beams, which counect

to the top girder, giving a perfectly determinate system of strossea

throughout, and bringing definite abutment loads where they can

be readily taken care of. The plating is all on the outer (that is,

away from the reach) side of the gate, is 5-16 inches thick on the

upper parts, 3-8 inches thick below, is butt-spliced and caulked in
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the same manner as the plating of the chambers. In order to render

the gates less cumbersome in handling, or rather to make it prac-

ticable to handle them, the space between the vertical beams will be

taken up by light, water-tight, galvanized-iron boilers of the type

commercially known as range or hot-water boilers, and the buoy-

ancy which will be gained by the use of these boilers will make the

gate so that it can be readily maintained in any desired position.

It was originally intended that this buoyancy should be obtained,

as will be seen by an examination of the contract drawings, by plat-

ing the gates on both sides and having them caulked. But a further

study of the subject seemed to show that this was an undesirable

method, as the possible racking of the gates in operation might cause

the caulking to become loose, and thus destroy the buoyancy in such

a way that it could not easily be repaired; and further the extra

amount of plating required to obtain the buoyancy added materially

to the weight of the gates. A new method was therefore sought for,

and the ranger boiler idea seemed to possess so many merits that it

was readily agreed to by the contractors. These boilers are light

in construction, thoroughly galvanized within and without, and

tested under any required reasonable pressure; and they are cheap.

Damage to one or more of themi would not materially effect the

operation of the gate, and a broken one may be readily replaced at a

convenient time. The galvanizing will of course prevent any cor-

rosion of the iron by the water.

Water-tightness is ensured within the gates and chambers, or

reaches, by means of a rubber strip, about 3" x ^", fastened along

the sides and bottom of the frame against which the gate 'closes.

The pressure of the water itself keeps the strip tightly pressed

against the gate, in this way preventing any leakage. The edge

against which the rubber bears is machined to a true surface.

The hydraulic engine operating tlie gates is situated in sucli a

way that its main shaft is on a line with the axis of the gate, and a

sprocket pinion is attached to it next to the side of the recesses. A
second sprocket, which is connected to tlie former one by a chain, is

attached near the top of the gate rigidly to tke same shaft as a

pinion which engages with a segmental rack fixed to the side of the

masonr)'. The rotation of the engine shaft causes the gate to be

raised or lowered. The sJiaft extends across the top of the gate, and

at its farther end has a similar pinion engaging in a corresponding
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rack, in this way bringing both ends of the gate np without a

twisting motion.

While speaking of the gates it would perhaps be well to describe

the method whereby a water-tight joint is made between the end of

Ihe chamber and the corresponding end of the reach. The end of

the chamber clears the end of the reach by a space of about If

inches, and it will be seen that this space has in some manner to be

closed before the water in the canal can connect with that in the

chamber, or, in other words, before the gates can be opened. The

joint is made by the inflation with compressed air of a rubber tube,

which is fastened to the face of the reach along the bottom and up

the sides of it. This hose is made fiat in form and lies against the

frame of the gate. "Wlien inflated with air, at a pressure of about

27 pounds per square inch, it will form by its tendency to become

circular, a joint which will be perfectly water-tight under a head of

12 or 14 feet, wliich is the maximum depth of the water at this

place. In practice it is intended to inflate this hose only as much
as may be necessary to make the joint tight, because the intended

amount of pressure increases materially the "end thrust '' which is

referred to when speaking of the guides. At one of the Euro-

pean lifts this joint has been made b.y building the end of the lock

chamber on a taper and having a movable wedge, faced on both sides

with rubber, so adjusted against the end of the reach that when the

chamber comes to the top of its stroke, the two inclined faces would

b.'nd against one another and in this way form a water-tight joint.

This method, while it has its advantages, seems also to have its dis-

advantages, and these were considered so great that the hose idea

v:as adopted.

#

THE LARGE PRESSES.

The presses, which are really the most important part of the

whole mechanism, differ very materially from anything that has

hitherto been constructed. The pressure by the gauge during oper-

ations will be 600 pounds. The rams have a finished, external

diameter of 90 inches, and the inside diameter of the presses is 7

feet SI inches, giving a clear space of 1^ inches all round the ram.

Tlie rams themselves are built of cast iron 3 J inches in thickness,

made up in sections. Each section is 5 feet 3 inches long and is

bolted to the adjacent ones by 1^ bolts through inside flanges. The
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joints between the sections are made perfectly tight by means of a

gasket of thin soft copper, rolled true to gauge, of cross section

dimensions of f inch by 1-16 of an inch. This gasket is brazed in

the form of a ring. The end sections of the ram castings are rab-

beted to fit into one another and have male and female corrugations.

The copper is put in flat and when the joint is screwed down tightly

becomes corrugated, making the joint perfectly tight.

It is, however, in the presses themselves that the important

changes have been made. In the presses at Anderton, cast iron sec-

tions were used throughout. Failure in these caused Mr. Clark

to change his plans. In order to obtain a more satisfactory' type of

press, cast iron at such high pressure being unreliable in tension,

many experiments were tried, and the presses at La Louviere and Los-

Fontinettes were built on two different plans. The Les Fontinettes

])resses consist of steel hoops, rabbeted and piled on top of one

another to make up the required height, water-tightness being gained

by an interior lining- of copper brazed, in much the same manner as

the inner tube of a bicycle tire gives air-tightness to the tire; tlie

copper is water-tight and the steel hoops take all the tension. At

La Louviere a different method was tried. The sections of the

presses were of cast iron to get the water-tightness, and the strenglft

was given to these sections by means of steel hoops rolled in the

ordinary tire mills, rabbeted so as to fit together, heated and shrunk

on to the sections. On either end of the cast iron sections a small

lip or projection was left while turning them-, to serve as a protec-

tion against the hoops being dragged off, but these lips were not so

large as to prevent the heated hoops from being passed over them.

The end hoops of the sections were flanged and served as a means

of bolting the adjacent sections together. This has proved to be a

very satisfactory type of press, but it requires not very much con-

sideration to see that it is also a very expensive one. The cast iron

sections must be turned with the utmost accuracy; the greatest care

must also be used to have the hoops bored out, and an immense

amount of machining is required on each of the hoops. The heating

of the hoops is also a serious matter, and after the press is finished,

while there may be no doubt whatever of its suitability, still the

actual stresses are very uncertain. They endeavoured to set up suffi-

cient compression in the cast iron when in the normal condition to

exactly balance the tension produced by the load when working, and
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in this way leave the cast iron in a neutral state of stress. This

style was shown on the plans for the letting of the superstructure,

and was tendered on by the European firm which built the La

Louviere lift, who asked to have them made the same diameter as

those at La Louviere (namely, 2 meters) instead of 7 feet 6 inches

diameter as our specification reciuired. The present contractors,

however, in their tender, submitted also an alternative tender for

presses made of steel castings, at the same time making such a sub-

stantial decrease in their alternative figure that the Government

felt compelled to enquire very carefully into their proposal, with the

result that their tender for the presses of steel castings were

accepted. Mr. Clark, in his experiments of presses, had tried steel

castings, but in one of the large sections he produced failure at

about 40 per cent, of its calculated ultimate strength, owing, as

examination showed, to the fact that a large piece of scale had be-

come loosened from the mould and had embedded itself in the wall

of the casting. This was really all the information along this line

tliat the Government had when entering upon their investigation as

to the feasibility of using steel castings for this purpose, with, of

course, the knowledge that immense strides have been made in the

manufacture of steel castings since the tests at La Louviere were

made ten years before. A careful study of the products of some of

the large steel casting manufacturers of the United States, and of

their test specimens, coupled with the assurance that they were able

to make a satisfactory press in this manner, led to the adoption of

steel castings, which are now in shape to be placed in the work.

The internal diameter, as has been stated, is 7 feet 8^ inches, the

thickness of the metal 3^ inches, the length of the sections 5 feet

3 inches, with flanges on either end for connection p\irposes. The

thickness, 3^ inches, was chosen chiefly as a matter of considera-

tion in casting rather than on account of the stresses. The maxi-

mum pressure in the presses will probabl}^ give a tensile stress in the

walls of about 8,500 lbs. per square inch. The Government required

tliat every casting in the presses should undergo a pressure test by

water. The maximum pressure to be applied was decided upon as

2,000 lbs. per square inch, which strains the metal of the casting

almost up to the elastic limit; and this pressure may be applied and

relieved as many times as the engineer may direct. It is considered

that this will insure, beyond a doubt, that every casting is perfect
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and that no flaws or large faults exist in them-. The iests already

made on these castings have been eminently satisfactory, and have far

exceeded the most sanguine expectations. Xot only have the steel

castings taken the load perfectly, but there has not been the slightest

oozing, Avhile some of the auxiliary ordinary iron castings used in

the test have allowed the water to pour through them like sponges.

The tops of the presses are finished with a stuffing box of re'?-

tangular form, 1 inch wide and about 10 inches in depth, and will

be filled with braided hemp, which before using is about an inch

square in section. It is intended to use about nine rings of this

hemp in the stuffing box. The hemp is tightened down by means of

a steel gland or follower held by stud-bolts tapped into the top

section. The gaskets forming a water-tight joint between the

adjacent sections of the press, are of copper, the same as those

described for the rams. In the tests already performed there has

been no difficulty experienced in keeping this hemp packing quite

tight under pressure of 1,200 lbs. per square inch.

Another important deviation from former examples is the man-

ner in which the water is admitted to, or discharged from, the

presses. It is necessary that a volume of water equal to the volume

of one of the rams be forced from one press into the other during

the process of lockage. The chief difficulty with the Anderton press

was encountered at the point where the connecting pipe joined the

presses. To overcome this, a rather complicated inlet system was

devised and patented by the Societe Cockerill of Seraing, which has

proved very satisfactory on the La Louviere lock. The contractors

of the Canadian lock suggested an entirely different form of inlet,

which consisted practically in the enlargement of presses at the level

of the connecting pipe by a swell, which would permit the water to

discharge freely away from the ram. Before approving of this the

engineers studied the matter very carefully, and after a most liberal

application of hydraulic formulae, and the most variable results from

very slight changes in assumptions, it was decided to perform some

experiments to determine if possible what would be the best arrange-

ment of curves for this inlet. A model was made of wood one-fiftR

full size, and the curves suggested by the contractors were accur-

ately and carefully formed in the model and shellacked. Water from

a height of about 30 feet was discharged through this model, which

represented as closely as practicable the actual conditions which will
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exist, and the curves were correctly and carefully increased, numbers

of experiments being performed with each set of curves. It was

found that after certain enlargements had been made, that the dis-

charge from the model was no longer effected, and it was assumed

from this that these curves would give probably the best results

and least friction. These lines were agreed to by the contractors.

The pipe connecting the two presses is 12 inches internal di-

ameter, made of steel castings one inch in thickness, the various

lengths being fastened together with bolted flanges. Midway between

the presses and immediately under the centre of the central tower is

located the main valve, which closes the connection between the

presses. This valve is controlled solely by the lock master in his

cabin on' the top of the central tower. Beside the main gate valve

there are two auxiliary valves which are closed or opened automatic-

ally by the lock itself during its motion. These valves serve as a

protection against possible accident, and each valve is closed by the

chamber by the time it reaches the end of its stroke, the closing

being started about the last eighth or 8 feet of the stroke.

THE AUXILIARY PLANT.

As has been stated, the hydraulic lock is theoretically automatic,

but it will^ be seen that slight leakages about the gland of the main

presses cannot be avoided. For this reason it is necessary that some

supply of water under pressure be maintained and always ready when
required. This supply is provided from an accumulator.

THE ACCUMULATOR.

The accumulator consists of a cylinder in which a ram works,

the ram carrying a weight which may be increased or diminished

according as it may be desired to change the pressure in the water

contained in the presses. In the accumulator in question it is in-

tended that the ram will be loaded to give a pressure of about 15 lbs.

more than that at which the large presses will work, so that in event

of additional water being renuircd in either of the large presses, at

any time it can be readily admitted from the accumulator. The
accumulator receives its supply of water from a pressure pump
located in the pump-room, the pump being driven by a small water-

wheel working under the head of the upper reach. The accumulator

is built after the same manner as the large presses, having a press
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or outside cylinder of steel castings. In the type of accumulator

invented by Lord Armstrong, the ballast-box, whereby the weight is

applied to the top of the ram, is in the form of a ring encircling

the press. But this appears to be undesirable, because when the ram

is at the top of its stroke there is practically a pivot joint in the

middle of the column, the height of which is twice the length of the

ram. This accumulator is now built with the ballast-box directly

on the top of the ram, and the top of the press is stayed to the walls

of the concrete, where it is installed. It is expected that a much

steadier motion will be obtained in the machine by this method.

The accumulator is installed in a void in the eastern side tower, and

a cylindrical well has been carried down to about the level of the top

of the large presses in order to contain the press. The stroke of the

ram will bo accommodated in the height of the tower. The diameter

of the ram is 20 inches and its stroke is 30 feet G inches. This will

give, without further supply from the pumps, a sufficient quantity of

water to raise one of the largo rams one foot high.

As it was necessary that the accumulator and pump should be

installed, it was thought desirable that the gates and the capstans

for towing vessels in and out of the chambers might also be operated

to advantage from this power, so it was decided to use Brotherhood

three-cylinder hvdraulic engines to operate the gates, one for each

pair of gates upstream and another for each pair of gates down-

stream, the gearing being so arranged that only one pair of gates

can be worked at a time. The hydraulic capstans are practically of

the same form as these engines and are operated by the same power.

The engines and the capstans are being constructed by the Hydraulic

Engineering Co. of Chester, England.

THE PUMPS.

The accumulator receives its supply of water from two high

pressure hydraulic pumps located in the pump-room. Each of the

pumps has a capacity sufficient to operate the accumulator, the two

being provided in order to form a duplicate plant. The pumps are

built in the most substantial manner, having bronze pistons and

piston rods, and bronze-lined cylinders. They are directly connected

to the turbines by which they are driven, and are so arranged that in

case of accident both can bo connected to pump up the lock-chambers

singly so as not to completely stop the traffic on the canal.
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A pump having a capacity of about 20 cubic feet per minute is

provided for the continual unwatering of the lock-chamber pits and

is placed in the lower gateway engine chamber discharging into the

lower reach. It will doubtless be impossible to keep the lock-

chamber pits perfectly dry, owing to the height of the water back of

the walls. This, together with h. certain amount of leakage from the

presses and other machines, as well as from the gates, will accumulate

in the lower portions of the pits around the main presses. \\Tien

this water reaches a level very nearly the floor of the pits at this

place, this pump will be automatically started and work until the

water is taken out to the desired level.

THE TURBINES.

The turbines operating the pressure pumps are located in the

pump-room and derive their power from the 65-foot head of the

upper reach. This water is taken in through a screen or rack at the

side of the reach, and down a vertical penstock leading into the

pump-room, the wheels discharging into the two draft tubes em-

bedded in the concrete wall separating the pump-room from the

culvert into which they empty. The culvert conveys the water to

the level of the lower reach, where it will be utilized to make up for

the evaporation and percolation on this short stretch of the canal.

Each of the turbines is 16 inches in diameter and is of the "Croker"

type. The turbines are built in the most substantial manner and

have bronze steps. It is ordinarily intended that one of the turbines

shall be utilized to operate one of the pumps, while the other will

generate electricity for lighting the lock and for supplying electrical

power for any other object which may be deemed advisable within

reasonable distance of the lock, such as the operating of the swing

bridges and the guard gates. The turbines are arranged so that each

•can work either pump. The working of one pump is all that will

ordinarily be required; if necessarv. however, both may be operated

at the same time.

THE DYN.VMO.

The type of dynamo has not yet been decided upon, but it will

"be sufficient to provide about 100 arc lamps. It is intended to install

this machine in the central chamber of the pump-room, belting it

•directly to the turbine nearest to it.
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THE TAYLOR HYDRAULIC AIR COMPRESSOR.

Eeference has already been made to the air tube which forms a

joint between the ends of the chambers and the ends of the reaches

and which is inflated with compressed air, when it is required to

make the joint. This air is supplied by a compressor, built under

the patents of the Taylor Hydraulic Air Compressing Co. of Mon-

treal, and is located in the south-west corner of the main well. It

receives its supply of water from the upper reach and the air is com-

pressed by becoming entangled with the water at the point of inlet,,

dragged down by the water to a depth considerably below that at

which the water escapes, and afterwards collected below and thence

delivered into the pump-room. The inlet of the water indicated

on the masonry plans is about 13 feet above the outlet, which may

be seen passing over the top of the main wall, and into this the inlet

or feed-pipe delivers. The headpiece is a device separately patented

whereby air is admitted so as to become entangled with the inflowing

water.

It is connected through its base by an 18-inch pipe to a tank

85 feet below it. The connection at the lower end of the pipe is

made on the side of the tank where the water is given a horizontal

and rotary motion, allowing the air to collect in the conical top of the

tank. A 4-inch pipe is attached at the top of the cone, delivering the

air at the required destination. The lower tank, 11 feet in diameter,

is open at the bottom, permitting the water to escape after the air

is released. The water then rises around the outside of the tank

and up the 42-inch shaft m which the 18-inch down-pipe, before

referred to, is placed, and escapes at the outlet above the level of

the top of the roadway. The pressure of the air is that due to the

column of water from the water-line in the lower tank to the level

at which the water escapes in the outlet at the roadway level. The

lower chamber also forms a reservoir for, as well as a collector, of the

compressed air; the compressor is automatic in its action and runs

continuously, a safety valve being provided to allow the air to escape

when too much accumulates below.

From the pump-room the compressed air is led in pipes to the

various places at which it is required to be used.

J
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METAL IN THE SUPERSTRUCTURE.

A summary of the amounts and the various kinds of metal

included in the superstructure is as follows:—Rolled steel in plates

and shapes for the lock-chambers and gates, 1.680,000 lbs.; cast iron

in the main rams, accumulator, guides and various machines, 495,000

lbs. ; steel castings for the main presses and accumulator, 668,000 lbs.

OPERATION.

The operation of the lock will require three men—a lock-master

and two assistants or gatemen. The duties of the lock-master will

be to oversee everything, and he will be fully responsible for the

structure. The gatemen will be required, one at the lower end and

the other at the upper, to open and close the gates, make good the

joints between the ends of the chambers and the reaches and to

operate the capstans. It will also be necessary for the gatemen to

take charge of vessels at a distance of about two hundred feet above

or below the lock, at which point the vessels will pass into the sole

charge of the hydraulic lock men.

The lock-master, during operations, will be required to stay in

his cabin, located on the top of the central tower, where he will be in

full view of all the operations and in full communication with both

of his assistants by a simple signal system. The lock-master will

have all the levers before him, and will control all the workings of

the lock. The levers for controlling the gates, water-tight joints,

capstans and all parts, of the apparatus will be interlocked so

that none of them can be moved out of proper order, thus guarding

against possible accident and giving the lock-master complete and

sure control of the whole apparatus. In order to get a clear idea of

the complete mode of operation, let us assume that both lock-

chambers are down at the lower level, and empty, as they will be at

the end of the winter, or even when it is desired to prepare them for

navigation purposes. Each of the presses will be filled with water

bv the pumps. The main valve on the connecting pipe will be

closed and water will be pumped into one of the presses until the ram

with its superimposed chamber rises to the level of the upper

reach. An examination of the case will show that it is necessary

that the uppermost chamber, in order that it shall be able in

descending to cause the other to take the full upward stroke, must
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contain a volume of water greater than the rising chamber contains.

This extra amount of water is equal to the volume of one of the

main rams, since the change that takes place during the relative

motion of the two chambers, is that the ram of the descending

chamber becomes constantly immersed while the other protrudes.

In popular language, the descending chamber is losing weight while

the ascending one is constantly becoming heavier. It is also neces-

sary that some extra weight or " surcharge," as it is called, be pro-

vided to overcome the friction of the guides and of the stuffing

boxes of the main presses. The area of each of the lock-chambers

is so great that it requires only an adaitional depth of 8^ inches to

give an extra load of water of 100 tons, which will, no doubt, be

quite sufficient. The addition to this weight will, of course, have

the effect of accelerating the time of the relative change in posi-

tion of the chambers. It is intended that the actual time required

in raising the chamber through the whole elevation, will be about

three minutes. But this will depend upon the adjustment of the

main gland, the nicet}^ of the working of the guides and the con-

trolling of the main valve in the hands of the lock-master. In the

European locks this part of the lockage is readily performed in three

or four minutes. Suppose that the uppermost chamber will be re-

quired to stop, say with its floor 8:^ inches lower than the bottom of

the upper reach. When communication is established between it and

the reach it will have a load of 100 tons in exce^ of that in the

lower reach, assuming that the depth of water in the two reaches

is the same. Then the total operations to perform the lockage, assum-

ing that the gates adjoining the reaches are open and that the water-

tight joint between the chambers and the reaches is made, will con-

s.^st in hauling the vessel into the chamber and mooring her there

securely, closing the gates, deflating the water-tight joint and open-

ing the main valve between the presses. The heavier chamber will

commence to descend, the motion being allowed to increase gradually

by the gradual opening of the valve, until it reaches the maximum

speed. At about three-quarters of the stroke the main valve is

slowly closed, communication between the presses being entirely cut

off when the end of the journey is reached. Theoretically it would

appear possible to have an ideal surcharge Avhich would perform the

required stroke without the operation of any valve whatever. The

change in elevation being made, the water-tight joints are again made
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by the air tubes between the chambers and the adjacent reaches, the

gates are opened and the vessel or vessels are free to go on their

journey, after being towed out by the capstans. The surcharge con-

tained in the descending chamber simply flows out into the lower

reach, while a similar quantity to perform the next lockage is

admitted into the chamber which has just reached the higher

elevation.

It would appear that the hydraulic lift lock possesses many advan-

tages over locks of the ordinary type. First of all it bears the same

relation to the ordinary lock as the double track railway does to the

single, for one vessel may be locked downwards and another upwards

at the same time, this making no difference whatever to the lockage,

as the admission of the vessel is merely a question of displacement

of so much water. Again, the saving of time is an important item,

for the total operation is readily performed within a space of twelve

minutes, while witli the ordinary locks an hour or more would be

considered fast work. The third advantage, and one which is of

great importance where there is a scarcity of water in the upper

reach, is the small quantity of water required to make the lockage.

In the ordinary form of lock the amount of water is equal in volume
to the area of the lock multiplied by the height through which the

lift is made, which is very many times greater than the quantit}'

required by the hydraulic lift lock; indeed, certain conditions of

traffic may arise which make it possible for water to be delivered

from the lower level into the upper.
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OUTLINES OF WORKING DRAWINGS OF
MASONRY SUB-STRUCTURE OF LOCK.
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REPORT OF THE TREASURER.

Mr. President,—I beg leave to submit the following statement

of balances, receipts and expenditures for the period between April

27th, 1901, and March 21st, 1902

:

To Balance on hand April 27th, 1901 $ 219 49

To amount from advertisement and sale of

pamphlet No. 14 $ 157 73

" " collected as fees of ordinary mem-
bers 170 00

" " received from Jjibrarian 040 95
" " received as life-members' fees.... 16 00

984 68

Total $ 1.^04 17

By amount paid for publishing pamphlet

No. 14 $ 434 00

postage 11 67
" " '•' photos and frames for

library 4 50

" " " printing and stationery. 11 25

" " " paper, supplies, etc 546 60

ribbons, flags, etc 18 97

" " " representatives to Queen's

and McGill 38 35

" " " customs and exchange. . . 2 94

« " " advertising committee. . . 3 85
1,062 13

By Balance in Bank of Commerce 143 04

$1,204 17



168 treasurer's report.

It might be well to bring to the notice of the members the fact

that very few of the graduates pay the necessary fee to entitle them

to life membership and our annual pamphlet.

Also that the cost of our pamphlet far exceeds the sum received

from our advertisers. If our life members would assist us in this

matter we would soon be in a position to make our publications more

valuable than they now are. All of which is respectfully submitted.

Yours,

E. A. James,

Treasurer.



AUDITORS' REPORT.

^Ye hereby certify that we have this day examined the accounts

of the Treasurer, and vouchers therefor, and find a balance on hand

of $142.04.

There is an outstanding debt of $G0.49, and outstanding account*

due the Society of $28.00.

E. J. DUNLOP,

F. D. Henderson,

Auditors.

March 21st, 1902.
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